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Abstract 
In order to fill the vacuum created by' the abandon-
ment o'f' the sea tale as the staple of his fiction, Mel-
ville, in the short fiction of the fifties, exploi~~~ a 
' new mise en scene about which a new set or symbolical 
associations accrued. The object of th1a new interest 
was that backbone of the Gothic romance, the buildin.g. 
Melville's architectural symbolism differs from that of 
1nt'luent1al predecessors, such as Hawthorne, 1n its per-
vasive concern with problems of epistemology and phenoa-
enology rather than ethics. The primary •objective cor-
relative" of the epistemological theme in the short 
tion--How does the mind come to know what 1t knows? How 
reliable is that knowledge?--lies in the :four baelo co•-
ponents of Melville's metaphorical •house•i the (• e- l ·1 or 
'..J _.,_ ...._ CJ._ • 
the Ground Floor. the Garret. the Tower. These architec-
tural diVisions become analogues for faculties or the 
human mind. Moreover, the part of the "'house• with whlcb 
the protagonist most :f'ully identifies himself deter:::lnea 
symbolically his effectiveness in coming into relations 
with the external world. ., The hab1 tue of To~ ... er or Garret 
approaches 11:f'e from a plane that is too lofty, too ambi-
tious, too absolute, and, consequentl.3 hl.s view of the 
1 
.. 
-~. 
' 
2 
worl.d 1s distorted and illusionary. The most succesa .. 
ful protagonist 1dent1f1es most closely wi t11 tr1e Ground 
Floor and 1 ts most prominent appurtenance, the he£:1.rth • 
He accepts, as Richaro Chase has said, "lower but more 
stabl.e levels of being." His reali ty-st.ance 1s prag-
matic and unassuming. He accepts his time- bou11d, exis-
tential state and refuses to be taken in b;/ pl1ilosopi1-
1cal or religious shortcuts. His attachment to the 
hearth signifies, as well, a recognition of the need for 
warmth, geniality, and good humor. Freq_uently tl:is spec1ea 
of protagonist also identifies himself with his Cellar 
and tempers the pragmatism of the Ground Floor with 
qualities native to the Cellar: unconsciousness, 1mag1~ 
nation, intuitive insight to nature and the p~ist. The 
protagonist who, on the other hand, looks completely beyond 
his own 11house," expecting to find solutions to h1a prob-
lems in other buildings--that 1s, 1n external standard.a 
or systems--is doomed to failure. Toe most successful 
protagonist creates his own 1nter1or world w1 thin 4:r1e 
latitudes of freedom and perceptual ab111 ty--his •r1ouse• .... 
allotted him. He accepts the limitations placed.. on h1_a 
by an indifferent uni verse, and. the only tes tin:or's-Y of 
his "victory" lies in the persistence of his essential. 
irreducible self. 
-~ 
Chapter I: •MelT1lle's House• 
And Its Background 
With the exception of certain "longer" pieces or the 
short fiction--notably,uBenito Cereno," "3ertleby the 
Scrivener," and, perhaps, "The Enc.cntad-1.s'1 -- 1'ielv1lle' a 
"magazine fiction" of' the period 1853-1856 hRd lonp; teen 
labeled "minor" and had excited 11 ttle cri ti cnl 8. tter:t 1 on. 
Newton Arvin's judgment that " ••• few or the tales themselTea 
are anything but thin, pale, insubs tan t 1c~1, and fr~ tn lly e.o.s7 
1 
to forget" succinctly summarizes th1s view. E.ichard cn,u,e 
was first to give the "magazine fiction" as a whole 2'1.:,th1ng 
"".! like the kind of serious attention t!·:at 1t deser..-ea."" 
Subsequently, several comn1enta tors 
degrees of success to grapple with the thematic nr.d atH>thet1o 
J 4 issues raised b;r the "minor" fiction. Rich.a.rd Harter Pogle'a 
publication of an entire book devoted to the study of 
Melville's short fiction in some ways see3s to huv~ g1Yen 
the stamp of respectability to such study, and 1n the last 
decade a sharp increase of interest in the tales and sketohea 
has been eTident. Of' special interest has been a r1s1?18 
4 
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' 
effort to discoTer similar elements, "common denom1natora,• 
in the body of short fiction as E1 1·,hole '\ \_ ... t ... ,. ~ , ·1 ! C ,1, ... : c)·. U . , . ,., P ·, -" • • ..... .. r. -
-.,_ .... "' ... . -... ,.... *' 
clarif7 !Vlelville';:: E.rtistic clev•~lopment ftTl(l &tM.t\! ~·r mind. 
5 immediately following his "heroic" periOO. 
•·.o.· .... 
It is apparent that during ti1r:~ r·~~r"1cx:i 1.€5)-1856 MelY\lle 
was searching for new fictione.l ~·· ode. l'.!1 i ch wc)u .l.rl 
both to regain his earlier populRr succes~ ~nd to conquer the 
' problems of loose construct ion r-1.nd n Y (.::i. ,.,. ·,.,~. l C) 'Wn r ·.,., t-~ ._,.., r 1 C t ·n· ..... , t '-" .,, ... \._, "" " .... • ... ,_.,!< ~ .... _ f {'~ .. 
~ad plagued him in Pierre. "Ma~azine riction• 
suited his financial and artistic need. of the mom,)rit, and, 
after B~ slow sta~t, he plur1ged. into the w1·it1ng of lt ·1·i1th 
his usual ~ingle-mindedne6s. •.·. ;.-"\ .{• + in .. · t \...I 4 •·' 1. V r.::·-._ 
this critical juncture in h1s literary 
but ab~ndoned the sea tale as the staple or hi& rtctlon. 
Both his critics and his pO})Ul~-tr aucl i er~ce undoubtedly T1 ewed 
th hi t 1 ti b t 1, 1 i ., l .... e ~ea ae <'."' na ura me' ' ~r ' u 11 ,-:l ' T i ,:..:. n '1"·,r,ci 'P t-•'r- ~- ' .,,. 0 - Ill.> '-" ' ~ ,_. ..... ·- .... '-' CJ. >:-· !" . l. - ·. . .. • ·•· -~ J 
that he had exhausted this vein !or the rnomeri. t: '·- r .. : n.. y ,....,. '. l •••. e - • .J , . • r:i. • 
an acti Te artistic temperament such as his mu. t 1neT1 tn. ·;;1:, 
strike out in new direction~. And ~et, the ab.A.ndonment or 
the sea. and of the scenery a.a.ociated w1 th i t---r11 p.;, 
Toyages, sailorc, gams, etc.--mu.t of nece •• ity haTe created 
an art1gtic Tacuum of .orts, for llelTille had, oTer a per1od ot 
time, built up a. network of symbolical Et.;soci'"~.r-tc)r~ .... ::!bout the 
parapherna.lia of the sea. 
auggeQt that in order to fill th1a Tacuum MelT1lle explo1ted 
·, 
.I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
~ 
s 
. ' a new mise-en-scene about which a new set or aymbol1oal 
associations accrued. The object of h1G new 1ntere.t waa 
ths.t backbone of the familia.r 1'3-othi c ror-:.£!.11ce, th~ b111 ld1r.gz 
the temple, the tower, the man.ion, the cottr1~e, etc. 
From 1849 on J.viel ville hacl probe.bly been :re11.d 1na; or 
rereading many of the popuJ_::-jr E1-:.glis}1 Got!'l~c rom_;1nceii or 
Beckford, Radcliffe, Mary Sr1elley, .1:1r1d, c)t::,:.:rs. a. we~~l na Carlyle's translations of German Romance•. 6 The cnystertea 
of airy tower a.nd brooding n1ans ion were, of couri:i e, Tf· r7 
much in the nineteenth century air, (t)Cl18b 
to ~peculate preci~ely from whom or from w}1er~ ~~elY~:~le 
acquired the Gothic interest in building.; .uch nn lntereat 
would have been harder to aToid t11t1r1 to acqu1re. The :net&-. phorical references to building.; reverbe1"~·1.t.,?. it: r: 1.?'!r~t.r~t·r:th 
centu.ry letter.;. Keat~, for in-tance, frequently r 1. 1 r:.... i; 1 ' . .;{' c• ,-.. . f-• :-- ..,_ .• ' ........ -
_.,)- -· human life and human mind as a "Pa.lace," an "a.lry Cl t.adel. • 
and "a large 1'1a.nsion of l·iEtny Apartmer:t.;"; Flr:c: t:1ere are, of 
course, the "more stately mans.ion.''' of i·~elTille'. frtJ•!"'Jl, 
Holme&.. But the rigoro1.Jo uae that 1-lel Tille made o! ~rch1-
tectural symboliibm in much of his .;r~ rt f }.ctlor:. mus.t 1.neT--
ita.bl:y bring to mind .ome of the m.c)re famou. ~y:7:tcJllc 
edificeQ or nineteenth century American f1ctlon. 
• 
Was MelTille, for 1n-tttr1ce, acg_t1air1ted with ?oe•a 
·t'amous Houi:e of Ui.her or lii tr1 the huge old ' ... , ..... C r"I ,.-... C' I n "Ur:• e m -..r••:../ - ............ • 
-·~ 
6 
in •w1111am Wil~on"? One cr1 tic ha. ar~·ued thst 1n 
Pierre :fiielTille demonstrate~ a know1ed~·~ r:f tr;t3a.e ~1!·v1 
other well-known stories by Poe. 7 A perce~1t1Te rcT1ewer 
of The Piazza Tales l-1as, in r.act, prompted to remark, 
•PerhapG the admirers of &lgar Foe w iJ l a; f3e, or th1nk 
they see, an imitation of his concentrAted gloo~ \n the 
wild, weird tale, called 'Bartleby: • in 'T11e .Be,~1-;Tcrwer, 1 
as well, there is a broad tinge of Gernnn my~tic1~m, not 
8 free from ~ome resemblance to Foe.• 
that the chilling pers 1. tence of Bartle by owe. .; on:(,..:.,:~:... n.g 
of its. conception to roID.f-1.ntic 11 doubles;• 11ke the J1ur.;uer 
of William Wilson, and that tr1e r!eatly 1-l1n1m11rized J)oet1o justice of "The Bell-Tower" buggest-. the C(Jnt-c':.. ':;\=• ec·1n-
omy of Poe; but of more immediate 1ntere.t r~,r i.Jia ~-
way in which Poe, in, for example, the tale~ already 
.... ':' , L-!18 
cited, mf".l:es hi£ hous~s st~nd for qu[11_i::it~. of the m1nda 
of their occupants. The "mela.nchol1 liou.; e of U1.her• )f ~ th 
it& "barely perceptible fis~ure" ri.1nning "down the wo.11 
in a zigzag direction, until it beca~e lost in .... ·.s. .. 11e 
waters of the tarn, .. 9 iii: lii:Jlitematic':lllJ 1.i~er:.ed to 
morbid, "cracked" temperament o! Roderick 01-her. 
&ul1an 
.. ' Lrne 
Perhapa 
there 1&: aliJo e .. -.uggestion r:.ere of the tl9.wed bell that 
eTentually brings about the ruinatior1 c,f i,~elTille'-. bell--
tower. In "William Wili.on• there i• a!1 o1.d .;c:1c1 111 ~J~e 
with a. maze 
end& or the 
of "little nook. and rece&.e., the odd- and 10 &itructure," through which Wil&on'& nemea1a 
• 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
! 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
7 
neTertheles&. seeks him out. Here e.ga.1n the ph7a1cal and 
architectural characteristics of t,r1e r1c,use crJr::· 'f~~-.t"!'t fl?~.d 
mirror the pathological psychology of the "double• tt1c:-ve. 
Is there also something of a remerr.~orrt11ce tr~ }•\elv11le's 
" I and Tu"1 y Chimney " o : ... L, h e " !' em o t e n r c·'1 t· P ..,... ..,_ r1 .,.~ , ·,, ... ~ · " - l l""I a 
1• l 
rk .. _.,,_ .. _ ~ ,,,_ .... ~ l . -. 
·--· "" .. .:>i 
_, .,. • ~ • • • 
eight or ten feet, comprising the sa.nct1;n1 ••• of our ;rin-11 
cipal ••• " in "Willie.m Wilson"? Bot?1 st.Jr~.es; deal w1ti1 
hou~ec, t 1nat have a "lab"l'"rinth..t.1.)o,")e" p,r,...~·-i'·'J .. P·~·pr~ ... L, or ro("'l~O 
0 
-
-J 
.L .:. 
·- ....... ..... ~ - ....... ' '.'.. i ~ .. i. . ..L .. .., .. • 
... 
",~ • lt"'i,o-4. • 
and b O th -4'" ea tur e r ea 1 or a 11 e g ed " c 1 o c· c.j .... ,. " r i r, r-. • : • p c-- ... • t:.· t· " 
J. 
..-... -
_._ ~ \.. ... , l! -:): . - ... ., ... ~ -. .;.._ 0 ~ 'h..i-' •• , 
---
chambers. Some debt, either consclous or uncor1sciou.;, to 
Poe on Melville's part is probable. But there waQ a more 
profound and perTasive influe11c,2, closer to l·~clTille 1n 
time, space, and acquaintanceship, in the Gotr1lc "mosses• 
of a Pittsfield neighbor. 
The literary friendship of Hawthorne and MelY1lle haa 
and the period immediately preceding 
with short fiction was the zenith of that profltable 
association. In 1850 MelTille had written the l~udatory 
essay on •Ha-.1thorne and His ft!osses" 111 which !1e r1r.1ci :~·,E:a::t-
ified that 0 this Hawthorne ha.Q dropped germinou • .ieeds 12 my soul," and Melville's scoring of passage& in l9&iei 
J!ll Old Manse. which he had beer~ reading ln tr1e sum.Jn'3r 
~,nto 
, 
' ... 
that year, testifies to the impresilion the book ::~n.-~le on lJ him. Indeed, the central image ot the Old :P.::l:,-:Ei e • ee:::Q ao to 
.. 
,.\ 
8 
have struck him that it became the dominant one of h1a own 
Worship" built on a house-meta.;:hor ( lJ: 126), o.nd l.inwtht:1r?1e, 
himself, is several times described in terms of one o! ~he 
few spots of stability in I(elville'F ow~ youth, the great, 
old-fashioned fireplace of the .P1ttsfielcl ~·:!.::c:-:.er~: 
"••-~Na.thaniel Hawthorne, e. man who a.lren .. (ly lr~ sc)r:·.e few 
minds has shed 'such a ligh~ a& neTer 111um1nate. the earth 
saTe when a great heart burns .... , h · · · · .. ·· · ,. 1 r ,...l. s. ' -'1 e (.•Ur p. n :-1 I ;-• 1. . re O .. .. "'" .. _ .. -- W - .. • ·;.,.,• _.... ·, 'It', -- , 0 
grand intellect'"(l):142). 
In J.anu2 .. ry of 1851 Hawthorne pre.er:ted MelY1 lle vlth 
COP 1 e S Of b O th the f i r S t R 11 Q~ 8 e C ('i y· · -j S f~ 1""' ~ (:• .-. '. '> ' ''.:I:w i ·C e - "7' 0 '\~ 
i 
_ .. 
.. ~ ~ 
·- ~ l. ~ C ·' J. · ·· ii, · · K ..-4-11!!':t-111:!!:-..~-. 15 Tales, which he a.gain scored amply n.i1ci );t:ere:.::. 
haps struck by the story of Peter Gold thwfl.: te, wi10, brood.1ng 
by the uneven bricks of hi.; ki tc!1er1 !1eEt!"'th, resolTed to 
tear down the house of his e;rent-gr'r:tr:dt:.ricle ir1 .r'1rclf~r to lo-
cate the "concealed closet• in -.1l1icl1 hl,;; .c~11ce.;tr,)r i1a.ci l 
l: secreted a. great tret3-sure. Hawthorne r1gorou&ly CXfJlo1ta 
the symbolic possibilities ,,. t' , .. OJ. rte OJ..C Begt r,nlng 
with the garret and working downward to l1is c.e11~1r, Peter 
Goldth~raite literally brings his house down £1.bout hi::. to 
its very foundations. "Thu.; th(: whole hou.e m1~ht °t)e an1d 
to have dissolved in smoke, and flol'in tl :~ rt:r1(1r ~ t~:e clouda • 
16 through the ~ea.t black flue of the ki tcr1en c(1trn.r:.c::ip." 
In April of the same year Eawt}1orne pre.; ei~ t r~c: :-~el Y1 l le 
with a copy of the just published ii,ous~ .2.! tb,~ Soyen i&1blai, 
------------
-----
.. 
9 
17 which Melville apparently read immediately. A short t1me 
later Melville, again taken by t h e c en tr e .. l i ml 1 g- c: (J f F •• !:. ':J 1 d '-· 
house, wrote a letter of praise for the book to iin,:thorne 
in which he was once more prompted to spin out a houae-
metaphor o~ his own: 
This book ls like a fine old chamber, abund-antly, but still judi ci ou s 1 ~.t , ft1r:r--: ·: s :". c_~c~ --;,r 1th Pre Cl. s e 1-,,. t 1n~ t s OI" t ,...). f 1r" 1 '; r"'Y 1 -~- ',' T' c:, "\---.. ', -~ +- #" • :- ~ p ..-l c) (_..-... l.._ i._-1.._ ~ -. ..._ ....- V J. _.... ..._.. _.t - ...,. f.:... '-'" 
_ ._, ,....,1 \.., . .::\..J.. t O furnl• ~ .i1J. i-+- 0 rp ,,-,er e , 1 .,...... e r '.: Ir">,•(~• 
·.-, r -.,·· -- •] ·,-· ·,- '. ... : 
- V 
..-. '- _: 
'--
-.. 
_..:._ ~/ - .;.. 
. ... 
_.__.;. - .,..., ~--- _.., ·- ,..~ L. • .i' ' wherein ctre broi.deT'ed sc:e1.~(?:::~ f'1'··:·:~: :~:.--· .-,_-:_:_:.c!.I The r e l• S Q 1 d CY) ·1_· ·1·1 ;---1 \? 7 ·1 ~ - -r '1 :' ' • r,. P · ' 1 -, 1.T : r"\ 0 C.' :;: .~ f-: () U t L. .i.. - ""'· -•. ~. • :i • ..__ V .... - ...... ~- -... ..._.,. ·- "- ·-- ;. --·-- ..._,, ....___. i...-Jo t k,.J' ._..., 
_. 
..,,.__.. 
on tl--1e carved b11ff et Q.. ~~.~1e;:--e : ::: · L~; · .~<:_ ·: ,·1-.s of old wine -i r1 the pr;_11 t. ry ; c~ r_rl 1:' i. -:~,, ~~ ~ y· , \ , :~ i:~: C Orner .:_ ·n· e-L'"' e i c:· ::-·i c~ "'.t r 1 -- 11· ..;._ +-1 r.... r-, l C; e ' .. · - 1 p -·· -1,... ,--. r ' L, - tJ -·· - '--~ (_ ...... -- I\. - V V _...__ ._, ~. - -, .._. .... ... 
- ....._ ··- \_,-f V ._, . ...L. roi~~~l~~.~f~d clasps, entitled "hawthon1e: 
One ga.in.Q the impres~ion that more and more the mind of 
Hawthorne became associa. ted, for l·1el ville, wi tr1 
he had created: rich and old with the w1adom of t1me, but dark and dirficult to fathom. 
Perhaps 1-lelTille was B~ge~in imprer.sed by the great 
chimney of The· House .Q.! ~ne SeT~n Gnble~, which 1~ f~e-
quently compared to the human heart from wh1oh all 11fe 
radiates, and which form.; the unif2ri!' .. g arch1 tecturnl 
principle of the house: •on eTery ~ide, the seTen g~blea 
pointed sharply towe~rds the sky, and pres.ent.ed the c~.: c:c~t 
of a whole sisterhood of edifice6, bre~ .. thing ti1rough the 
spiracles of one great chimne;r.• 19The old hou"e lil.fl}' nlsio, 
as one critic has .;uggested, be a. complex ".;ymbol rJf the 
hl.lme.n mind itself,• and 1t& occupant&, types of the Tar1oua 
10 
20 faculties of that mind. MelTille, senstt1zed. to the 
Conceit, perherp& filed the potential1tie.; 0f trJ.C Co:nrleX 
symbolism away in his arti~t1c reQerTo1r to deTeloo ln hta 
own way at a later time. 
For MelTille did explore the ~ymbol1c potential ot 
architecture in a new way, commen.ur,!'.ite w:'..th 111. r)wn 
eQtablished interests. Undoubtedly 1'1el Tille absorbed much 
f th " b 1 i 1 f t 11 
. ' th• 
o e sym o c magery o · garre , ce ar, anct nenr . 
from Hawthorne's old manses. 21 Certa.1n1_y it lE untrue that 
"there is no House o-f Usher in hi. [1,:el vl lle' •] wr·)rk !:'."Jr 
·eTen a. House of the SeTen Gable •. " 22 I•1el ville had alread7 
shown that a ~hip is 11 terally and metri.;::h:, :,~ ~a.11:r a world. 
Hawthorne and, perhaps, Poe and other.; st1;;€e~t:.! _ :d to him that 
a "house" could be a mind. But Hawthorne'. explor.:itlor:. cJf 
the human mind are rooted in~_ethic~, and r11s D.rch1.tect11rP~l 
~y-mbolism is corres:pondingly centered on thi. concern. 
Hawthorne wa~ primarily intere.ted in the effects of ~thlga 
on psychology: why do people act as they do? Foe•. 
fascination was with the pa tholoR.:;r of the mlnd: to what 
limits can the human mind be driTen? howeTer, 
on psychology: how does the mind come to know • +-w n av 
~nd how reliable 1~ that knowledge? It i~ in th1~ re~1on ~ .•.. that MelTille's architectural Qymboli~m fun•t1on~ mo&t 
ttniquely and most often. 
.. 
11 
The &:ource or·MelTille' s 1ntere&t 1n ep1atemolog1c,nl 
philosophy and its attendant outgrowt},. phenonir:.nolc1~tc,il 
p~ychology, is difficult to p1n:0int. 
111uggested that i"lelTille's brief Ei.~ir;OCia.t1or;, "t;:..t!1 J r:. (1 ,.... ,..,. e 
-
--- - ,&.._ !-', 
Adler, a German-American phi J.ologi st whom 0 .,.,. '1 la 
..... " '. 
Euronean excursion of 1849 and with whom he di.cu.~ed Kllnt, 
Swedenborg, Hegel, Schlegel, "·· r,""d •Gerr:-'~n r::r-:-t.':_: !1Y ~ ~ .. c~" in 
genera.1, 24ilparked an interei:t in Bomantl.c epii,;te::wlov,y. 
Exactly what fir~thD.nd. experience MelTille had with German 
metaphy~ics at this point in his ~ife 1~ ~peculnt1Te. Cer-
tainly he was turning the whole £tlbject ")~ e;:1.;··.e::.1.J:,~:z:cril 
philosophy oTer in hi~ mind prior to the t1~e thnt he ~at 
down to ,1rite ?-1obir Dick bometime in 1850. T'ne hook, fll8 
Paul Brodtkorb haiii demon.trE1te·d in h:t.; "pr1er1or:eno}c)~1c.al 
reading," i~ ~aturated. with the a •• umr1tic1n t!1,r:1t "rr.1rid 
2 <:; actiTely participate~ in the con~t1tut1on or rnct,~ or, at 
any rate, that fact 1. subject to the dictBtor.h1u or m1nt1; 
the "Doubloon" chapter of rlob'\r l.Jich: cttll. 
to thi~ phenomenon. 
A curious and mo~t nuzzlin~ aue~tlon ~ 
- . might be C, t::-1 rt eu"' co~ C ,'.:lr)'1 i 'Y'\ '7' ..... ·,., ~ F'' T 4; C"' un 1 -r ,") ~ +- e· r 0 .. _ .,. -- ..i.. ..l. \....,- .. - -- l. ..;.. .... __ · L,. .... ....- Ci, .... c,, . ... 
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. Nevertheless? C~cnyone ts e:1: ~- •;?'"L C:r~f~.f::'. 'r; '_ :;_ -~- .. r~!\C!1 him, that t}1 OUg;h }1 e Cr -r~ t t~~,: e i ~ ,- '" \_: ::-~':'~ -~ D -crimi11a.tin:::: s1-1een of tl-.. i1:::..-s · .. -- ,;1-_,'. _. ·_rc,r-1 1t ~· ~ 
. ' i S quite im -.-- o s ,--.. 1· b 1 e po r ·, ... 4· ~·-- ""· .. ;._  ..._ ·· ·- ' • • -, .'·1.nd. 
, f ·, j 
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The trragmentar1ne~~ a.nd unrel1ab111ty of T1•u~l phen~ 
omena. were a lifelong obsess ion 'tri th !'~el Tille; 
the last year of hi~ life he ~cored a ps~~age 1n Schopen~ 
hauer on cognition and on the "truth ()f Locke'• pr1nc1ple, 
~) 7 that wl1.at think~ ma.y also be material •••• " ·-
Indeed, there are no compelling reabon. for nacr1b1n~ 
MelTille's phenomenology to "po£t-ivlnt1an ep1Qtemolog1cnl 
aalilumptionliii. " 28 A~ Richard Fogle '.v:i.i. noted in pe.,uo 1ng. 
seTeral of MelTille'~ short piece~ sugge~t C'l •L-oc>~{ ,nn C.4 . ,._j' ...... 
-"" .....,_ :, • 
reflection on the doctrine of ~econdnry attribute~, 1n which 
the life and color of the nhenc)rnenn.J_ wor},d t1Fl-Te no real .. 
existence but in the eye of the beholder.• 29Melv~lle c1tea 
Locke pointedly in "The Paradise of Bachelor.; 
arui; of I•laid~," a story tr1at rest. 
ption, or on one Tery close to it. 
• ~. ,-~. r• ' - "' '"',. ___ _ -r- n, . . . o ..,..... -'. ..... t .,. ..... e • , ..... 
~·· ~ ',;'·· Y"'• ' 
. ' . ··~ .. tl .... "' ... ._n ... e - - • ...... . e difference whether Melville's ep1.temolo~:r,ic,~l,l o •• unr: ~ ~··!:.; 
are pre- or po~t-Kantian. r .... p he b 1 1 d . 1 . t Lf . ~ i -, .., aii: c ·. en wt1 en c:,e .1. Ti .... J... e 
giTes fictional embodiment he.ci .;\1c~-:. ·h·ic:.e ci1rrenc:, th.at 
almost any @econdary source would. r1cTe su!f:ce::l. 
Dick, we might al~o recall, Ishmael ~ay~ or the &h1rting 
of the r.hip between the t1io 1-;!·:_;J.J e'. head'1: 
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~omething like the spirit of this image 1& carr1ed oTer to 
"The Apple-Tree Table," in which the narrator 
illating between the infJ.l1er:ces c ~ :•.~J :.her Der:.ocr1tua. 
As with Carlyle, Melville's 
-
hi 1 t d d . ... 4 .• , 
OQop ca sys ems was neYer Tery eep, an !1e ~a~ l~~e•~~e 
one to downgrade the Tery people who had 1nfluer .. cecl !:im 
mo&;t. 
In any case, much of the post-Locke1an ph1lo.or;?11 ot 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centur1eii cent:!~I'eC. on the 
way~ in w11 ~ ch the mind comes to be c:lWr.i.re of the ex~.:.ernal 
world, the "not-I": so muc}1 .o, tl1at 
to complain, "It is not a philo~ophy 
mere discu~~ion of our consciou6ne~~. or 1den~, or wl1et-
eTer else they are called."31i,:elville, 1t 1. 1mriortqnt to 
realize, was neTer in spirit an ldef~}i~t. He co?1~l~tentl7 
exhibits o. belief in .;ome kind of objectiYe 
material-na.ture, wh.ich, thou,gh difficult, to apprc::1et1.d, 1a 
acce&:sible to the mind in moments; of ·::rief, p1erc1n.g 1n-
&ight, or, at times, "throug11 u gla •• dnr1.:ly." :. t ·,_ ·· ·~ <,m <11a. i,.,,,•. V l,.J .. 
there is a.l1·T21.ys the sensed presence of the 1mmute..ble 
11De~cartia.n vortices," or, perr1E:"~ ps , of Locke ia.r.. • pr1mary 
attributes," with which 1deal1.m f al li. to come er1 t.1.1 .. ely 
to term.;. 
It is in such a predominantly ep1stemolog1cal context. 
then, that MelTille's architectur~l ~v~bo~1~m can begt be 
con&1idered. ETen in .uch obTiou.;ly deriT~t1ve -.:.c11"iea aa 
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•The Bell-Tower,• there 1& a ru_nde..mental d1ttererice 1n ti1e 
architectural symboli.;m of i•1e1.Ti lle. and, to t~ke n.n obT1 ous 
source of influence, l-Ia,1t.11c;rne. Sneak1n; or 'I;1 .. ::: l":.{lrblo 
much doubt ••• one of the mo.;t .;igr11f1cn.nt .;yrr.b,)ls.. iJf tr1e 
romance ••• " but that for Hnwthorne "the polEir1ty or h1~h 
and low l'li th the 
especially important in develorir.~ 
of man •••• " 32n The Bell-Tower" ~J.l• o 
+~ • ·- -· " - h ,...... - -, "' ... - - " - ., 1 , r , , ,. . e t-· . , , , , , ._) , «:') _I V * -~ -~ . j.. ... ._. ,.-,- ..._ +,,.t· • • 
_.-- ,.._ .,. "-._ 
nddres~e~ 1t~elr the 
Hawthornesque themes of artistry ~ .. nd mecr1nnis-m, and on one 
(10:271). But a.s a .ymbol, the bell-tc"'wer r-1d.:r.lt- --f -.nT-
eral interpretation~, and one of ti1e perY~1• i Te t.her::e;.; ()f 
the story concern~ the humnn inability to penetr~:e the 
reality of external nature. The storT it~elf 1~ 
' 
,_, .. PC ,...,,ll n t ed.- 
- ~ 
-,!' .-· ~ 
in deli bera.tely ambiguou~ and open-ended rn.h l on becn-.1..: e 
the minds of the inTebtigator. of the eTent. -urrounding the 
death of Bannadonna~, "a.iiuming to LenetT·-!.t,e fl• well lnto 
his soul as into the eTent"(l0:265), are 11~:ic~~ ~Y ~~1e 
~ame commitment to "the Qober formQ of ~ober ~ca~on• 
(10:202) that charL:.cterize.; Bannadonna. Bannadonn11'a 
•periodic i>te.nding upon the toKer'~ :pile, ln each -tage o'f 
its growth"{l0:25~) 1Q matched by i1i-. corre&_;)(1t1:.:~~~~ 
ability to fathom external reality. 
4 in-...... 
compa.ratiTely pigmy aimti to Titr-.nic onei."(10:267) he be-
come&; 1ncreaQ1ngly enme~hed in what -·t~ll. later be teraed 
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P'the epi&1temological dilemma•: 1n th1a 1ns.tnnce, Be.n.na--
donna is literally unable to solTe the my~tPry of the 
One--"Un.a "-- and the Piany. rlne tricks c)!' 11gh t and 
•11near shadingt» about the mc)ut11" ( 10: 261) of tr1e f1gure 
~ become an idee flxe that lend~ to hif> de.:trt1c:-,1r",n. I
.. ' "" • a 
therefore limiting and inaccura.,:e ~o read •he~ght• 1n t11e 
short fiction a~ expre~siTe merely ~r nrlde or ~&o:A~~0n. 13 
While architectural .ymbolliim ir1 the .;hort fic"~n!~. 1i. i.;ome, .. 
time~ open to ethical 1nterpret~t1on, 1t can ~:.li. v~ je 
cern with epistemology a.r.Li. its effeet -)!1 ;,~yr:.~:··.o.:_(1gy. 
The primary "objectiTe correla~iTe• r . . i ~ .. - h : ~ ', ·~ ,~ .... (J ..., ... e e., J.. ... '""emo-~ 
logical theme in the ~hart fiction lle~ ln the nrc~11tecture 
of what I haTe metaphoricc1l}_y tcrTt:ed "'r·:elT1lle' ~ . .··· . t, .f.l U· n e. ~ ~--~ ~ . 
There are four major architecturq]_ co:r:: c1 r1..er~ts tc "!t:,~l.T11.le'a house," and .iin.n unga.inlv b.,,.!tt'\1r it '""'oulr' '-,:-:. 'L.!'erri. ,. ~ ~.., .......... · •. , ( '<''t:'J!' o. .., o .. J.. 1.;.i. .. . " u ~ e " .. t? ,...... .;J ........... _., .,.c-1' .. .a. _ .. "-~. 
other than metaphorical. The fir~t component 1~ the Cell~r. 
or, by extension, a. law-lying pJ_r .. ce ( fur ... ex~~.:7.;.·le, t?1e r~ct-
ory in "The Tarte.ru&. of 1'Iaidli.•); the .;econd 1. t{1!~ Gr-,l1~-.~1 
Floor; the third., the Garret (or attic, apertmer:t, ur.;tf'\1ra 
room,etc.); the final component i:,; ti1.e Tower, or, by exten .. 
" 
~ion, a Tery high place (for example. the mot1~t~1r:top re-
treat of :trlarianna in "The Piazza."). Ea.ch pnrt c)r the •houa.e• 
1& a&sociated with a logically corre~pondlng leTel or con-
sciousne~'- or perceptual awc.1.renesi.. Ar .. n.::idl:: i onnl ~rch-
1 tectural component. the non-organic a.ddit1on to the •r1t)uae• 
/ .. -
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(tor example, a piazza), aluo figureQ at time• 1n the oTer-
all liymbolic scheme of the lilhort fiction, and non-~rch~t-
ectura.1 elements, especially '.:0ur.-:,11n..:. and fore"ti., are 
frequently giTen an intimate relationahlp with certaln 
feature~ of the "house." 
The Cellar u~ually represent&1 i.ome facet ot unoona-
ciou&1ne&1&1 and i&. closely alili;;ociated both w1 th Nature and 
with the Past. At time~, ag for in~~nnce in 
Chimney," the two Associations unite arid approxi:~~te what 
a later century would come to know~" the •aac1~1 Un-
conscioua..• A.; a perceptual leTel the Celln.:r 1a charact-
erized b 
.... intuitiTenec:, C, and bY ~ neb,1 lo,.., r 1'7'11·,0-,·: ,::. ... ,__r., )-... ~ .... ~- ... , 
., BG ,J 0. - ,<. .H < - •. ·~ .• - • _, • • ~ V • 
The p&iy-chological division• or Merlin Bower:'.;; dei.cr1;:.1on 
ot Mel Tille' a. fictional "heroei;; 11 s:1ed 
'i:' Qm e 'll· c• A f'U ·1 
...... -...J,.11, . - .,.,_,"' . "SC- liR'ht on 
the Cellar. In h1~ chapter entitled "The U11ir::r..own Self• 
Bowen comments: 
To the light-dazzled eye of rea•on, the great-
er part of this undenrorld mui;;t remain !'oreT~r ObC'lcure By feel in"-r only ,..y..,.~ rv i •· .. -~~ ~ ·· (, .,.., +··t1e 
"' • . - - '"· - ,. " ; ' • ,J ,, ~ •• ~ .; . ·' • • • ' l,. ml
. nd t s. per i pi-1 er ,:··i 1 V 1 (.., i O Y1 r~ _,,.. ,·· .,.1·.c.r r:·, '1 1 ,.. .. , . .-. .. . I ·, t-· 
- ' '- .... .::i - • ' -~. . ,, .} ' ·- ~ ~ ' . •. • . .. _, • 
guided along 11 the endle.1,.1,, wi:1c'.. ~t:F; Jf'~Y, --the 
flowing river in the caTe of man.•J~ '-~ 
An analogue to what I•ielville called "the cs.Te or man• 1n 
Pl,e;:;r;:~ is recogniza!Jle in a pa••age de~cr1b1ng Captain 
Ahab'~ depth of character: 
This ii. much; yet Ahab's. lArger, darker, 
deeper pa:rt remain• unhirted. But T:s~n ~-. ;-:op-
ulari z e profundities , ".'.r.c' .: ! J t n.: t!: ' ;; : res-t Ound 
"' 1,T i 1'1 d i n ::--- f ~ r rl :' T),.. ~~· -f' 1'"" r, """:~ "'•" ' ' . ~ . I M. ·,~ ,-, "'l:r •• ..,... ,, 
v ,1 .. c • . ,., ,, ·~ " • _ . ., , , • • • • • . • • , . • J 
~ -· .. 
• ., ~ .. li' " "II; .... ... .... ""' - -...... " /- ""7 e 
-.._, 1. , v 'j/, · 1 .. r-.:. ,... , 
- ;... (,· ' - --, here St
"" nd +- "'~ , - e -,.- r-" l" "'r'"' ~ ' '"-. "'~ .... E'· . - ." ,- . .,,,,..,. 
· Cl. o o • L, c.C "c ,\ U '· _ ~< C J • 
0
, '. '. • • , , > '. J. J 
C"fa.dd er c, oul ,c, t O t: 110 r- e yn r ~ ~ .() i-- £'. l'• ~ •., 1 -i , • ·, r· 
- ,.0 - f V » · • • .. ." .. 0 v ~ _ ~; . ' .. !. • 1, ,. .,. .• , ... .. J.... .".lit 1 •.. } 
Thermes; where far beneath the fanta•tic 
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towers or man•i. upper earth, hi• whole awful 
e•sence :1.t.; _1~ b,e~=~ed £t1.55; :1.n nnt1que bur-
ied beneath an0iql1J. l,les. .••• 
In the •ea noTel .. the bowels of the shi~ nre the &ymbollc 
equiTalent of the Cellar, although occ,1•1m:n.l '1.rc:!:l ':,-·ct-
ural metaphors, such ai. in the nboTe pai.i.age, i.how th~t the 
arti•tic transition from i.ea to land wa• hardly a dtrr1cult 
1 t t f 1 t t .. '. J .a reTe a Orv mom en C' 4D c- or . nc- a nee C'I ._ ri e.. CJ ... r, C ··. ·, ,.. .. '. , ,,,,., - o ti . C> - - CA.• • · (::.i. l,.; .r. t .. • .. " l.i, • ....:._ j,." v ··· 
"The Tartaru• of Naids" or, more hap,:ily, at the mid;:o1nt 
of "I and My Chimney"--does a char,,c'r·r"dio1c0Ter" hi• !!:et.a-
phorical Cellar. In MelTille's liiymbolic i.cne:1e :::o ·'.c: th• 
are dangerous because they represent a leTel of cont.-
ciou~ness which most men are un~ble to cone with and a 
" 
leTel o"f' perception with a :frigh teni r.g , ot cc':: 1.r,} r0r 1n-
tu1 t1 Te glimpsei;. into the truth of extern".l.l r,;r.li ty. 
The Ground Floor of "NelT1lle'i. houi.e• 1• int1m.atel7 
as:sociated with 1 ts moi;:t import,,,nt appurtennnce, the hee.rt:1, 
whitm. iii: the a.ctual and •;.rmbolic •ource of the "'houlile'•• 
Tital warmth and energy. The figure who remnln• clo•c to 
hi• G-round Floor and hearth embodie• a coni;;;P.rTat1Te, prag-
ma.tic, and u.na•~uming a.ttitude in relation to an external 
reality. The perceptual capacity of the Grour:C: Flonr 
ha.bitue is: limited, but his Ti•ion 1• generelly reliable 
and adequate to his need•. A• a leTel of con•c1ou•ne•a 
the Ground Floor correi.pond• to a great extent to what 
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Bowen ca.11&1 the pa;rahologicnl "•till center." Wh1le the 
dweller at the "~till center" 1 0 cr·~~P.rTnt~Te· ~r~ ,,n_ 
- '-" ... ..., _- ~. - \,J' -- ' .. ,II. ~-··s.-~• \.A- .;. 4 
e.~~uming, he ii; 0.lso dogged ~nd determlr1ed. 
·l ·.; e. "' ... A 
,,. ... .... . .. 
live~ that 'innate dignity' which C,"3.n keep from degradation 
rnanline~s we feel 
• • • C" o far "'·' " .... }·1 , \>1 u ..... 
- . j,~ -· l., • • ..... L - t 
/ 
....,D intact though all the outer che.racter •eem• gone.' 11 J .A. 
"heroic" instance of the &howlnD; forth of thl• 1rr00uc1bl7 
human C' elf Can be C'I een in ..._ ·1 e ·n 1' a-'1 1 y C" .,._ ~,. "'! ' ,...,,, e-~ ~, C - ' -. .,.., ~ -, ,,. 
CA. e • L, 1 • . C'~ 1 ..L • v .J ..;.. ..l L · :...~ ~ v 1... ' :! .. ~ • ' J ~ 
the narrator of "The Lightning-Rod. Nan"; a comic in•t'l.nce 
is proTided b;y the unbreal·:able atte.chment of the narrator 
to his chimney in "I A.nd Ny Chimney." 
by the Ground Floor dweller is ineTit."-1.bly defer:;,;~Tc, g!",d 
assertivene•~ is re•orted to only when all el•e f~il•. 
Like MelTille himself, he di..;'..;rui;;tlit the grand1oi.e and 
aggressi Te. but he will defend hi• s:nal::. nlot e.ga.1nat all 
comers. 
The Garret, or upstairfil room, 1'- characterized b7 
mystery and magic. Myi;terioui;; sign• ':lbound, a'" for 1natanoe 
in the basic geometric form. 
.,t 
.1.n 
•The Apple-Tree Table" or in the •hutter.; of J1m_;:r.y .Rc.;e'• 
apartment with their "crea;centi;;" that admit "en Or1enta1• 
light. Light is in t'act of &pecial •L;,-r:1.ficance ftt. one 
ascend• in "MelTille'lil houfile." In the GEtrret c:!1e 1'.:.,:t1t, 
as one would expect, 1• usually uneTen and "tricY..y" ("moony• 
in Jimmy Rose'i;; apartment, "filtrated" in the garret or • ._ 
.... 
.. -
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Apple-Tree Table") becau&e 1t comes from an 1Qolated 
~ou.rce: a. ~mall pane of glas.. or a am8ll ~ rertt.~re. All w1 th 
the imagery of the hearth, one l" egpeci~lly ~en~1ble here 
of a remembrance of Hawthorne, "trho, in the 1.jr~~rPt.Ce to 
Masse&. from an Old lvlani;e, deiitcribe. the r::~n.e'. ;rlc)r·r.Jy old 
garret at some length and 1n det1:111 that .eem. tc> be echoed 
in, for instance, the g.arret of "The Apple-Tree Table•: 
The r a.in pa_ t t ere d t1 ·:-) c; ~;_ 
-
-&:ky gloomed through tl1e ciuji; t 1r ' ~ ~ . r ;· -~ _:· ~ . ·' -_ .. , ,· ._-__ ..... ,. .. , -r·, -.... , _ . ..., ......... _- W- , ... ----- ,- -~ ,,. ,_ )'!"' .. -_ • ~... •• l. • 
., · , 
· • " • ~ .. • 1 0 ) wh i 1 e I bll r r o Vl ed E1. E.::. o 11 c~ t ~1 e s e 
~earch of t1n;f li vir1;;:r.: t1'101J.,r!1t v:}1:tc.·~-. :;:·. --),_~ -~- :. ·:_ '1Jrn like a c OEil of fire , or K"]_ ov,; l L :: ·:: ·-:.n \·:-~ax ·t: :. =-~.g"').1 i .;h-bl b .J_ • • ' "I ~ I 
• , • • • 
-~ 
a e gem, enea1.,,r1 tne c:e:1.a 1~1 .. 1;:_ ~. 1 Cll"'"J r~."":'.~~. :.·:·;., l_, .. r:g hidder1 it. But I found :1~ -,1 c}1 J~~rt::~~ ·-1 re; ,-ll, ltf~i dead alike • • • { 1 tali ca. c·.r~d.ed) • 
The Garret repre~ents a perceptual amb1gu1ty. It 1. not a 
place of total illusion, bu.t there 1- a profound t.en.e or 
1Qolation associated with it. Th e n'tf."\ T' T' ".· :, __ -~-- ( __ · __ ' __ , r ,...., f • '7''t, e JI. """' .,... l ..._ Ck_ _ _ _ . .) ..1... • .. J\. ._,i ._,, __ ._ V--
• .. 
. 
'Iii.!' .n e rr_ ".. . ..... 
Tree Table" feels "rapturou.1y• rei.t1rrected 
his head from the openir1g in the .ctittle. Jimmy Ro~e chooaea 
to take refuge !rom a friendle~~ 
ot the peacock~" in hiQ ~apartment," then tn l'!I _1t1 ... .... t_ C • 
...,. :__..1 V 
_...., • 
In a more humorou. Teir., the upii. t!1ir. roO'll• of • I ar1d Jtl,7 
Chimney," like the mys;teri ouiil " !tLC1ny Ap,-1.rtmenta• or Ket'\ t& • 
•Man~ion," lead inward into a M V ;U 
.. 
&eem foreTer going somewhere,• you are, 1n !act, "~.,E~"~tin.g 
nowhere"(lJ:292). I~sues related to the Garret are 'T) · .... .. .. 0 t., 
Is. the 
•parlor or the pee.cock.• a. paradi1.e or fl. pri.on, ,11:d 18 
1 
! 
" I 
i 
I 
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Limm;y Rm;ie a helplesi; T1ct1m or a paQ&iTe defeat1gt? 
Should the narrator of "The Apple-Tree Table" tBke 
aer1ou&ily the world of the Ma.gnE.lia, a copy or wh1ch haa 
long la.in in hi~ garret? There are choice• to be m.."l.de and 
issues to be resolTed in the Ge.rret, but the w-,y:» n.nd meana 
of doing so are not alway• cle~r or accessible. 
The Tower is imagisticrclly related to the Garret. 
Light imagery, for instance, 1& _ one of the ele:~,e::ta.l toola 
of Melville's recurrent epistemological theme. TJte 
implicit assumption of all of the fiction from M2J.u: ~lOk 
sight becomes, alil it were, a. metaphor for "'-11 
re-
we iee; 
lations with an external reality. Since vhltene•~. aa 
all of MelTille's readers know, is a lil]'mbol of •tark real-
it7, of the blank confrontation with the fact of ex1•tenee, 
color-- eTen the color of flames-- •1s not to 
.. Oe 
because it adds color to the scene, color which would not 
be there without its presence. w38.tlence, in the i.hort f 1ct-
ion complete realization is whiteness, comrlete illu•ion, 
the presence of the total ~pectrum of color. Both Garretg 
JO and Toweri; are ail~ocia.ted with color 11 .,The gs.rret ot "The 
Apple-Tree Table• ha~ a "rainbowed tunr:el clenr aero•"• 
it{lJ:.314). The 1nter1or of the New York Temole in "'l'he 
... 
Two Temple&:• is bathed in the color• of the .i.t~ined glaaa 
high aboTe. The narrator o~ •The Piazza" follow& the 
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•rainbow's end• to the cottage "h1gh up in a hopper-11ke 
hollow ••• among the north-we:..t('rn r::ount'lin.;•(10:5). 
the Tower the.t make a di fferent1a t 1on from the Crerret 
wort~hile. A recurrent in~i~tence on drenml1ke qual1-
ties is frequently ai..;ociatecl witi. the rn J..ower. .. 'T1',.,, p p n r .. 4 .... ,_ ,1, .!"'l, .. 
dise or Bachelor's" i.,; "dreamy.• 
donna becomes increao.ingly "obli Tiou.-;" to the loF>rld 
neath his bell-tower. Mariann,<>.' s cott"lge 1r.. "'The P1azzaf 
ilil a "fairyland" of which the narrator •;:ecc:~,,~~e•, 
times I think I do but dream it 1-. there•(lO:lJ). 
frequently attendant quality of the Tower i,1; the 1n&1iiit-
ent, and fine.lly ironic, likeneli..; to ,:'l "'Ee~. T•~n• or 
"Paradise." "The Paradii;;e of Bachelor"" ii. "wel1 unto-
, ward heaTen"(lJ:233). The tower of the Temple Plri.t lii! 
·reached by a 0 Jacob's ladder of lofty •tep•"(lJ:176). 
Bannadonna's bell-tower ii. likened to 
a&p1ring Tower of Babel. And the T1ew of 
mountaintop cottage call.: to the narrator'..: m1nd the •old 
wars of Lucifer and 1'.iich"l.el" 1n hec\Ter,( 10: 7). 
The Tower, like the Cellar, ii;; 
place, not 
because it representQ a frightening reality, but becftu~e 1t 
/ 
delude&. its habitue with a fc,lse i.eni.e of power and a fnl•e 
impreQQion of 1n~ight. The total nerc ectua l fn.li. ehood or ~ ' 
the Tower i'" frequently eyoked in MelTllle'• r~Tori~c net.a-
phor of the world a• •tage, and the two are orten 1nt1matel.J' 
• 
; 
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a~&:ociated. •The Two T:~mpleQ• 1s, 1n fact, built around 
the mett:1phor, and the artistic tt1eme or "1ri1.e Ftaz:.:a" ::-~~,:~a 
pointed u~e of it. 
the strange Ti~ual 
a result of haTin~ been there: the ,__, 
that can tra.n~form an entire .cene 1n the bl1nk1n,,.; of ~ri 
""" 
~ymbol of "double Ti~ion," 11nd in ... 1 fo\.1Tti1--
Tower" --the -1hi fting .. 1 ir:.ear shading. rou.nd the mrJll. ~ ... i1 • re--
~olTe the action by causing the ob~e~Q1on that le~d& to tbe 
protagoni.st• s de'-tructlon. 
A word might a.lso be ~aid of arch1 tectura.l addende. 
the salient example of which iE the pl~zza. 
1~ therefore undesirable. In f n Ct- t=:l n y :" d- d " .,_ " .. · •.. ,_, ., ' , .. ~ .l. ~ ... l, \.., ,,L. '.;., , ,. ... f:l_" (_• '. (\ ,n •_ ~ 1 
__ ' •_I -1 '•,· • ' - ' l.- .. _ • ..,., • 
an incongruous one, to a preexi~tent archltectur~l ~pec1men 
i~ treated as symbolicnlly unde~lr~ble, ~ c1rcurn~t~nce 
who 1dentif1e~ with a house. 
speitkQ disapproTingly of the fa.ct that the front of J1m.m:, 
Rose 1 6 house "pres;ented 1.:1.n irlcone,:ruou. A.Qpect, "• 1f the 
grB. """'t Of mod. e rnn e Cl c Gin f 1 i C t e-d._ .. 1 'r'\ or t-. \1 r:. -r ,.:. l'"' · -... ~ ,. ~ . • ·• /i ... " P t. tJI' 'n b or 
.1. D ~ l_: V . ~- J. .. ~ • • ~... ....._ 'c- • .... , T ,.,,. oi.. ~ •. _ •• ~ ...., r-:,.. . · .. 
hood] had not taken in its ancient .tock"(lJ:256). 
wise, the efforts. toward innoYation for its. ovn ua.ke on the 
part o'f the wife in "I a:md. My ~r1irrney"' are frowned upon 
.I 
I 
I 
I 
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preciilely bec~.Uile ilhe &:eek&, in the de&truot1on of the 
Chimney, to disrupt the a.rchitecturDl unity which it re-
presents. 
Because narrator&: and/or protagon1r.t• mu&t 1neT1tl'lbly 
be at the heart of any discusi;;ion or the •tructurea. wn:ch 
represent qualities of their minds, the di~cui;;i;;1on that 
follows. while :focused on the i.ynbolic arch t' '!ct1-:1·.-., 1• 
organized according to the kind of narr~tor-;:,ro:.:"~12:oni"t 
that is being dealt with. These narrator-prot~gon1a.~• ~e 
of three kind&:: 1) the wander.er, 2) the '.'H•; ircr, ti.nd J) the 
I 
defender. The three are not alwayi. mutuc>.lly r!x~:·,:,,;~,.0. 
The wanderer sometimei;; aspires, as well; a.uch 
with the narratori;; of "Cock-A-Doddle-Doo" "lnd •'l'he Plazza.• 
Some 
.... T~nderer~, on the other hr.."lnd !!'."\°'re )-'1n~-..,~ ... "'r• _,. ~·.~n·i )" 
•• = ,. • . .~ t cc~ - "' • , " ,, - • ~ , • " ._ - ~ ;. 
motiTes and consciously aspire to nothing. Then too, Banna-
donna aspireil, but doea not wander. The defender, howeT"!r, 
~ether successful or not in defending the integrity ot 
home and hearth, neither ltanders nor espirei;;; 1t 1.; th.1• 
eonserTat1Te and una.;suming nature that mnrk.: him as the 
moa;t generally •uccei;;•ful o! MelTille'• protagonl&t& 1n the 
dome~tic ~hort r1ction. 
If all of the narrator-protagon1•t• &hare one character-
1a;t1e with each other, as well a• with the heroea of the 
major noTeli., it ilil that "we find our•elTe.;; ~" -::.ing on at 
the pitting, in some sense, of the 1nd1Tidu~1 aga1n~t the 
ltniTera;e. It iii th1• encounter, under•tood a.a a problem 
. . 
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both of perception and o'f action, th!l.t lies. l'l.t the center 
o'f all MelTille's work 1 " 40Moi.t of MelTille's f1ct1u~ 1~ ~t 
bottom ex1~tential drama. in which the di•coTery or ,,_nn1h11-
ation or self is the final end and re~olution or conflict. 
It 1~ understandable, then, that r,,11 of the n~ rr"', t,)r- r::-0tag-
onists in the i.hort fiction with wh:ch we nre deall~~--w1th 
the probable exception of the narrator in the highl7 •t71-
1zed and experimental "L1ghtn1rui;-Rod ;, ~1.r."--exper1er.<:e a 
Tague and ill-defined angst. Thi~ 
ledged ~ource of the wnnderlu•t or ~elt~cwr.er• or one 
Qpecies of protagonis.t, the •.nur to the Prom,•thean1am ot 
another, and the root of the anxiety or 
ct ..._ 'l I . ' .... rd 
•, <• v .. ill,.... • In the 
41 st~ies of the nine ~hart pieces. to follow, we •h""-ll •ee 
the drama. and rei.olution of thii. ang.;t object1f 1e{:. 1n the 
architectural Qymbolii-m of rt Mel Tille' s houi.e. • ""-11C:. 1n the 
relationQhip of the narrator-nrotnp;on1•t to !1la "'hou&.e. • 
- . -
·"-.· . 
. ·~. 
Chapter II: The Journey Motif 
And The Epistemological Dilemma 
• 
Hindsight has shown us that the Wanderer la perhapa 
the most archetypally Romantic figure. Melville had al-
ready created a hero 1n the world-wandering mold 
.., 
Manfred, and Teufelsdrockh 1n Mob;r Die&. Titanic f1gurea 
of this sort wear their anp;st on their shirtsleeves. and. 
the expanding circles of their rhetoric encorr.p.9.ss a world 
of suffering. In the short fiction of the fifties, however. 
Melville created a new species of Wanderer. Invar1abl.r 
the protagonists of these tales are unaware or the underlying 
motivations of their wandering; they may, in fact, not Yiew 
themselves as Wanderers at all. If they are 1n any way 
aware of an impelling inner force, they ad•it only to a 
decidedly unheroic curiosity or a crusty 111se.nthrop7. Ttae 
journeys undertaken often involve little more than an 
innocent business trip or a daylong ride over a nearby' b111. 
25 
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hen 1n the ao-ee.lled d1pt79)J tale•. 1n wb.1oh the aet:t1ng 
1a d1T1ded between England and. America, the aen•e on tne 
narrator's part of an,- real s.1gnific,9.nce in the jow.rney 1• 
m1n1na~l. An enjoy-able dinner at aome baoh.elor cil~" or a 
a1ght-aee1ng exc11rQ1on to a London theater a.re after all 
commonpl~ee eTenta. On the ~•rfaee or tbe act1on all 1a 
calm, ~nd little •happeru-.• 
Bllt DlllCh 1& clearly at sits.ke 1n the•• 1nno·eent ex-
o-.ra1ona. In cha.ra.cteri.:tieallJ Mel T1 lle&.n faah.1 on, u11a.ll 
th1nga are rhetor1call,- ampl1f1ed, and. 1:aage pa.tterna &rd 
all•a1Te d1ehotom1eii hei~hten, at timeQ to eice-11., the lil1g4a 
n1~1ee.nee of ordinAr7 ocew.rreneea; 1nd.eed, tne be.a i • of t.ae 
aeathetic teohni(l•e 11.11d.erlyi~ mo'1t of the t~lea 111 tb.e .-1 .. 
tenanee of a tenaion between th.e 1.ignlfi.c:3..nce at whleh tbe 
a•thor hint& and the paint.l obt•aeneaa of the narrator. 
Tne Wanderer i~ a ai1~if1eant fi~re 1n th.e aeheae ot 
the architeot-..ra.1 Q7}D.bol1sim beeaw."e, ,::,on.ile1ou .. ly or •noon-
ac1ow.aly. he renowneea th.e amall plot of ~ro11.nd. that la. h1• 
own •ho•&e• and lookQ beyond 1t. The obJeet of h1u q•egt 1• 
1neT1tably another bailding. Generally, the iiandf!rer'a q•e•t 
take& him to extreme hel~hta and extreme depth._, "'lnd the.r•-
fore the Cell!l.r end the Tower &re hi& nat1Te elementu. In 
the latter the narr8.tor finds h1a Pa.re.d111e; 1n the roraer 
1ta tala1t7 1a made eT1dent. The ~1~nif1canee o~ h1• r .... 
p•d1e.t1on and q11.eat 111 neatl7 ••romar1zed in a 6.1.fferent ooar 
text b7 Carl7le 1n hi• er1t1o1•• or tae poet. Barrua1 
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Por the world at111 e.ppeara to h1a, a.a to the yo11ng, in borrowed. eolo•ra: he e:xpeeta frCJIII it what it cannot ~ive to any man; ~eekg !or contentment, not within h1mbelf'l!I in action and wise effort, but from vithou.to in the kindne'1a or eireltlmstances, in love O fri end~hip o l'lono•r, pee"ttllliary- easeo He wollld be happy, not ,~et1Tel7 and in himfBlelf, bnt pasaively and frc)m ri?C)me ideal corn•eopi& of Enjoyment~, not earned. by hla own labow.r, b11.t ahowered. on him by the beneficence or D•atin:y.l 
!he fig.re ot the •borrowed. eolo.ra• 1• eapec1ally, 1t t 
aecidenta.117, appropi-d.ate to M.elT1lle 1 aa Wanderer bee&••• 
h1a rep11diation of home and hearth--happ1nea• or content.-
aent •act1Te17 and in h1m&elt•-- 118.ke~ him most Tlllln~rable 
to wh&t ha& e!l.rl1er been tsrme&l the •epl.tamolo~lcal 
dilemma•; that iQ, he 1'1 betre.:red. b;r tile a:,mbol1c a.gene~ 
ot his own T1&1on beea•ae he plaee~ hl~ faith ln the re&l1t;J-' 
ot external phenom.ens 1natead or in the •ltimate and aole 
reality of hi& own mind, or •ho•ae.• Tb.e •ep1atemolo~1eal 
dilemma• e.ffirms., in effect, that the trae q•eat for rea1 .. 
it7 1a an 1nward rather than an o•tward moTement. 
In the earlieat tale of the Wanderer g-:ro•p tber• a:re 
exploited more f•ll7 later on. •coek-a-Doodle-Doot• aa 
J•dith Slater he.a noted., •enJ07a a ape·e1al atat•• w1th11l' 
the domestic ad.Tentll.rer grow.p •. Wheres.a the 0th.er tale• are 
eoncerned. with the :man1fea.tat1on or deTelopment of d"Ull 
T1a1on in a ai~le character, 'Cook-a-Doodle-Dool' d.Nlll-
i:_ at1zea tb.e fail.re or partial T1a1on 1n two obaraeter•. • 2 
.. 
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Like all of the Wand.erer& of the ahort pteee.a, the 
narrator of •coek-a-Dood.le-Doot• 1~ d1~.ati~fied •1th 
what he find& in h1a own •bo•ae• and. be~in. to lo:Jk elae...-
where for Qolution~ to the problem8 that beset hta. The 
tale open~ with the narrator rehear .. 1~ h1u ang1t &nd b.1nt--
1ng ~t &ome Te.g,te ap1r1t11.al malaia.e: •A:l ro•nd me .-ere 
tokeni: or a d1T1ded empire. The old and the new ~raaa ••r• 
atr1 Ting to~ether• ( 13: 14-4). He find.a a deprea II ing 1-••k of 
perme.nence in the end..le&a. cycle of birth and de,a ta: • ... I 
thow.ght to myaelf, what a alight mark, after all, doelil m.aa 
make on thi&i hllge great earth. Yet the earth makea. a a.ark 
on him•(13:145). The tokenil of mater1~1 1mproTeraent that 
haTe come vi th teehnological ad Tance 1mpre. r. him c>n ly w 1 tll 
the new opportwn1t1e& the7 haTe created for men to deatro7 
eaeh other. He 1& oit of Joint w1ta the t1aea. 
Aa in man7 of the tale&, the oppre.1.iTe pre•enee ot tile 
ao.ntaina ~~gge&t& the land&eape of the ~rrator'g mind. 
:Cn their hei~ht:. and depth&, hilltopa and hollow •• ::hey ooa-
plement the arehiteet11ral lil,-mbol1iim by proT1d1ng re.ad.7 a.nal--
opea to Cellar and Tower when the prota~oni~t 1• o•t•ide ot 
h1& ho•ae, and by ii-.g~eat1ng that the hei~ht1; and cle~}th11 of 
hwma.n con&e1ott8ne&& and perception (1ll•a1on a.nd terrible 
reality) sre microeo~m.: of a maoroeoaa1c atate or th1nga. 
The mownta1na too alternate between ~ta~e-ll11taion And r .. 1 .. 
1t7: •Alon~ the Mae ot one long ran~e of hei~ht" ran a lag.-
g1ng teTer-and-agw.e1ah r1Ter, oTer wh1oh wa.a s. d.•pl1cate 
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atreaa or dripping •1st, e:xaetl7 eorreapond1ng 1n sTer, 
meander with ita parent water be1cnr•(13:145). The 
narrator'Q home 11e8 amid theQe mollilta1na, lrk.lea. conaonan~ 
w1th hia gloomy and decayed ~tate of mind, are rendered 1n 
term.a a1m1lar to thoae •Qed. later 1n •The P1azz&,• •The 
Parad1Qe of B!lchelor'1 and the Tartar11.a of Jla1da,• ard otber 
talea. The tartarean paraphernalia of the ·~re~t rotting 
log,• •aga.e1ah r1Ter,• and •oozy a.oo.• are freq•ent C;ellar-
1magea 1n the tale&. Appropriately eno•g.b., the narrator'• 
da7&& a.re 5lpent in the read1ng 1,1,nchg11 
and in bemoai11ng hi& lot. He .how. little inel1nat1on to-
ward aerio•~ work or effort, preferr1~ rather upee•lat1on 
on the m1Qer1eQ of a fallen world. 
Unaeeo-.ntably, in the middle of h1a doldruu a aar~ 
Telo•a eoek-crow ringa down the Talley, '1\t~~e:.:tlng to th.e 
narrator a defiance of the m1aerable world and a tr&n•-
eendenee of !rail h-uma.nity. Skept1oal at f1rat of the eoek'• 
ata71ng power (•eTen cock& haTe to Q~ce•mb to the -.n1Ter-
aal apell of tr1bw.l&t1on ••• •().3:149] }, he 1a 1ncre,~l&lingl7 
b11.oyed b7 itQ daily bla&t&. Boon the eoek-crow beco•ea 
pa7ehologic~ll7 and ima~1.it1call7 11nked wl th the •~-11gllt 
that it heral&a ~nd with the day'a T1ctor,- oTer ni~ht: 
the narrator 1a p&7aholog1ca.ll.7 •r•••rrected.• Ind.eftd., tlle 
1nT1ne1 bili ty that the narrator &aer1 be• to the eoek be,-
eomes for him a final bulwark a~ainat a ho.tile •n1Ter••1 
• ••• the crow ot a eo•k who hlld fo~t the world a.nd got 
r 
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the better of it ••• •(1):152). 
ConT1nced. that only by own1n,g the co,ek o.an h1a n.., 
hope preTa11, the narrator aet~ o•t amon~ the ne1~hbor1ng 
is made much clearer at this point than aany crltlea tLre 
willing to ~re.nt. 3 Each time that the narrator pa••e• to 
enq•ire of some hard.-work1n~ farmer whether he owna the 
grand Shanghai roo&ter, he refleeta acornf•l}y on the r-.-
t111ty of the farmer's enterprise. The old man men.d1n~ h1a hopeleaal:y rotten fence iii. after a.11 defy1~ a hoat1le llll1-
Terae b7 the onl7 meana &Ta1lable to him; b,t a de!l,=t.nee 
that ea.use& per~p1re.t1on is. not for the narr·ator. He w&nta 
A rw.rther &a7lJlbol1e iroI17 aoon emer~e.: when, after ha.Ting 
spent day after •selesa. day- 1n flJ.tile a.earch inJ.tead or 
prod•ctiTe labor, the narrator 1& forced to •clap yet anothtrr 
•ortgage•(l):154)-- the fir~t of seTeral-- on h1Q home and. 
eatate. Th1a, then, 1& the pr1ma.ry hou.;e-metaphor of the 
tale: the narre.tor ha.Q •mortgaged• the 1nte~it7 of h1g own 
aind and ap1r1 t, and haa repll.diated.. his •ho••e• 1n th.e a ea_r,q tor an empty, exten1al Qymbol or standard • • 
Concomitant with thl& deTelopment are h1nt& or the 
aen&ory betrayal that &1gns.ls the •ep1~temolo~lcal d1leE»a• 
and of' a growing loaa o! contact with the reality of th.e 
external world. The narrator begirur1 to f1rn. it e•rio•• 
that none of' the tar.er• ot the Tillle7 th.at he haa 1n.ter--
I 
" 
II~ 
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T1ewed haTe eTen heard the mighty crow. Like the ••ed•-
man ot •The Paradilile of Bachelor" and the 'l'artanu1 ot 
Ms.id&,• he ha& an 1nkl1~ that perhap• he halil been dece1Te41 
•1 began to think there wa& some sort of deception in thla 
myster1o•s thi~: some wonder:r.1 Tentr1loq~1Qt prowled 
around my barn.;, or in my cellar, or on m,1 root •.• •(l)zl60). 
That ia, he senses, b7 &TJD.bollc exten~ion, an 1nTaG1on of 
hia m1nd'i1 facultiea. And like the seeds;iman, he diare~ard• 
his eTery legitimate in~tinet in faTor or blind faith 1n 
the cock: •Bw.t no-- what Tentriloqui•t co-.ld. ao crow witaa 
tl•oh an heroic and celelilt1al crow•(lJ:160)? 
Finally, quite by ~ee1dent, the narrator learn5 th.at 
the cock belo~& to hi& own handyman, !lerr1m11.ak, who 1• 
lilurprisingly a Tietim of grindi~ poTerty. L1T1~ •1th hie 
inTalid wi~e and sickly children upon the ~rim •october 
Mo-anta1n• in a •wretched shanty,• Merry.1:IW.&k cherililhe11 hla 
eoek aboTe all thin~& and holds it in a rel1g1o•a ttwe that 
of all is that Merr71znuik, delilp1te h1a 1ndu.,atr1ou,aneila and. 
poTerty, also prefer~ the mere ~,-mbol of traruieend.ence to 
the material ea&in~ of his family's lot. 4 No lil1t• of mone7 
can part him :from hi& ~lor10•11 Sha.~1. lloth he and the 
narrator. then, re:fu~e to accept an 1mpertect b•t toler-
able world in preference to a fal,ae paradiae. ETen the 
aiekl;r children and inTalid wife •gaze at him [the coek] 
with a wild and ap1ritllal delight. They aeezed. to a-..n 
theuelTem in the radiant plwaage ot the coek•(1Jil68-169)t 
The cock's Dlllltieolored aspect ~loaaea oTer the bla.nkneaa ot 
the :t"am117's 11Tes, and, ai;; alway~. the preser.ce or the 
the tale approa.chei;; it~ aato-.nd1~ and probabl7 0Te1wro•ght 
conclusion, the identity of the cock, tho•~h it haa long 
been :t"or~one, becomea eleara •He cro•a. thro•.a;h all; crow• 
at the darke~t: Glory to God in the h1g1Hu1 t• ( lJ: 169) I In-
cred:ulo•!i that he eo•ld be thou~ht a. poor man. Merr,..••k 
procla.ima himself •a rich man-- a Tery rieh man, and a Ter,-
happ;r one"flJ:169), and tho~ the narrator foreaee" •anothe:r 
mortgage piled on my plantat1on•(1J:l?O), he eonovra. A.JI. 
a rea•lt o:t" their deplorable phya.1eal atateu, the Kel"t"7•••lta 
drop dead. one by one, pralliii~ their mar.,-elouliil eoe)r •1th 
their dying breaths. Like •aome oTerpo•er1~ an~el ln the 
Apocalypse•(lJ:168), the cock crows th•ndero•aly au eaob 
member ot the family expires; on the final cro• 1t too drope 
dead. The point, then, ilil that the eo-.nselorlil or faith nnd. 
hope are so many strutti~ rooateru, who eonTince men that 
a benetieenee OTersees their miserable 11Tu when tbe tact.a 
demonatrate the reTerae. 
t1rely different way. So totally haa he •aortg&ged hia 
ho•ae• that. like no other prota8{)ni•t in the ahort t1••-
5 tton, he 1a e. Tietia o:t" total dehuiion. So eonT1nced 1• 
The narrator, Gt OOlll:'ae, 1nterpreta eTenta in an en-
he that the coek1 8 erow a1gn.1f1ed real tr1 .. ph. he erect.a 
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a gra.Teatone whieh p1ctw.rea a l•aty eo,ek crowing. 1n a 
f1na1, ironic echo of St. Pa-..1, 6 •o death, where 1• thy 
ating?/0 gre.Te, where 1a th7 T1etor,-?• A blind Tiet1• ot 
•confidence• tor goOO. B.Dd all, the narrator no lon~er be-
wail& his lot, b'llt w1th sterile aelf-aat1afa.et1on~ ••nd•r, 
al.1 c1re\J.Dlstances; crow[•] late and early w1til a contlnaal 
erow ••• •(13:172). 
The deTelopment or the ep1ate•olog1eal th81le th.row.,gh 
the areh1tectw.ral symbolism 1& more ri~oro~~ and thoro,~-
go1ng 1n a la.ter tale, •The Two Teaple&,• than in •cock-a-. 
Doodle-Doot• bw.t the re&pect1Te narrator& ~hare •o•e ba•1• 
qual1t1ea. In •The Two Tem.pleii:• we al~o haTe, more by 
1mpl1cat1on than pronowncement, a narrator who 1a looking 
for solutiona to Tagw.el:r d8f1ned ap1r1t11al and payeholog-
1eal ditfic12.ltie& beyond·h1" own •holl"e.• T'he opening 1111 .. 
or the tale hint at a somewhat bitter person, who 1~ 
ac1tte17 sena1t1Te to hia le.ek o~ aoe1a.l preat1~e and wealtla. 
The :narrator sieizes rather too q•1ckl:r on the ·~reat, rat,.. 
pallD.ehed, beadle-raced man,• imputin~ to him mot1Tea or 
greed, maliee, and ha•tew.r on Qlight proToeation. _:1.a the 
story progre~ses we are also ma.de &ware of the nArrator•a 
aenae of exel•s1on. He remarks, •1 a11ppose I'• exoo..._. 
nwnlcated; exclw.d.ed., !lllywa7•(1J:1?4), and hiQ kinQh1p wit.a 
•Ishmael• is la.ter s•ggeated. Re ha• eoae •three lo~ 
m.1lea• from h1a home to the t811ple and apperenti,, pata 
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great stock 1n the ap1r1tw.al •Plitt and ••nae or eo._...n,.. 
1ty that he intends to get there. Re eTen ~oea to the -.n-
uaual pains of chanting the litllrgy in his secl•ded hldlnc 
place 1n order to feel a •part• of the chantin~ 11.asaea 
below. 
In the narrator's acal1ng of the tower ot the •nn-
taah1oned Gothic• temple, MelTille employs the reow.rrent 
motif of the ironic ascent to a !aliile paradise in a high 
place, with its heady atmosphere and falae perspect1Te. 
The narrator, it seems, knows of •a eurioua little window 
high OTer the orchestra and eTerythi~ else, away •P &aot1g 
the gilded elo•d11 or the ceiling freaeoes•(l.3:174). The 
sense of falsity for a time goes 'a!lllot1ced, tho•gh the 
imagery prortdes subtly repetitiTe link:iil •1th the seoond. 
part of the tale. At his high plane the narrator •6eeaed 
inside some magic lantern• and is dazzled by the •aunriliie1 
and sunsets, lunar and solar rainbowa, fallin~ stara, and 
other flaming fireworks and pyrotechnicg•(13:175) of the 
great Goth1e windows that throw •Pan impenetrable s.:hield 
of col.or aro11nd him. In order to aee into the n&Te he •••t 
first scratch a minute openin~ in the p\lrple ata.r roraing 
the center of' the middle window, then, higher up, peer 
through the •:r1ne-w0Ten. ga1lZy wire-work•(lJ:177) or the 
little window. 
The color s;rm.bolilila of the narrator•• pec•l1a.r Tant.age 
1a central to the •ean1ng of the tale. While the eoa.tezt of' 
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the scene is, of course, Chr1st1s.n, the imagery atr1ke• 
one as incongruously Neo-Pla.ton1e, ea.111n.g to m1nd es-
7 pee1e.lly Shelley's famous: comparison of life to •a dome ot 
man7 colored glass/ [that] Stains the white radiance of 
etern1 ty." The effusion of color camollt'lages t!1e empty 
pretense of the ritual be1ng enacted below. Prom th1• 
great height the heads of the people "s}1owe<l. 11ke beds ot 
spangled pebbles flashing 1n a CUba.n sun•(lJ:178), for the7 
too are bewitched. and bedazzled.. Like the narrators of 
•cock-a-Doodle-Doot• and •The Paradise of Baoh~lors an4 the 
Tartaras of Maids,• the narrator in th1s tale has~ paaa-
1ng s•sp1cion that his Tantage may be betray1n~ his senaea 
through the tricks of 11~ht and shade: • ••• I co•ld not r14 
my soul o-f the 1ntrus1Te thought, that, through some neo-
romancer's glass, I looked down upon some sly encha~t~r•a 
show•(lJ:178). Only the necromancer-pr1eat hiaself app&,&rtl 
1n stark shades of black and white aa he alternately dona 
new robes, like an actor changin~ costumes between soenea. 
Bat the narrator•• 1ne1ght 111 mo•entary. Hia e:x::.il ta t1 on and. 
awe transfigure a.11 that 1s prosa1e and eo•aonplae.e into 
something gr8l'ld. In a q-..as1-myst1ca.l rapt11.re he obaer't'ea, 
•I 11ke it [h1a Tantage] and admire 1t too, beoa•ae 1t 1• 
•• Tery- high. Height, aomehcnr, hath deTot1on tn 1t. !'he 
areh-angel1e anthems are re.1aed in a lofty pl&ee. ill tne 
good shall go to &~oh an one. Yes, heaTen 1• h1gn•(13:177). 
A.a alwa7a, 1n repd1at1n.g the reality w1th1n 1n raTor or tbe 
I 
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phenomena without-- 1n this 1nstanoe. commun1ty. r1tual. 
man-created concepts of heaven-- the narrator becomes 1n-
creas1ngly a victim of the "epistemolog1cal dilemma.• The 
stained glass world of the temple encour,tges h1a to aee and. 
~eel only what he wants to see and feel. 
But the narrator's idyll is short-11ved. Intera1ngled 
with his rapture there has always been the n.agg1.ng eu.ggeat1on 
of a flawed exper1ence. The sense of e:xcluslor1 tt1E1t :~e 
fe1t outside the temple lingers on inside. •hile cl1mb1q 
the •Jacob's ladder" upward, he reflects, •Thou.gh an 1n-
s1der in one respect, yet am I but an outsider 1n another• 
(lj:176). The narr·ator soon finds that tr1e furnace "w!1ic:h 
makes the people below there feel so snug and cosy 1n their 
padded pews" is a •cause of grievous trouble"(l):177) to 
him, for though his face is scorched by the r1e.q t, h1 a 'bfllek 
remains frozen. The imagery of hell. related as a.1,wa.ys to 
the CAllar, is prepared for earlier by the narrator's 
obsfrvation that the tower is •after all ••• but a gorgeoaa 
dungeon; for I couldn't look out, any more tha.n if I had 
been the occupant of a basement cell 1n 'the Tombs 1 •(13:17.5). 
The sudden 1mag1st1c constriction to the Cella.r 1s meant 
to suggest a vast and terrible hell of reality of wh1oh tbe 
narrator 1s unaware. 
Although momentarily spell-bound by the r1tual tak1ng 
p1ace below, the narrator is quickly plunged 1nto glooa bJ" 
its completion. When he finds himself a.ccider:tally locked. 
in the tower, •a strange trepidation of gloom and lonel1neaa 
grad.11a1l.J' stole oTer•(i:,:180) h1a. Una•pported by' the 
illusion or the pageant below, he exper1eneea a minor 
apiritual epiphany: •r aeemed ~az1~ from P1agah lnto the 
forests ot old ~anaan. A Puseyitish pa1nt1~ of a Madanne 
and Child, adorning a lower window, aeemed showln~ to•• 
the sole tenants of th1• painted wilderneaa-- the trae 
Ragar and her Ishme.el"(l3:180). The p.arad1se of the Tower 
now seems a. w1lderneaa, the Madonna and Child, Ha~ar and. 
Ishmael banished without hope to the w1lderne~s of Bee:raheba. 
The T1S1on of the w1lderne1:s repreae·nta, tor the moment, 
the drama.tic e11.lm1nation of the nar·ra.tor•s psych1e jaarne7, 
and the shallow and obT1ous attack on the Ch•reh wh1ch con-
e1~des the piece and which was, no do•bt, ln part re.ponsible 
tor the rejection of the story by P]\tna,1'1, atr1ke• one a.a 
a mere postseript: •rn spite of my coolest explanat1ona, 
the eircumstanees or the case were deemed so eieeedin~l7 
s11.sp1c1011s, that only after paying a ro•nd fine, and re,-
ee1 T1ng a stinging reprimand, was I per1aitted to go at la.re•. 
and pardoned for haT1n~ humbly indw.lged.. :m.yself in the 1w.:z .. 
•ry of public worship• { 13: 182) •' 
In the second part of the tale the narrator •PJ)fN1.r11 
onee again 1n the role or Ish11ael in which he ha.a •a•t h1a-
ae1f. Now he p•lls •P stake• tro• Bew York and moTes on to 
London 1n the tow or his bene!aotor• with pointed. 1nd1t-
terenee: •Bnovgh. I •ame: I aaw; I was wade the happ7 aea. 
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Ve •a1led•(1:,:183). One teel• that the narrator'• or1g1nal 
•r1s1s of mind. whateTer its nat11re, is at111 •nre~oJ.Teid... 
Re remains a detaehed.. •outsider• both to tbe world at 
large and to himself. 
Like the Paradise ot lla•helor·•, the th•Ja.ter of the 
seeond part seemB a 3~7oua ha.Ten aa1d the Dantean hell ot 
London. Employl~ the symbolic and etraetu.ra.l d.aT1ce or 
'!d01tb1e T1S1on,• MelTille multiplies the •1•1lar1t1ea b,e-
tween the theater and the Gothie temple or the flrst ptt.rt 
o't the tale. B,- the grace of an anonYJIOll& stranger's do-
nation, the narrator once a~ain finds himJ1elf aacend.1ng to 
•a lofty platform." high aboTe a. scene of action. The saal.l 
door to a passa~e that leads w.p to a. gallery reminds hlm or 
a similar door and passage in New York:; the oreheatral ... _ 
1e brings to mind the anthem; the •hot blasts or lilt1fl1n.g 
a1r•(1J:l88) are re:m.1niscent of the scorehin~ blrists fro• 
the temple's fllrnace. The a1m111t,de is DLB.de all the more 
intense by the narrator's 1rui1atenee on plao1~ eTeryth1n.g 
he sees in a rel1~1o•s context: the t1eket-taker 1n h1a 
booth aeems •some saint 1n a shr1ne•(l3:187); a r~ged. bo7'• 
8 proffered. a.le s1tggests a aock-hch.a.r1st. 
S11D.ltaneously, howeTer, the narrs.tor notes a eerta1r 
qw.al1tat1Te d1!ferenee between his preT1011s exper1enoe and 
his present one. The old reeling of apartneau ha.a digappea.r--
ed:•Th1s time I had eompany•(lJ:188). &a hla aol1tar,- par-
ticipation 1n the service at the te•ple a1gn~t1ed. th• .. pt7 
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pretense of the rel1g1011a ritual, so the ragged. boT'• • 
proffered 1111g s1~1f1es his entrance into the o011.Jn1..n1t7 ot 
men. Bu.t what oommunity? We reoognlze, althou~h the n.ar-
rator aas•redly does not, that h1a peace of •ind 1• a re••lt 
not of haTi~ a.ch1eTed a tra.e perspeot1Te on real1ty froa 
the inside 011.tward, bat of haT1~ surrendered totally to 
illusion. The theater's 11ght 1a eTery bit as dazzlln~ aa 
the stained ~la.a.s li~ht of the te•ple: •And 11k:e bed.a or 
g11tter1~ coral, throu~h the deep sea of azvre ••oke, there. 
far down, I saw the jewelled necks and white sparkl.in,~ 1'.M!a 
ot erowds of ladies 1n the semlc1rqu.e•(lj:188). The ~e,at Kae-. 
ready's portrayal of R1ehelie•, that most worldly of pr1eata 
and paradigm of pretenders, both m1mios and ov.tdoea the a.et-
1ng ot the q•1ck-ehang1~ priest of the tem.ple. •&xoel,lent 
actor is this R1ehel1e,u•(l3:190)1 exela1as the n.arrator. 
caught up 1n the illusion of the sta~e-world before h1•• 
deed, this 1s better theater than reli~lon because the pr•-
tense 1s oonae1ous, and the 1llus1on, total and laat1n~. 
The conclusion to the section establ1ahe• the obT101la 
point of the temple-theater contrast: • ••• at home in-, 
own land, I was th.rll.st o•t trom the one, and, a 5-tr.g._n~er 1n 
a str~e land, found sterl1~ cha.r1t7 in the other•(lJ:191). 
But the lar~er problem of the nature and q1tal1t7 of the en-
tire experience, though d1aa1pa.ted by the banal e•phaata on 
the religious theae. neTertheleaa rell\81na. •no I dream, or 
1a it gen•1ne :mem.@1 that re.all• •o•• •1•1lar th1ng ••en 
.... 
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ory of this. In earnestneas o! reaponse, this seeon.d teaple 
stands unmatched. And hath aere •1m1cry done th1a? •hat 
is it then to aot a part"(lJ:191)? Theae quer1e• are a.a 
close a.s the narrator eTer gets to an 11.ndersta.r1din~ of the 
larger "point• of h1s experience. The tale's conelw.to·a .. 
leaTes him lost in the 1ntox1cat1~ atmospr1ere or the T01rer 
without haTing gained. any appreciable self-knowledge. He 
still does not understand that the theater is a cosa1c one; 
he is merely able to aeeept h1a statu.a •nq•estion1nglJ'. 
The narrator of •The Paradise of Bachelors a.nd the 
Tartaru.s or Maids,• howeTer, gain• a much starker and. more 
lasting glimpse into the horrible realit1 of •1nscrut,r~ble 
nature." Another diptych ta.le closely allied t.o "The Two 
Temples• 1n structure and 1ma.~ery, "The Farad ia.e of &1'.ch-
e1ors and the Tartarus of' Maidil• ha.a been T1ewed 1n 11Etn7 9 
ways. L1ke a.11 of MelTille's most 1nterest1~ f1otion, 
the ta.le 1s multi-thematic, and the symbolls!'.t, rr-ult1-diaen--
siona.1.- For our p11rpoaea, an lntereat1ng facet of the tale 1a 
that by comparison with "The Two Temples• the b1par,t1 te 
structure emphasizes contrast rather than 11keness. Th1a 
fact, howeTer, has often led cr1t1es to falsely int.erpret 
the nature of the contrast. MelT1lle goes to con.1derable 
pains to establish that the •double T1s1on• in the tale 
operates 1n some ways as 1n "The Two Temples.• The hapJ'T 
baehelors and the pitiable welds do not. 1n raot, •belong 
I 
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to two different worlds•; rather, the deliberate para-
lleling of the Paradise and the Tartarus dramatizes a.gain 
an "epistemological dilemma•; and the device of •double 
vision" demonstrates that the two places are the same plaoe 
seen by different light. 
The journey motif in "The Paradise of Bachelors and. 
the Tartarus of Maids• is deTeloped in particulnrly Dar.tee..n 
terms. The bachelor-quarters not far from the Temple Bar 
~ 
are immediately made to evoke the Paradiso:• ••• the Thruae• 
flowing by as openly ••• as by Eden's primal grirder. flowed 
the mild Euphrates"(lJ:231); the way to the apartment liea 
round "a mystic corner-- not a street•(lJ:228), and •well 
up toward heaTen"(lJ:233). The familiar ser,se of the 
Tower's enchantment is everywhere: the Paradise 1a •dre.a.m,y•; 
the Knight-Templar, "struck by Time's enchanter's wand• 
(13:2JO), becomes a lawyer. 
' 
The enchanted Tower amid "the stony heart of atunn1ng 
London8 (13:228) ,in·whieh the narrator takes his dinner 
strikes him as a •dreamy" place, indeed. The bachelor•a 
life is. On the sur:f'ace, of a sort that would be pleasant 
to one, like the narrator, of a slightly intellectual and 
epicurean turn of mind. The good fellowship seems the 
very ideal of socratie brotherhood, and a.11 is overseen 
by the old •r1eld-marsha1• of' the larder, several timea 
referred to as •socrates.• who is paternally anxious that 
" 
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a good tiae be had b7 all, ao lo~ as •decoraa• 1• we1n-
ta1ned. The eonTeraation a•ong the guests, as ii. R. Tho•p--
son has noted., 1s 1nd1oat1Te of the neatly 01rc•JU1cribed 
world that the bachelors inhabit. •All are eoneetrned •1th 
the esoter1e minutiae, with the erudition and lore of the 
1Tory tower, with p1ck1ng the dry scholarly bonea of t.he 
past. Of life aa it is 11Ted by the majority or the1r 
11 oonteaporaries they manifest no interest .• • 
Bat from the beginning there are sug~est1on• that the 
Paradise of Bachelors m.ay be an 1ll\la1on fow.nded on fal•1 t'7 
and rottenr1.ess. The proud tradl t1on of the Te•plar order 
is consistently, often humorously, contraste<l. with lta n .. 
standard-bearers, the wassailing lawyers, who prefer the 
earT1ng of mutton to the carT1ng o•t or fa•e . .A. •moral 
blight,• we are told, has •tainted ••• th1• aa.ored Brother-
hood.•(13:229). Wh1le the,- still share 5om.e of the •on.k-. 
1sh ha.bits or their forbears, the 1ns11.lar lawyer~ are 
T1et1ms of the "worm. of lu:.rary•(13:20?); steeped 1n 014 
World eorraption, their Paradise of Baohelora 1• aott anl 
t•ll of holea •11ke an7 eheeae•(l):232)~ 
What most 1mpresses 1taelr •pon the a.ind. ot the nar-
rator, howeTer, is the way 1n wh1ch the earetree baehelore 
seem to ha.Te g1Ten •the whole careworn world the al1p 
• • • (13:228). •'!'he thing ca11ed. pa1n, the b'w.~bear atyled 
troub1e•(13:237) are not only llllt Ollt, they ha.Te no real 
ex1atenae tor these men o-r •11beral aenae.• L1k• the 
• 
• 
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narrators ot •eoek-a-Doodle-Doof' and •!ftie ho T•p1 ... • 
the narrator here has a premonition of this d1Tore .. aat 
:t'roa reality: •Ba.t tine thow.~h they be,• he muses, 
•bachelors• dinners, like baehelora• 11Tea, eannot 
toreTer"(lJ:238). Yet in spite of his tell1~ proph•cT. 
the narrator participates 1n the blindness of his ooa-
panions by apprort~ the de~enerate ••e to •h1eh the anatt 
horn, a symbol both of :maseul1n1ty and power, 1• p-.t. 12 
By •sing the horn for the onan1at1c self-~rat1r1oation ot 
snuff-taking, the bachelors betray the sterility of their 
paradise. They are as barren 1n their wa7 •• the -1da ot 
the Tartarw, • 
Q111te taken, aa 8117 •7owng JlllD t'roa the proY1neea• 
wo•ld be, by the sophisticated talaity of the Para.<11ae ot 
Baehelors, the narrator participates in the a,.-aboli•all7. 
degrading rituals of the bachelor-dinner; for if,•• a T1g-
oro1U1, Am.e:rioan busineaeman, he doea not aha.re :.io totally 
the monkish insularity of the la1r7ers, he elearly poaaeaa .. 
their •baehelor imag1nat1ons•(13:237). As •1th that bett•r 
known llelrtllaa.n baahelor, Captain Awasa Delano, h1a R~w 
World ener~ is of no Tal11e so lo~ as he Tlewl!I the world. 
t:rom the treacherow& perspeet1Te of the Tower, wh1eb, ln 
this tale, g1Tes rise to the dreamy fo~ of the •tia•h•lor 
1:mag1nat1on.• '?'here are things 11ndre.aat of in hi.11 ph1loa-
ophy:-, a:nd they cont'ront h1a •1th a ~Nnee 1n tb.e •Mo• 
part o-r the tale. 
into the 'l'artaru.s. a1a1lar1t1es to the Paradise be~1n to 
P.roa the •oaent that the narrator be~ln.a hla 4Neat 
multiply, though ror a time they- go unremarked. Like Dant•, 
the narrator begins his dea•ent on a Fridtt.y, the day of 
spiritual or1s1e. Passi~ through a "Dantean gateway,• be 
encounters first a Blood R1Ter, Phle!;ethon, -'ind shortly 
thereafter, an abandoned and deeaying saw mill of "a aort 
ot '-eudal ••• look•(13:239). Not far on there 1• a •white-
washed building• lying beneath •mount1:tinside fira"(lJ:24-0)t 
We haTe o~y to reeall the description, 1n the first pgrt 
or the tale, of the Th.a.mes flowing past the ane1ent deoay 
of London and on past the Temple Bar, 9.11d of the Parad.1ae 
of Bachelors itself, •shady among harboring hills"(lJ:228), 
1n order to reco~ize the conscious parallelin~ of land-
acapes through the narrator's "'double Tlsion.• But the 
narrator is eollScious only of a Tague, uneasy foreboding • 
.An old hemlock seems for a moment an anaconda; a roadside 
rock bears an uncanny resemblance to a •11on• ready to epr1n.g 
in defense o:t his Cerberean post. More disturb1~. no 
doubt. is the way in wh1oh the preTa111~ whiteness••••• 
to transform or ob:t"uscate things. '!'be horse, Black, 1a 
•tlak:ed. all OTer with :rrozen sweat, White as a allky raa• 
(13:241), and the •two horn-shaped. shoots of heated r••-
piration•(lJ:241) t'low1~ forth :t'roa his nostrils recall 
the goats' heads baok at the Parad1ae of Baohelora. fl!le 
large. sepulehra.1 paper-•111 1a ao at1ffllaed •1th the 
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radiant whiteness or the soene that 1t ••areel.y ••- a 
material object. The entire section is, of eourse, not,able 
tor the ram111ar 1nterpla7 ot li~t 1magee, but of aor• 
immediate importance 1a the sense of reoogn1t1on on the 
,, ' narrator's pa.rt of some speei•• of dej§l .n: 
• .: something latent, as well :as s ometh1ng obTlou.s 1n the time and scene, strangely brought back to my mind my first s l,ght of dark and gr1my Temple Baro A...11d 1~11en Blaek, my horsep went dart1~ throug..ri the r~o-teh, perilously grazing its rocky v-:.9.ll, I re-membered. being in a runaway London o::nnlbua, which in much the same sort of style~ tho,u&ti by no means at an equal rate 9 dasl1ed. t},1rou~ the ancient arch of Wreno Though the two objects did by no means completely correspond, 7et this partial inadequacy but serve:,ci to tinge the sim.111tude not lt3)SS itJith ·the TiT1d-ness than the d1sord.er of a dream.( lJ: 242) 
!his. then, 1s the T1.e1on from the Cellar superimposed 
upon the T1s1on from the Tower. The reco~ltlon of 
similitude opens a floodgate of realization 1n the nar-
rator's •ind. That "something latent• is notr1i~ le•• 
than the subconscious and 1ntu1tiTe (faculties of the 
Cellar) suspicion that this .11._ the Parad.1ae or Baohelora 
transformed. into something else by the sterile blank:ne,•• 
of the scene. The •1nTerted s1•1lltude•(l3:24J), on•• 
apprehended, leads the narrator to the 1neT1ta.ble oon--
elus1on: • ••• when ••• this myster1oue ao•nta1n nook 
tastened its whole spell •pon me, then, what memory l.aek~ 
ed. all tr1ba.ta.ry 1mag1nat1on turn.1shed, and I sr1.ld to .,. .. 
self, 'This 1s the Tery oownterpart ot the Para41•• ot 
' 
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Baehe1ors, but snowed •pon, and rroat-pa1nted. to a•--
pa1ehre'"(lJ:243). Here, as ln "The Piazza.,'" the Cellar 
and the Mounta1n co1no1de 1n a T1B1on of nature. B1 ~n 
act of 1rna@;1na.t1Te projection the narrator coaea to T1nr 
the essence of the uniTerse as no mere •an was eTer ae.ant 
to Tiew it. Th.us, the appropriateness of the allusions to 
Acta.eon and to· Saint Veronio,a cannot be oTeretreased. ror 
· both had a ~11mpse into th1~s equally far remoTed f'roa 
the realms of ordinary human experience. Actr:l.eon lo,okel 
upon the form of a deity and wa.s torn apart by his own 
hounds as punishment. Saint Veron1oa looked. unon the .. 
suffering or the world 1noarna.te 1n the aoon to be 
cra.e1f1ed Christ. 
The symbolic waeh1nerJ" o~ the terr1ble paper-•111 
only- ser•es to reinforce the T1s1on ot nature fro• the 
Cellar; it represents, as surely as the White Whale, the 
JJ 116numental 1nd.1fterenee of the un1Terae to men. Th• 
edifice 1s no more an Amer1ea.n faetory than Kob:f D1ok 1• a 
terrestrial whale. Lacking the f 0011.e ot D,arw1n' • •• 7et 
11nformulated science, l!elTille seizes upon the ep1atemolos:, 
or the •celebrated ooapar1son of John Loeke•(lJ:252) for 
the symbolic telescoping or both 1nd1T1d11.al and gener1• 
hwman life 1n the paper-m111. Collect1Tely, the 11.Aeh1n .. 
deaonstrate the way 1n which ~erm.lnous, primordial ooze-- a 
tabula rasa-- 1s shaped. stamped, and directed. by powera 
beyont its controli 
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One ot the aaehines 1s a transautat1on ot·one ot 
llelTille's most fAJniliar aetaphors, the loom of tl•••· 
•seated before a long apparat•s, strung with long, 
slender strings like any- harp•(lJ:245), are two woaem. 
Sheets o:r :roolsoap •come to the t'irst ~1rl blank; the7 
went to the seeond girl ru1ed.•(1J:245). When the ~irla 
change places their Tisages change correapondlngl,1-: the 
tresh girl becomes wrinkled, and the wrinkled. ~1rl b•-
oomes fresh. The :aiserable 11Tes of the g-1.rls are con-
trolled. by the machine as surely ae the paper whose 
pallor they share. Once again whiteness, the tnie color 
ot MelT1lle's lln1Terse, becomes also the ll~ht of the 
Cellar which allows the narrator to see that people lll'I 
paper. The Tar1ous stages of the paper-mak1~ prooeee 
eorrespond to the life cycle of a :man and a specie•: ll1.ne 
minutes will produce a pert'eet sheet of' t'oolacap, eTen as 
nine months will produce a perfect fool. Por the narrator, 
the s1gn1f1cance of what he is aeelng la as 7et only halt-
realized. the •t'ul!illment ot some mysterious propheey• 
--(13: 251). His mind recoils from the monstroei ty that h1• 
Cellar-T1s1on sug~ests: "Bu.t how abaurd, thoupt I aga1na 
the thing 1s a mere machine ••• "(lJ:251). 
Hot1Tat1ng all of the aill's machinery 1a the g-rsat 
water-wheel, seemingly powered itself by- the miser,- e•-
bod1e4 1n the B1ood. RiTer. The reTolut1ona ot the 
,(_, 
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•oolossal • wheel 1aply. or e01lrlle, the eeaselN• t1l..rna 
or the Wheel of Fortune, the traditional symbol of hnwan 
thralldom to the wh111B of an indifferent uniTerse. Doe• 
the pa.per nWTer stop, neTer get clogged, the narrator 
asks? •Bo. It must ~o. The machinery makes 1 t go jaat 
u; jli.st that Tery way, and at that Tery paee you there 
plainly see it go. The pulp can't helf ~01~•(13:252}1 
This time the point is not lost on the narrator. •Bat 
what made the thing I· saw so specially terrible to me •,•• 
the metallic necess1 ty. the unbudg1n,g fatality "Kt1l.oh ~·oT-
erned 1 t• ( 13: 252). In a symb·ol1c quirk or the •double 
T1s1on• that parallels the tranaf1~rat1on or J.ladonna and 
Child to Hagar and Ishmael 1n •The Two Temples,• t11e bla.nk 
paper is suddenly tranafor.m.ed 1n 1ron.1o epiphany before 
the narrator's eyes into the •yet :mor8 pallid fa.oea• of 
the girls he had been aee1n~ all "'that heaTY day•(l):2.5)). 
The 1mag1nat1Te projection of hu•an suffering rer)resent• 
the culmination of the narrator's ap1r1tual journeJ. '?be 
tormented faces of the girls become the race or Cbr1at 
on the towel o! Saint Veronica. Kan, the narrator l&&rn.9• 
1a crucified eTerydaJ b7 a Pilate that wa.ahea 1t• hand• 
of human concern. 
Qa.ickly treeing h1:aself trom O.pid and 014 Be.eh. 
deities of the aodern hell. the narrator offers a ha•t7 
excuse and de~• w1tho•t apparently ha.Ting tranaaete4 
• 
.. 
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the bu.111neaa that t1rat br~t hi• to the •111. •.A.t the 
B1ack Notch I paused, and once more bethought me of Te•ple 
Bar. Then, shooting through the paaa, all alone with 1n-
aero.table nature, I exclaimed-- Ohl Paradise or Be.oheloral 
and old Tartarus of' Ma1ds•(13:254). Contrary to the 
suggestion ot one or1t1o, this exclamation 1.s hardly to 
be taken 11ghtly~4 It e:xpreseee a reeognition toward. •bleb 
the entire tale has been pointing. The narrator's joarn.97 
into the metaphor1eal Cellar has eradicated his "bachelor 
1mag1nat1on•; he has been led to a Tie1on of •inscrutable 
Nature• and has known the •power or blankneee.• Por the 
Wanderer, the ee11ar is a dangerous place. the esnenee ot 
which, once perceiTed, can neTer again be shut out. 
In both theae and structure •The Piazza• 1a oloee1y 
linked with •The Paradise of Bachelors and the Tartarua ot 
Maids• and •The Two Temples.• Although the tale is not a 
true d1Pt:.Y2h, there 1s definite bipartite :carrat1Te dly ... 
is1on. The first aoTement of the tale deals with the na.r-
rator's piazza: how it came to be and what he seea !'ro• 
it. The second chronicles his journey to the house that 
he sees from the piazza and the consequences of finding 1t. 
We also haTe, onoe again. a narrator who professes, t"roa 
the outset ot his adTenture, a Tague d1ssat1sfact1on with 
his •house• as it is. His solution is to build a piax!:&, 
a perspect1Te into the supposed "fairyland.• ot the northaa 
l 
l,_ 
so 
aotntaina. Soon. aerel7 to rt .. la no longer ••tf1c1ent. 
•How to get to ta1rJ"l&nd, by what road ••• •(10:8) beeoa .. 
the problea. 
The dep1ct1on o't the narrator' a house at the be.g1 .. 
n1ng of the tale is worthy of soae note. A.a 1n •J1•117 
Rose," the architecture dre.11atizea an 1n•1atent ola.J1h be• 
tween past and present. •The house 1s old.(10:1), •• are 
told, and the foundation 1e linked. •1th the !1:x1ty or 
nature and of the pa.st: 
So long a.~o, that, 1n d1gg1ng for the fowndat1on, the work::men used both spa.de a.nd. axe, f1~ht1~ the Troglodytes of those subterranean r·nrt.a--sturdy roots of a sturdy wood, enca:np,ed u-r;on what is now a long landslide of sleeping meadow, sloping away from my 1::;;oppy boo.: or that k:n1 t wood. 9 but one surv-1 var s tanda--an elm, lonely through steadfastness. 
Dle narrator professes a fond att,achment to th1a pa•t • • , 
the attachment 1s aore theoretiea.l than actual. whe:reaa 
an earlier time worshipped a •higher Power• 1n natllr•. 
•1n these times ot fa111ng faith,• he •o,an•, • •• : •• hawe 
the ,1azza and the pew•(l0:2). And yet instead of allytn• 
himself with nature and the past by the symbol1• explor-
ation of his Cellar, e.s the narrator or •1 and J17 Chiwme7·• 
does, the r,arrator here builds the Tery piazza that he 
aeorns. The piazza th11.s comes to represent the essential 
tailing of the narrator hiaaelt. It 1• both a. nfnl and. 1n-. 
organic addition to the house, and therefore a711bo11oall7 
w,desirable; its only fullotion 1s to help the narxator look 
be707* h18 01ID hoaae. pla.zza 1• • ...,.. 
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structed on the north side or the house. 'l'h1a unaooo1U1t-
able taste for the bitter northern wind.a or winter ls not. 
I think, to be thought so praiseworthy as some cr1t1ca 
haTe insistea.!5 In settling upon a northern niazza, the 
narrator rejects by turn 1) the Hearth Stone Hills of the 
east (the source or the stones from which h1a houee waa 
ba.11t), 2) the spring orchards of the south, 'ilnd 3) the 
ane1ent, •oldest paths• or the western pastures; in other 
words, he repudiates the pragmatic, 1ntroapect1Te turn or 
mind associated with the hearth; the bounteous facets of 
a nature with which men haTe always been <J.ble to enter 1nto 
relations; and the :t"i:z:ity of the past. s1gn1f1e<l by ariclent 
paths. He chooses, instead, to build on the north side of 
the house, not, as he rationalizes. beoauae of the pleaaant 
northern breezes or summer, but beoa.use o'!' the •n1cture-
gallery" mountain, '-·~Greylook. • Thia •paradise for palntera• 
(10:1), designated •Charlemagne• because it looks •with 
all his hllls about him, like Charle~e among hbr peera• 
(10:2), becomes the object ot the familiar paradise-quest; 
in add.1t1on, •paradise to.: 12a1ntv:1• suggeata soaething 
preternatural and illusionary. 
Once again, the oolor 1aage~ 4enotee the fantast1e. 
theatrical quality of the narrator's choice. •A. purple 
prospeet•(l0:4), Charlemagne is crowned b7 glorioua sun-
rises and sunsets; its hillsides are a •royal lounge ot 
t~t•(l0:2) filled with Tiolete, atrawberr1ea, and hone7-
suckle; it is a Teritable clroue of oolora. ll~htB, and 
shades!6 His piazza, the narrator 1a sure, •111 make h1a 
hou.se a •paradise• compared. to which the house of h1s ol4 
neighbor, •DiTes,• will be a southern •purgabory.• The 
perspective from the piazza is :t'urther a11soc1ated •1th 
the extremes of the equator (•In SUJ1U11er ••• a •t111 
August noon broods upon the deep meadows, aa a cal.a upon 
the Line• [10:4] ) and the polar reglona (•wants, or winter 
midnights, to watch the Aurora Borealis, I auppose•[10:4J): 
Like Ahab, the narrator rejects the centrality or hea.rth 
and home for a •Tastneaa and ••• lonesomeness" that are 
•ooean1c•(10:4). It is no accident that the tale abound.a 
1n nautical imagery and terms. The narrator 1a an ab80-
l11t1st and auf'f'ers the absolutist's e:xpana1Teneaa and 
potential ~or delusion. 
One day, while sitting on h1a piazza, the narzator 
notices a curious, 1nd1st1nct object amid the northern 
mountains. At f'irst sight 1t 1s impossible eTen to tell 
whether the object 1s on the mountainside or the mountain-
top. This situation, we are told, 1• partly a matter ot 
perspect1Te, o't T1ew1ng •rrom fa.Torable points.• The Te'r7 
aountains theaselTea, like the islands of •The Encantad.aa,• 
seem to •play at hide-and-seek, and all before one's 
eyea•(l0:5), and the Object1Te reality Of the ObJeot 18 
5) 
oa1led into question tro• the t1rati •a.t ••• the apot 
in question was, at all eTent~ so situated as to be only 
Tis1ble. and then but Taguely, under certain witah1ng 
conditions o'f light and shad.ow•(10:5). Por •ore than a 
year the narrator has been unaware eTen ot the e:i:1aten•• 
ot such an objeot. Now. suddenly, a trick o! 11~ht &n4 
shade causes it to appear before h1a eyes. L:; time goea 
on the object resolTes itself aore clearly, but•• haTe 
been amply prepared for the probability that the •apot• 
1s preponderantly a. subjectiTe phenomenon, a prod.not or 
the narrator's own need for w1sh-fulf111,m.ent. The rain-. 
bow's end that •ettles upon the d.1stant object s1gn1fiea 
the infinite number of •secondary qua.lit1ee• wh1ch can 
be bent by' the mind's prism 1nto whateTer the mind w1ah .. 
to see. It is no co1nc1denoe that the narrator, eon-
eoaitant with the day b7 day ~owth to ma.ter1s.11t7 of the 
object, 1s g1Ting olose readings to~ Mlc\S\l.illle.r Ii1ght~1 
PFtH, and th§ Faorl,e Qu.1013. Out of the stuff of 11 teratu,r• 
and fancy he is fash1on1ng a land.-of-heart's-dea1re, whloh 
will proT1de a magical solution to his own prob18118 and 
17 to the problems of the modern age. 
Ea.eh day the object becoaes clearer. •The aparkle 
was of that v1T1dness. 1t seemed aa 1! 1t could only co•• 
from glass ••• it must be a. cottage; perhaps long Ts.cant 
and d1smant1ed. but this Tery spr1~ :raa.g1eall,- f1tttd •P 
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and glazed• (10: 7) •' The 1:rony or the obs er-ya t1on 1• th.At 
the object has been •:r1tted. up and glazed• more by the 
narrator's own mind than by any human worlatan. Hartng 
conT1nced h1D.Bel1" of the e:x:istenee of fairyland, he 1a r ... 
solved nn to gain it. I!rao deeid1~ he is, of oourse, 
doomed to the same fate as the rel1g1on1at who, uneontent 
with his faith, :must know and touch. Like the •Chia••• 
creeper,• whioh shows •starry blooa• without but is in• 
tested with a canker or •worms, which, feeding upon thoae 
blossoms, so shared their blessed hue, as to make it un-
blessed ever more•(l0:8), hie mind is eroded fro!! w1th1n 
by the need to see actualized what fancy haa JD.a.nufactured; 
and like those •worms, whose germs had d.oubtleee 1 urk ed 1n 
the very bulb which, so hopefully, I had planted"(1G:~). 
his self-delusion foredooms his quest from 1 ts i :r.c, er-·t ion. 
The •inland voyage to f'a.iryland• which comprises the 
second major movement of the tale is presented in a ••1 
strongly reminiscent of the descent into the Tartarue ot 
Maids •• Like the Woedolor Mountains, Greylock PTOTes to .. 
be sterile, blank, a.ml decayed; the be.aut1t'ul colors ot 
a distance resolTe into blacks and whites as they are 
approached, and the narrator's e:x:pectations arl"l eystea-
18 
atically subTerted. The cattle by the wayside •seemed to 
walk 1n sleep. Browse, they did not-- the enchanted neT-
er eat•(10:9). The pastures are a •m1lk7-•a:,• or ••e4 
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instead of a carpet or flowers. and the wood.a are tor.-
b1dd1ngly dark. Nature seems to have crushed. 
eTery trace of humanity: a •huge cross-grain block," 
pocked w1th futile axe-blows, traps the rusted wedges in 
its holes. •All was bare"(l0:10). Ea.eh pa.use and retleot.-
1on is ace'Ompan1ed by the hopeful observatior1, •Fairyland. 
not yet,• only to be succeeded. by yet another instance ot 
nature's indifference to man. 
In these surroundings the narrator oomea upon the obj .. t 
of his quest, which turns out to be only •a little, low-
storied, grayish cottage, capped., nun-11ke, with a peaked 
root•(l0:10). Except for a. single newly-shingled roof, the 
cottage has been almost totally absorbed by 1ta natural 
surroundings. The ch1:aney, an extension of the hearth'• 
warmth and energy, •has been blocked up w1th snow, just 11ke 
a hollow stump•(l0:14). The barrenness of the house f'U.rther 19 reflects the miserable creature, Marianna, who dwells w1th1n. 
As with the ma.ids of the Tartarus, her existence ia st.erl le 
and •nun-like." At first, the credulous narrator. charm-
ed by the cottage's absor·ption into nature, exclaims, •Pa117-
1and at last ••• •(10:11). The profue1on of fern and moss 
impresses him only for the beaut7 of 1ta •Bea-green.• Th• 
soil, which has invaded the very atones or the bu1ld1n.g. 
seems to him in his blindness ak1n to a. frieridly dc1mest1o 
an1ma1 that cur1a up to the walls, enriched.. b7 the •gentle. 
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nurturing heat ••• radiated there•(l0:11). 
Th.e first 1ron1o assault on the n.arra.tor'a blind•••• 1& proTided by the maiden's contrar,- T1ew of the ea.me 
objects, yet another varia.t1on on the deT1ee of •doubl• 
T1s1on. • The •gildin~ sun,• he learns, in fa.ct •half ba..rna• those who must actually endure it. The 11ght-reflectlng 
roof, whieh was the narrator's beacon to •t•1rylant1,• 1• 
rotted and rendered leaky by the rain and scorched by 
the sun. The •sea-gll!Bn• Tegetation aerTea only to hasten 
the house's rotting. This, then, 1a the hellish C~llar-
T1S1on of the Tartarus of Ma1ds. Although 1n th1u caae 
the T1s1on proceeds from the heights, the narrator'• 
or1@;1nal impression ot a •hopper-like hollow"(l0:5) a•ong 
the mountain peaks creates a relat1Te landscape for the Cellar. The Tarte.rus of Ma.ids, we mi~ht recall, was alao located in a •hopper-shaped hollow, far sunk among ••117 Pluton1a.n, shaggy-wooded mountaina•(13:239). 
The second, erownin~ irony is that all the wb1l• the 
narrator has been watching the mountaintop eottage fro• his piazza, Marianna ha.a been gazing equally wistfully at his home shimmering in the distance. She too has been a Tictim of the lights and shades of the mounta1na. Only gradually does the applicability of Marianna's a1tuat1an 
to h1mselt'f tilter -into the narrator's oonsciouane.••• 
He asks. 
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Ha.Te you, then, sat at this •ounta1n window. where but clouds and vapours pass, that, to ~ .. , shadows are as things, though you speak of them a.s phantom.£; that by familiar }::now-1edge0 working like a second s~ght, you ean. without looking for them, tell just where they are, though, as having mice-like feet, they creep about 9 and coa@ and go; that, to you, these lifeless shadows are as living friends, who, though out of sight, a:re not out or mind, eTen 1n their faces-- is it aoT (10:15) 
Without real1z1ng what he has done, the narrator ha• 
delivered a d1sq_u1s1t1on not only on his own aelf-d.e•ep-· 
t1on, but on the •epistemolog1oa.l d1lemwa• as well. In 
looking to each other's houses for an extern.al goal, the 
two dreamers are indeed, like Marianna's cottage, •1n a. 
pass between two worlds, participant of ne1ther•(l0:ll), 
between e. reality which the,.. cannot perce1Te and a tane7 
which they cannot make real.· 
Yet the lesson 1s for the lonely Marianna to teach. 
'!'hough a hopeless prisoner of her own yearn1nga, ahe 
reeogn1zes. •:setter feel lone by hearth, than roc1c•c10:16)t 
Although the narrator undoubtedly senses the truth of har 
utterance. he neTer does take it totally to h&art. 
•Enough. Launching my yawl no more f'or fa1ryland, I at1ek 
to the piazza. It 1a my box-royal; and th1a amph1theatr•• 
11.7 theater of San Carlo. Yee, the scenery 1s magical--
the illusion complete•(l0:17). It 1a s1gn1f1o.ant that•• 
leaTe the narre.tor not by his hearth, as Marianna. ha• 
counselled. but sitting. as eTer. on h1e piazza. R1a 
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penetration into the 11.7atery of h1a own a1Dd. has been 
minimal. As with the narrator ot •The Two Templea,• the 
highest insight available to h1m-- to any or the wand.er1CDC 
absolutists in the short f1ct1.on-- 1s absolute negat1on: 
the acceptance of the aetaphor of the world a.a stage and 
ot the 1mpenetrab111ty of the phenomenal world. H1s peaoe 
of mind 1s incomplete and makeshift, at best, for his -
nights are •haunted by Marianna• s !ace• ( 10: 18) wr1en the 
theater lights of' day fade and 1llu.s1on 1s shattered.. 20 
Perhaps the most mysterious of the Wanderer• 1n the 
short f1et1on 1s Jimmy Rose. Partly beca.us e of tr1e con-. 
scious manipulation of po1nt-of-T·1ew, we learn surpr1a1ng .. 
17 little about the psychology of the central character ot 
•J-1.mm.7 Rose•; nor 1s the ta.le entirely clear on wr1a t 011.t-
response to him should be. or all the tales of the 'tiander--
er group it is the only one 1n wh1ch the probl••• or ep1, •. 
1:emology play no s1gn1f1eant role. In the end, 1t 1• the 
imagery, moving as it does 1n seTeral d1rectiona, upon 
whieh the tale depends for ite a1multaneoua T1s1on or 
triumph and loss, hope and despair. An eepeo1ally he&TJ' 
burden 1s placed on the lengthy opening description of 
the house 1n which Jimmy onoe 11Ted.; properly understood. 
the symbolism of the house olar1f1es much 1n the tale that 
is otherwise ambiguous. 
I 
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The thrust o'f the opening line• ot •Jl.>aay Jlo,••• 1a 
to fix upon an image of something grand and 1rreTocabl.y 
lost. In the ceaseless conflict between the past and the 
present 1n the short :t'1et1on, the past once again is made 
to appear, on the surface at least, immensely attra.ct1Te. 
The neighborhood in which the old house 1s located waa. 
it seems, •once the haunt of style and fashion•(13:25;), 
though now 1 t 1s :made up largely of counting-roo:na Etr .. d 
warehouses. The •glor1ous old soft-wa.rfle da.:,a•(l):255) 
are past. The old house now, "strangely spa.red,• 1s, like 
Jimmy, one of the last of its kind, and the desolate 
nostalgia of the hangers-on in the old •retreats• 1• 
compared., 1n one of Melville's beet-traTeled 1ma~es, to 
the resigned f1:x1 ty of • friars and nl1ns • ( 13: 2 5 5) • A8 the 
narrator introduces Jimmy Rose•• aasUJ1e for a time that 
this old house was the scena o! J1m:my's gl1tteri~ 
triumphs. Only much later are we told categor1call7 tbat 
it was the scene not of Jimmy's triumph, but of his a•·-
clusion and shame. It 1s only 1n light of this piece of 
information that the symbolism of the old house and 1.ta 
:rurb1sh1ngs yield up 1ts true significance. 
In all respects the house ia a distinctly un-Aller1ean 
p1eee of architecture. As much or the original ed.if1e@ a.• 
remains is linked descriptively with the anc1ent churohe• 
ot Europe. The original •old pulpit-like porch• has bean 
re•oved and replaced with •che.ap furb1ah1nga" ( 13: 256). 
' I. 
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The Cellar, which as alwaya reaches deep into the paat, 
1s full of "great gr1a, arched.. bins of blackened br1ck •. 
looking like the ancient tombs of ·Templars. • It 1 s •1th 
this unaltered. portion of the house, a3 •cap.9.clo11s" n .. nd 
solid as •a line-of-battle ship's gundeck•(lJ:256), that 
the old hangers on (•tr1ara and nuns•) are 1aa.g1at1oa.lly 
linked. 
Grat-ted 1aperteot1y on this •ancient atook• 1a the 
frippery that we come to asaoo1ate with J1111.11 Roae. '%he 
original heavy window shutters hgve been replaced.. b7 
•tr1ppery Venetian blinds• with mysterious Oriental 
,, 
crescents carYed in the•·· But 1 t is with the sumptuoua 
•parlors" and their "queer horticultural e.nd zoolog1o.al 
devices•(lJ:256) that Jimmy is most intimately connected. 
in the narrator's mind. The parlors, especially the ~rFlnd. 
•parlor of the peacocks," are modeled. along •the patter·n• 
of the times of Louis XVI" ( 13: 256) w1 th their decadent a.nd 
overwrought finer,-. The wallpaper of festooned rosea and 
great •diamond lozenges• is of the sort, we are told, •that 
might have hung in Marie Antoinette's boudo1r•(13:256). 
Even as the original architecture of the building 1a •••o-
ciated with the great cellar, this gaudy •a~artment,• m..a1n-
ta1ned by spells of mystic signs and •aooD.7 light,• 1e 
recognizably a. Garret, and represents another apeo1e• of 
•ta1se paradise.• 
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Jl.mm7 Rose, then, 1s the Cro•n Prince of this para-
dise, the fleshly manifestation of the pea.cocks and rosee 
21 
of the old parlor, and he is just as ill-equipped to 
. 
' 
weather the raTages of time and fortune. Like Donatello 
in The Marble Faun, Jimmy 1a so full of the SPo,,tar:.eoua 
joy of life, he gives no thought to the possibility of 
sorrowz • •• o it was inwrought with thy 1nmoat t~tu.re to 
be affluent in all things which give pleasure •••• But 
times ehanged.•(13:259). The 1nevttab111ty of Jimmy's 
success is matched by the equal capriciousness of his d0'11'111,a 
fall, for which no account haa been taken. Bue1nese Ten-
tures :fail, and false friend.a, who took :auvh, deser:: him. 
J~mmy Rose becomes an embittered man, secluding himself 
f'rom his last friend at pistol-point among the peacock• and 
the roses. Surely the gaudy opulence of the a.:cs.rtment 
mocks him. And as the exigencies or the real world hsYe 
ruined Jimmy, so eventually the parlor of the pe.e.coob be-
gins to rot at the point where it symbolically comes in 
closest contact with the real world of nature: •But alaal 
the north side of this old apartment presented a etrang• 
look; half :mossy and half mildew; soaething as ancient 
forest trees on their north aides, to w~ich particular 
side the moss ai.st clings, and where, they say, internal 
decay first strikes"(lJ:257). 
We are not pr1-yy to the pa;yohologioal 4eYelopaanta 
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that Jimmy is forced. to undergo at this cr1t1oal juncture. 
but eventually he emerges from h1a retreat •dry, tthrunken. 
meagre, cadaverously fierce with misery and misanthropy• 
(13:262-263). Eventually-- why, again, we eannot sE:i.v--
... 
he is •soothed ••• down to san1ty•(13:263). It 1s fl.t th1a 
point that Jimmy be«omes a species of Wanderer. Although 
he ha.a never allied himself with a particular houee, he now 
ceases to have all connection with home and hearth. 
nearly as we can surmise, he abandons the mock1r1g finery ot 
the apartment, "lived in an attic" ( 13: 263), a.nu takee to 
traveling about •at certain houses and not a few•(lJ:264). 
Now wandering in other parlors, he endures poverty wlth 
tact and with a frayed version or the rosy am1le of old. 
Whether his wandering is, as has been suggested, •subtle 
penance112?or a life of waste and superficiality, or whether 
it is prompted by mere necess1ty, 1a d1fficult 
That Jimmy's enduring smile shows an a4•.1rable strength or 
character is undeniable. Although there 1s no def1n1te 
indication that Jimmy is to be regarded a.a a better peraon 
for his experience, he has passed. the Job·-test of adTera1ty 
and shown himself, as the narrator aaya, •at bottoa ••• 
too thoroughly good and kind to be made from any ea.use a 
•an-hater• { 13: 263) ~· 
Still. Jimmy's SJ1llbo11e status as Wanderer suggeatla:.e, 
negat1Te qua11 ty to h1s character a.u·d h1nta at an aab1921 
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uous and unfathomed psychology. lluoh or th1a aab1gu1ty 
stems from the psychology of the narrator. The per1od.1e 
repetition of the housewifely lamentation, •Poor, poor 
Jimmy .... God guard us all-- poor J1•ay .Roaet• la either 
a thin parody of an Irish wake intended to characterize 
the narrator or an even thinner, genuine le1tll9tlf• It 
is clear that the narrator is obsessively interested in 
holding up J.immy Rose as an exemplUJl of natural goodneaa 
undaunted by adversity. Deliberately tossed out aa an 
af'terth.ought that the narrator feels he sho·11d '·h9.rdl7 •• • 
mention•(lJ:266), a brief incident is related. Jimmy, in 
his final illness, hurls some books, the •eagre testimony 
of his young nurse's affection, into a corner, cryl~, 
•noes she take me ~or a pauper? Thinks she to salve a 
gentleman's heart with Poor Ma.n's Plaster•(l):267)? Th1a 
symbolic gesture strongly suggests that J1-.y has learned 
nothing about the superticiality of the gentleman•a 11te 
or about the unreliability of' social standard.a as the 
measure of a man's life. 
Of this negative side of Jimmy, the narrator••••• 
largely unaware. In fact, to a great extent 1t 1e the 
response or the Dar:rator to Jimmy .Rose that is the real 
2J 
subject of the tale. The tale, after all, begins and •.mt.a 
with expressions of the narrator's feel1nga: h1a need. to 
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hold onto the be11e~ 1n a paradisal state that ex1ate4 
once and is preserved now in the peacooke and roees or 
the wallpaper. That Jimmy's respor1se to his ;r.1.sfortune, . 
his smile and tact notwi thstandir..g, 1 s unc ons c 1 c,nr1 b l.y 
passive; that his failures take on h1m as quickly as h1a 
triumphs; that to the end Jim.my 1 s "gentleman's heart• 1a 
:more important to him than human affection or the will to 
struggle-- of all these th1ngs, the narrator takea no 
account. He can only see that Jimmy embodies the gent111t7 
of the European past, the cheap glitter of :he age or Lou1a 
XU_. His young wife's desire to cover the parlor of t'.r1e 
' 
peacocks with a 11nice, genteel, cre,am-coloured p-aper• ( 1 ): 25?) 
more characteristic of the time and place parallels the 
encroachment of the crass Yankee counting-rooms t=ind ware--
houses on the once gay neighborhood. In h1s defense o! the 
old, established values embodied in his house, the narrator 
anticipates the "hero• of the following chapter. He 1e a 
Defender, but the position he defends is dec.q_dent E1.nd un--
tenable. Instead of turning inward and downwrtrd to Cellar 
and hearth, he remains enchanted 1n the magical atmosphere 
of the Garret. Like Jimmy, he places too much o! h1a ta1th 
in an external standard. 
As for Jimmy Rose, the Wanderer. perhaps the aot1Te 
for his wandering is, after all, no more than the proapt1ng 
of his •gentleman's heart• to maintain, despite the h1lll,111 .. 
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at1on of poverty, his frail link with the glitter of 
bygone days. •Jimmy Rose is an anornaly in this prci.ct1oal, 
24 no-nonsense, gO-a.head America,• as MarTin Fisher ha.a said. 
But as with the other Wanderers we have seen. Jiaay's need. 
to look beyond his own •house• for the values in h1a lite 
2 c; 
--demonstrates the bankruptcy of those values •. For the Wander-
er, neither the past nor the present offer a solution to 
his angst. The solution lies only in the integrity or the 
irreducibly human self' and in the defense or home and hearth. 
I 
; . 
G:b.apter Ills Pa1th or Reason? 
A Problea of Cho1•• 
The failure of the Wanderer d1apoaea ot one po.aa1ble 
alternative for the narrator-protagonists of the short 
f1et1on in their continuing effort to come into effect1Te 
relations with an external reality. 
surTiTes, his fate 1s 1neT1tabl.y to be either lost 1n 
permanent illusion or 1solated. from the world. and frOII h1a 
ONn essential self. But for those protagonis ::s whc) chcione 
to seek their sp1r1 tual and psycholog1eal sal va. t1on w1 th1n· 
their own •houses• rather than beyoS them, seTeral alter~ 
native real1 ty-sta.nces remain available. Por the most J)Q,rt.· 
however, these alternatives resolTe themeelTee 1nto the 
o1dest of philosophical s1 tu.at1ona: fa1 th Tersua rea•o.n. 
An either-or choice must of necessity present an unpro ... 
1s1ng prospect, tor in Me1v1lle's f1ot1onal universe 
proble11.S rarely admit of s1aple solut1ons. To opt for 
faith--,•eo~idence,• superstition. or •protection• ot 
some sort-- is, after all. to em.brace but another k1n4 ot 
66 
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externa1 standard. to short-c1rcu1t the inward aoTeaent 
of the psychic adventure.- alld to ort:er relie-r :rrom P:Iliili 
at the price of surrender or subordination o:r self to the 
immediate object of faith. Yet the essential self, ror 
Jlelville. is inviolable. and to deny it ie unth1nkctb1e. 
To follow. on the other hand, the dictates o! reason--
skepticism. materialism, empiricism, utllltarl~lem, or 
plain. old •Yankee common sense•-- le to court disA.eter ot 
another sort; for although the •sober for1!1le of sober 
reason" are of some value to the conser•atiTe, pragma.t1e 
Defender, they clearly have their limitations and can 
bring on disaster when applied too often and too rigor-
ously. 
Buch a danger confronts the aspirin~ personality 1n 
its active assertion of will and its careless disregard. tor 
the natural order of th1116&. The hpirer exerts ,1 r,ow!"lr .. 
ful attraction on us and on those who reTolTe like eat-
ellites around him because he represents an a111bitloua 
statement of the 1•portance of the individual ln the e7e of 
the universe. But while aesert1venesa is, ln ltaelf, no 
handicap for the Melvillean protagonist, 1t 1s frequent-
ly the case that a too ambitious estimate of the power. 
ot the mind can cause assertiveness to feed on th6 frulta 
of its own achievements; an overweening pride puehe1 aside 
the individual's conception of himself as part ot an 
immutable scheme, and, as in any traged.J', he ooww1ta the 
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unpardonab1e error of denying the auprewac7 of na t·ural 
1a.w. We call Ahab a •romantic hero• !or attempting jua~ 
this and failing grandly; but a Bannadonna of the ahort 
fiction strikes us as a somewhat different case. One 
places his confidence in strength of character: the other. 
in his ability to apply mechanically the •aober ronu or 
sober reason.• The native element of the Aspirer 1s, of 
course, the Tower, his movement within the "house,• up-
ward. At some point in his ascent the Aspirer beg1ns to 
lose contact with reality; but, unlike the Wand~rer, heh•• 
become his deeds' creature. His obsession does n{)t allcr11 
him the possibility o! settl1ng back on h1s piazza or 1n 
his •theater-box• and aecepti!'...g defeat gracefully. '!'he 
"epistemological dilemma• which awaits all that eoale the 
T"ower provides the means of annihilation as well as terror 
• or delusion. The •inklings,• suspicions, or •double 
rts1on• of the Wanderer allow some opportun1ty for reoog-. 
n1t1on or se:tt-knowled.ge. The Aspirer has n.o sucr1 oppor-
tunity. He is unaware of the Cellar's e:x1atence, arid r11s 
final failure is made manifest, not through a gl1apae t:rCJII 
the cre11ar, but in the destruction of the Tower. 
The Defender 1s oon:rronted with a somewhA.t more oo•plex 
circumstance. Inclined him.self to be a pragmatic, • r,1ason-
ab1e• person, he may find himself put upon by one, who, 
like the empirical architect in •rand My Chimney•. appl1 .. 
the forms or reason aach aore rel1g1ouely. He may, on the 
1, 
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other hand, find h1mselt confronted by an equally power-
ful appeal of faith; such 1s the case w1th the narrator 
of •The Lightning-Rod lvlan." Or he may, like the narrator 
ot •The Apple-Tree Table,• be set upon by the simu1taneoua 
appeals of fa.1th &pg, reason, with no barometer but hl8 1n-
stincts to guide him. The Defender's movement w1th1n the 
•house• 1s neither upward nor outward. The centrality ot 
the hearth and the architectural med.lacy of the Grou,nd 
E.oor are most indigenous to him; if he 1s lured a.vay rroa 
his stable level of being lt is for a brief, downward ex-
cursion into the psychic depths of the Cellar. Although 
he is unlikely to understand what he seea tl1ere, the v·trry 
fact of his 1nterest signifies a respect for the easent1al 
se1f and a willingness to temper the somewhat 11m1t1ng 
pragmatism of the Ground Floor with the lmagin_9.tive and 
intuitive faculties native to the Cellar. Like the A.sp1r-
er, the De-fender is capable of a.seert1veness, but his ala 
1s not the advancement of self; rather, he senses that 
the very existence of the self 1a at stake in the clrtsh 
with the invading forces. In the end, howeTer. hla •w111 
to survive,• the most basic of all human 1nat1ncte, pro, .. 
more durable than the Aspirer's •w111 to power.• 
Bannadon:na. the aspiring •aecha.n1e1an• of •'l'he S.11-
~ower, • 1s. to use the Lightni.ng-B.od. Man's phrase, the aoff 
o~ spiritual •six-footer• to whoa 11ghtn1ns is aoet 
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attracted. As the 11.oral thrust (or •double throat,• .. 1 one commentator argues) of the ta.le makes clear. the r1ae and fall of Bannadonna' s bell-tower represents the bt-in.k-
ruptc7 or post-.,Benaissance perfect1b111ta.r1a.n1a• and the falsity of the belief that a paradise-on-earth could be 
2 created by the fruits o'! mechanization. But the rr10nument--al nature of Bs.nnadonna'a a.ap1rat1on has neTer, I think, been f'ully appreciated. As he stands per1ocl1cally upon the pile of his tower •1n each stage of lts growtr1"'(10:254), Bannadonna.'s aims g·row from •comp.aratively pigr:i.s .. ,:1i111.s to Titanic ones•(l0:267), and as the tower r1ees, he 1n-d..reas1ngly loses contact with all sense of real1 ty and proportion. The 1ntox1cat1ng atmosphere of the Tower eTen--tua1ly leads him to believe that he can puncture nL1. ture' a most sacred laws, not only by creating 11te, but by 
escaping from time itself. 
Ba.nnadonna•s ambitions, as the tale makes clear, arnow-.. b'a.11 as time passes. His or1g1na.l plan 1s to crown the achievement of the completed bell-tower w1th a •metall1e agent• that will •possess the power of locom0ti D!1, r1!1d, a1ong with that, the appeara.noe, at least, or 1ntel}_igeno• and w111•(10:266).· This ambition soon gives way to a oon-cept1on o~ an •elephantine helot" which will not aerel7 
ring a bell, but will further the •glories of huaan1t7• (10:267). Finally, Bannadonna conceives of the creature .. 
,. 
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a eomb1nat1on of •a11 excellenoea of God-wade oreatur .. • 
(10:267). The creature is to be called •Talu.s,• after 
the brazen watchman of Crete in Greek mythology. Iamed ... 
iately prior to the :f'a.tetul test. howeTer, Ba.nnadonna. 
playfully refers to the creature as h1s -Saman,• soon to 
be fixed, like the biblical Haman, •on thi.s, h1s lofty 
tree"(l0:258)~ Subsequent events demonstrate thflt the 
roles of victilll and e:xecut1oner have been 1ronioall.T 
reversed. 
Row is the grand amb1t1on to be accompl1ahed.? Mel-
ville scrupulously seeks to cle.r1'fy •the proposed means 
to be employed.• Ba.nna.donna. subaeribea ne1ther to the 
1nduet1on of the •natural philosopher,• nor to the deduot.. 
ion of the •metaphys1cians•; he renounces, as well, the 
spells of the a.lchem1st and the prayers of the •theoso-
phists." What a.11 of culture's most venerable d1ao1-
pl1nes have failed to do, BannE1donna wlll a.ccompl1 sh •by 
plain vice-bench and hammer• ( 10: 268) • He renol1nc es ~b·:)th 
faith and dynamism of thought. •w1th h1m, common sense 
was theurgy; machinery, miracle; Prometheus, the hero1e 
name for machinist; man, the true God•(l0:268). A.a R1ob~ 
ard Fogle has noted., •The apec1f1cat1on !or •nnadorll1Jl 
is s1gn1:ficant. It 1s appropriate that a ':m.eehan.1o1an• 
should possess no organic tradition of cont1nu1.ty, ehou14 
rise without the eanotlon of accepted religious belier.• .. 
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The opening image of the tale-- the atuap ot the tallen 
tower covered with mold, moss, and liohsn ... - effect1Tely 
conveys the 11m1tat1ons or Banna.donna's upstart •common 
sense,• and the 1mpl1cat1ons of death through a wound to 
the skull-- seat of rationality-- reinforce the 
no1nt • 
.. 
Contrary to the insistence of one critic~ howeTer. 
Bannad.onna•s role as •artist• la quite as aignificA.nt a.e 
the designation, •meehan1e1an.• Like Hawthorne's J\.yl:aer 
(•The B1rthmakk:•) and Owen Warland (•The Artist or the 
Beaut1:ru1•), Bannadonna is an odd mixture of both Rrt111t 
and scientist. 
ports ot aesthetic pass1on•(10:255): his fatal absorption 
1s likened to that o"f the •True art1st•(10:269); hfl apeaQ 
of a •iaw in art, which bars the possibility of dUDli-
cates•(l0:260). The artist 1n &nnadonna might more prop,-
erly be said to be fil xa;c with the meohan1c1an, for,•• 
Fogle has again astutely pointed out, •The mech.nnician 1a
1 
however, fatally contusing his genres. The 1mpoas1b111t7 
of duplication ••• is a. principle of' organ1c1aa, and in 
mechanics an 1mperfect1on.•6Ba.nnadonna has further fa1led. 
to recognize that the law of art ia nature's law, a.a 
well. He learned. once, he says, that try as he aight ~' 
oreate a •hundred heads 1dent1ca1•(10:261) on a plate or 
customs• seals. he eould make no two look alike. 'l'he 
•11near shadings round the aouth• created., 1n thelr Ta.r1•• 
• 
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t1ons, creatures beneYolent, malign, and all SJ1b1g-ao,aa 
shades between. Nature :N¥\ art operate aocording to the 
doctrine of infinite variation. Although Bannadonn.a. pay• 
lip service to the principle that art 1s an 1mperfeot 
approximation of perfection, he apparently falls to••• 
that this is so because the creator himself is imperfect; 
seeking to •solve nature, to steal 1nto her, to 1ntrlgue 
beyond her•(l0:268), he is shown that the law 11111ch m.r8 
duplicate works bars a duplicate creator, also. 
Banna.donna's final audacity, to be effecte,d througb 
an unholy wed.ding of artistry and mechan1sm, has• ucnt1l 
now, gone unremarked. The mechanism. crowning the bell-
tower, we should remind ourselves, 1s to be a clock-bell, 
a measure of time. Girdling the clock-bell are twelTe fe,-. 
male figures, "the embod.ied hours.• each claap1ng the h,an4 
of the figa.re on either side of her. BannEtdon_nJ=1 hA.s ar--
ranged his mechanism. so tha.t the first stroke from the 
automaton •shall fall there, where the hand. of Una cla•pe 
Dua's. The stroke of one shall sever that loved clasp• (10:259). The symbolic import of the plan 1s cle-a.r. Be.nna,.. donna., in the first step toward creating a parad1se-on-
earth, intends to shatter nature's most prized. barr1er, 
time. The irony of his death is recloubled, then, for the 
mechanism intended to fracture the gr1p or t1me 1nate,ad 
fractures the skull of the 1nt1del • 
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the events which have already transpired the.t look:11 be7on4 
The opening lines ot' the tale suggest a oontext tor 
the individual tragedy of Bannadonna and helps to proT1de 
a View SU"t2 SPe21e aetern1t~,. The enthusiasm that '3T,:-,ry-
one felt during the rearing or the great bell-tower 1• 
likened to the bright promise of an older tower: 
The ri·se and f'all of the tower 1a only the latest 0.:inod.e 
Like Babel's, its base was laid in 'l hi.i:,:h hou.r 
ot renovated. earth, followin,o; the secor.rl deluge, 
When the waters of the Dark .'cges h•cd :J:ried. 
1
:r, d th d 'P\" . lj an once more e green appeare • ,,c w::ir.c.er 
that 9 after so long and deep submersio~. the 
jubilant expectation o-f' the race s!1ould, 0,s Ml th 
Noah
0
s sons, soar into Shinci.r aspira+-~cr,.(10:253) 
in an endless cycle of human efforts to reach beyond the 
established order of law, natural or divine, •1th 1n-de-
quate tools, and the failure signifies yet another sett.elk 
tor humanity• s "Shinar aspiration.•·. '?he Old Tea tament 
7 
reTerberations in the tale also oall attention to the f're-
quently overlooked. f'act that Ba.nnadonn.a's tragedy 1• onl:, 
a microcosm of' the larger tragedy oC the P0114. Like the 
rickle multitudes of' the Old Testament, the populace in 
•The Bell-Tower• blows as the wind blows. Bannadonna•a 
project has the :full approval of the people, •ho go so tar 
as to implicate themselves 1n his dubious morality by e:xo-.. 
erating him of' wanton murder. At'ter h1s terrible death 
they recoil in horror, only to ooaponn4 h.1e :tetl1ahn .. • 
later. 
" 
1S 
Even as Bannadonna•s coa:m1t111.ent to the •sober to1a• 
of sober reason• renders him incapable or solv-1ng the 117•-
tery of Una's strange look, ao the inquiry into ev~r.ta 
leaves more undiscovered than diaolosed. Why did the 
draped domino seem to be altered 1n attitude from t1ae to 
time? What were the :footf"alls 1n the belfry? iiihy did 
the townsmen sense that •when they should descend, the 
mechan1e1an, though without a flesh and blood co•pan1an 
••• would not be left alone"(l0:257)? The unsolTed. ambi-
guities remain because, "assuming to penetrate as well in-
to his soul as into the event,• the investigators are 
t'rustrated by their own commitment to reason and •co-oa 
sense.• What is required to unraTel the mystery 1s the 
•all tributary imagination" that the seed.am.an of •Tue 
Paradise of Bachelors and the Tartarus of Maida• round 1a 
the Cellar of the "Devil's Dungeon.• But the Tower, s,-... 
bol of' illusion, blinds all to the signlficat::ce of what 
has happened. The people undertake the repair of the 
tower's superstructure, but nature completes its reTen.ge. 
On the f'1rst anniversary of the first debacle, an earth-
quake destroys the tower ooapletel7. 
• 
In contrast to the single-minded 
the narrator of' •Ttie Apple-Tree Table• is a study in in-
decision and a focal point tor the coll1s1on of opposing 
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ways of v1ew1ng the world. Of the th:ree Detender11 •• ah.all 
observe, he is the least successful 1n the detenae of h1a 
•house.• The reason for this l~ck of succeEa can b,e found. 
1n the quality of character that shows thrc)uµ;h t}1e s~Jc-
cinct observation, •upon ocoas1on my w1fe was mistreaa 1n 
her house•(13:324). Instead of aasert1ng h1e aovere1gnt7 
1n his own •house•-- tenaciously defending the 1ntegr1ty 
of his own world-view-- the narrator is inclined to g1ve 
that sovereignty over to others. Consequently, he be-
comes a battleground for the forces of fe.1th and reaaon, 
which wage war ~or control of h1s mind. On the one side 
are Julia and Anna. the superstitious daughter-a, and Cot-
ton Mather. with his terror-1nsp1r1ng accounts of the 
natural; on the other, the skeptical remonstrances of the 
narrator's wife and the cool rationalism of DemocYitus. 
Confronted by a series of unusual eTents !ollow1ng upon the 
discovery of a.n old table in his attic, the nar,rator auat 
choose between two poss1 ble views of the SEtme J)henomenon. 
Re1p1ess1y, he a1lows f°1rat one view to gain dominn.r:c e, 
then another:• ••• I gently oscillated between Deaocr1tua 
and Cotton Mather•(13:334). 
In 11ght or latent !ears that only gradually becoae 
apparent, the long-de~erred exploration or his garret 
which the narrator makes at the beg1nn,1ng o'f the tale can 
be seen to represent his symbolic discovery of a truth ot 
psychology of' which he has never been aware: th.at la, 
that minds, as well as old garrets, can be •haunte<1.•8 
The description of the initial entrance ir:to the garret 
is punctuated with images of a tomb being opened fo~ the 
:first time in ages: •1n these cobwebs BlfU.ng, as 1n aerial 
catacombs, myriads of all tribes of mummied insects• 
(13:314). When the narrator later throws open the scuttle, 
he feels liberated •rrom the gloom of the grave and the 
comp§nionsh1p of worms"(lJ:315). The effect, then, 1s ot 
having entered a dark recess of the mind, far removed troa 
the well-lighted domesticity of the Ground Floor. 
Familiar motifs emphasize the suspect nature or the 
reality encountered 1n the garret. The garret ls gained. 
by a series of' narrowing ladders, the last of which 1s •a 
sort of' Jacob's La.dder•(lJ:JlJ). The falsity or the r,laoe 
1s reinforced. by the light imagery. The garret's only 
light comes f'rom •a single small pane of glass• whlch 
•bored a rainbowed tunnel clear across the dark1'eaa or the 
garret•(lJ:314). This shaft of rainbowe<l light transform.a 
mere insects into a "golden mob.• an image that in turn 
looks forward to the golden glow-worm which later emerge• 
f'rom the table 1n the flickering firelight of the ber:ight-
ed dolftlStairs. The relief that the narrator feels in 
thrusting his head forth through the open scuttle 1nto the 
light of' common day-- a literal •resurrection• that ant1•-
,. 
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c1pates the conclusion ot the tale-- 1s later clar1t1ed 
by the statement, •The spirit of Democritus ••• strength-
ened with the strength of' the sun11ght•(1J:JJ2). On the 
other hand, •in the least lighted corner of a11• lies the 
ancient copy of Cotton Mather's Ma5Il§:l1a. It la with the 
darkness of the Magnal1a that the garret, a place or a,a-
tery, magic, and illusion, is predominantly associated. 
The opposing forces working upon the narrator are as elemen-
tal as light and darkness, as clearly defined. aa rational-
ism ruld supernaturalism. 
The rediscovered. table 1mmed1ately' polarizes the 
family between the two disciplines or mind. Julia, the 
daughter, •seeing nothing• but the cloven foot of the 
table as it 1s brought downstairs, takes the foot for •ttie 
apparition of the Evil One's ••• •(13:316). The mental 
darkness suggested by the phrase •seeing nothing• d.et1n .. 
the fear and superstition that characterize her through-
out the greater part of' the tale. The girl's p;lim;se io 
only a •visual illusion, a momentary and accidental dia-
tortion,• but it •colors her subsequent 1mpreae1on or the 
table.•
9 
Julia, though she would deny it, is the gen1ua 
of the garret. •supers"t1tiously grieTed at my violating 
the forbidden solitude above, she associated in her mind 
the cloven-footed table with the reputed goblins there• 
(13:317). Like the •broken telescope" in the garret, ahe 
is unable to see the world clearly, and she 1a character-
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ized throughout by the attitude that the dark and unknown 
are best left unexamined; sister Anna, 1n •conatitutional 
sympathy,• concurs. The narrator's wife, on the other 
hand, proves a model of Yankee practicality. She la con-
fident that "time and patience will bring to lli;i:ht• tne 
strangest of occurrences, and that the unknown cannot 
•hurt us; for we are all good Christiana, I hope•(lJ:.321f.). 
Suspended on a :fluctuating continuum betweer. the 
family poles, the nar?"a.tor is :t"urther torn between the 
disciplines of !''lather and Democr1 tus. It is s1gn1 f1cA.nt 
that during the initial shock of the table's strange be-
havior the narrator becomes increasingly engrossed ln the 
writings of Mather. Whereas Mather •had but amused. me, up. 
on this particular night he terrified me•; the stories be-
gin to "put on the aspect of reality•(lJ:Jl8). 
to the fascination,• he reads deeper and deeper 
the spellbound wedding guest, :reels the •aklnny hand• or 
something preternatural on him. Later, in search of some-
thing to hearten him against the spell of Mather, 
the rn.r-........ ; .. 
rator seizes upon the eiample of Democritus, who also en-
tered a •tomb• and was subjected to frightening sights and 
sounds, but who remained •calm and composed,• firm ln the 
belief •that any possible 1nvest1gat1on of any possible 
spiritual phenamena was absurct.•(13:325). Under the in-
fluence o'f' Mather. the narrator ia •a11 ear and no e7e• 
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(lJ:326); like his daughter, he •sees nothing.• Grad.--
ua.lly, however, the example of Democritus gains aacendenc7. 
After Biddy, the maid, ignorantly d1spoaes of the !1rat 
bug. our1os1 ty and rational inquiry ov8rcome f (~ar, a.nd the 
second is faced with less trepidation: •The spirit of Demo-. 
critus was stronger on me now•(13:332). 
The sub-theme of Imagination, a factor 1n many of the 
tales, is of some import in •The Apple-Tree '11 r1 'r·. ~. i a It .... ,_ .J ··'"'- "f,,.:J • T'ne 
narrator's wife, a thoroughgoing empiricist, places all 
of her cor1fidence in the human ab111 ty to apprehend ob-jective reality. •she insisted that both Julla and .1.nna 
should be of the party, in order that th~ 
senses should disabuse their minds of all nursery non-
sense"{lJ:333) (italics added). She scorns •all rool1ah 
imaginations.• Julia and Anna are l'x>th creEi tu:rea and v1 o-
tims of 1ma.g1nat1on. Appearances are f1.ltered through the 
darkness of their minds and their highly subjeotlve world.-
views• and a new reality emerges. Thus, in Jul1a.' s m,1nd 
the momentary image of the table' a cloven foot uni t,es w1 th 
the atavistic fears of the Cal v1n1st her1 ta.ge at1d is tr£1ru1-
formed into a sign of ev11; or, upon hearing the word •bug.• 
she allows the normal association with "ugliness• to r1x a 
negative image 1n her mind. Only when the gir~ls F1:-e 
forced to look at the second "bug• are their alarms r&-
p1aced by delight. •Julia and Anna had never dreaaad ot 
I 
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such a. bug. To them. bug had been a word aynony11ou• w1tb 
hideousnessw(l):336). 
For his pa.rt, the narrator moves slowly but at--4117 
from the aegis of Mather to that of Democritus. But eTtm 
at the tale's end, when he recommends the •sclentlfio 
statement of the case" of the glC1J,wora phenomenon preaented 
by the sneering scientist, Professor Johnson, h1s language 
betrays an 1ncorr1g1bly imaginative and unscientif1o bents 
•For myself, I was curious to see the first advent of the 
thing-- the first dazzle of" the chick as 1t chipped the 
she11•(13:333). There is also a suggestion of the reaur-. 
reet1on-f1:xat1on that Julia 1s soon to give the f'ulleat 
voice to. 10 
Ju11a is perhaps admirable 1n her sp1r1 tual te·nac1 t7 
when she invites the unfaithful to •say what you w111,• 
but surely hers is not to b·e regarded as the lns t word on 
the issues raised by the tale. She rema1n.s a victim of 
her own mental darkness because the S8J!De blind fa.1th th.at 
gives her spiritual resolve makes her a prey to inaubstan .. 
tial fears and fancies. Her closi!1g comment ls DY", Ar an g-t_ 1.. • ... .._.)- ... ... ''. } ,::,._ • 
ing piece of sophistry, but 1t 1s sophistry nevertheless: 
• ••• if this beauteous creature be not a sp1rit 9 it yet teaches a spiritual lesson. Por if, after one hundred and fift 1{ -veEirs' entomb-·- ,., ment, a mere insect comes forth qt last into light, 1 ts elf an effulgence, shall r~11f~T'::! t:e no glorified resurrection for the spirl t c1f JJ)1r1? Spirits! Spiritst" she exclaimed. '"rrith rn.r-:,ture. •1 still believe in them with delight, w}1en be, .. 
·: .. 
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tore I but thought of them with terror." (lJ:J.38) 
It was not, however, her faith that allowed Julia to Tica 
the glorious •resurrection" ln the first place, but the 
promptings of her empirical mother. In any event, the 
mysterious insect, we are pointedly remlnded, "expired 
the next day•(lJ:338). 
The narrator's wife, :for allot her level-headedneaa, 
is in some ways less to be admired than her daughter, for 
she 1s, finally, a spiritual hypocrite: a fashionable 
11 Christian (a •unitarian,• as one critic suggeBta) who takea 
easy comfort in a religion that her mental disc 1. ;::line 'L!:tl 
world-view in every other respect bely. She aees no 1n-
consistency whatever between her faith in the eTldenoe ot 
the senses and her Christianity. The concent of a resur-
rection she regards as so much •rooliah 1mag1nat1on.• 
In the end we are left only with the narrator's 
•oscillations• between faith and reason, Ji(..ather and Deao-
or1tus. The situation is inglorious, but "in q 
and not unpleasing way"(lJ:334) satisfying to the ?"lEl.rrator. 
Melville, as several commentators have noted, takes no 
12 pos1 tion in the resolution of the tale. In fa.ct. the na:r-
rater's situation nuts us somewhat 1n mlnd of the Ie1-v111e .... 
of whom Hawthorne said, •He oan neither believe, nor be 
Comfortable in his unbelie/9 •••• • But it 1B OTerstat1ng the 
case. I think, to assert that there •ia little doubt that 
8) 
the narrator has gained from the exper1ence. Bia retuaal 
to accept a simple or easy explanE1tlon 1s ••• ch.arricter-
1stic of a balanced v1ew.•13The jury, I th1nk we must 
conclude, is forever out on the matter of the narrator'• 
adjustment. Whether the open-ended. conoJ_us1on s1gn1f1ea 
•balance• for him or merely a paralyaia of the w111_ on the 
part of a Defender that has given away too much soveretgnt7 
in his own •house,• is speculative. 
•1 and My Chimney• has much 1n common w1th •The Apple~ 
Tree Table.• It too chronicles the trials or a Defender 
who is subjected to the onslaughts of wife and ch1ldran. 
as well a.s those of "experts" brought; into the fray fr-oa 
without. Few critics would deny, however, that •rand Jr'..y 
Chimney• is a richer, more complex piece, and the recent 
plentitude of attention it has received suggests that the 
ta.le is destined to join the first rank 1n the Melville 
canon. Perhaps no piece of Melv-111e•s f1ct1on, :najor or 
minor. has been interpreted. 1n so many radically c11rrerent 14 
ways. But other rtews notwithstanding, there 1s no doubt, 
I think, that the tale 1s the most patently autobiograph1o.al 
of the short pieces, and that 1 t dramat1 zea r•1el vl lle' s re-15 sponse to a period. of crisis in his 11re. This fact 1a no 
warrant for limiting interpretation o~ the piece or for 
equating the narrator and h1s raa11y with KelT111e and h1a 
• 
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family. Still, one 1s unable to eso.ape the 1apreea1oa 
that •1 and My Chimney• represents as much of a •Nol 1n 
thunder• as Melville felt capable of by 1855. On a.t least 
one leTel, the narrator's house 1s a symbol of the E1rt1st•a 
mind., and the ?1Etrrator himself, a partial, but playful, 
caricature of Melville. The ch1mney, central both to houae 
and narrator, can only be (again, on one level) a symbol ot 
the narrator's (and Melville's) artistry, or of that in-
domitable, often irrational, power of m1nd that lnforrts the 16 
spirit of the artist. The artist's artistry, the tale tell• 
us, is so deeply rooted. in his psychology· tbd1. t to dig 1 t 
out, if such were possible, were the ruinatlon of the man. 
The suggestion has been made that "I and My Ch1mn•y• 
satirizes a spec1f1c episode in Me1.v111e' s own life: the 
mental examination conducted by Dr. Oliver Wende1.l ~:rol!nee l? 
in 1855. It is known that throughout th1a general period. 
·of his life Melville was plagued by an overblown concern 
with his sanity, the impetus for which came largely fro• 
w1 thin his immediate fam1ly. His •work• waa inevi trt bly 
singled out as the culprit. What could a man tortured. bJ' 
the seemingly insurmountable problem of living by hla pen, 
a man whose sense of the absurd was so far beyond its ttae--
what could such e. man answer to aspersions ca.at on r1ls sani-
ty, except that "my chimney 1s my superior ••• I auoh a1n-. 
1ster to it; yet never does 1t minister, or 1ncl1ne oTer 
I 
,I 
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me; but, 1:f anything, in its settlings, rather leans the 
other way•(lJ:277). The narrator's best interests 1ncl1ne 
one way, his chimney inclines the other. Surely Relvllle 
recognized that his artistry had done him more harm than 
good, both in terms of' his relations with the world 
own peace of mind. Perhaps he also thought that his Ghimne:, .. 
as the narrator confesses, was more often the reason tor 
•visits• than he. 
There is much or this sort o~ •1ns1de joking• 1n the 
tale, but there is more that concerns us, as well. The ar-
ch1tectural symbolism functions in several different waya 
and with more rigor than in any other tale. The first and 
last ~ct of the house's architecture is the great chimney 
itself; it occupies the structural center of the house and 
is its un1:fying principle. •rn those houses which are 
strictly double houses ••• the fireplaces usually are on 
opposite sides•(13:277), with a variety of flues proceed.-
1ng separately from them. The centrality of the narrator'• 
hearth and chimney, however, allows those who w.c1rm ~hem-
selves to sit facing each other, rather than back to b.:1ok, 
and requires but a single f'lue. The preeminence of the ch1a-
ney creates, to be sure, a rather disorganized arrangement 
of rooms, the •most rambling conceivable.• An un.3.ccustomed 
(and unwelcome?) guest is liable to blunder about and find 
himself •aghast at the cellar yawning at h1a teet•(lJ:29J).; 
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The chimney and hearth, then, radiate energy and warath t.o 
the house-mind 1n a way that 1s highly satlsf.r:.tctory to the 
narrator. The disaffection w1 th the ar,ra.ngement proceed.a 
from those minds wh1ch reflect, not the un1ty-1n-d1Ters1ty 
of an 1mag1na.t1 ve temperament like the nA.rrn. t 1Jr' s, t:'tlt the 
regularity of the rationalist or the Goth1c grandeur or 
the idealist. 
Crucial to the architectural symbolism 1n the t.ale are 
the narrator's per1od.1c trips 1nto h1s cellar. •very often 
I go down into my cellar, and attentively surTey that vast 
aquare of masonry•(13:283, the chimney's base. Whatever 
the house a.s a whole lacks in solidity, tr1e chimney et1.s1ly 
compensates for. Its triangular structure represents ~1roh1-
tectural perfection, and the vast base upon wi1.1ch 1 t reata 
lies in the cellar. The cellar, E1s alwP.ys, reacr~es deep-
ly into the mysteries of primal nature; 1 t 1 s •uml...:r[1£eC1UB, • 
and its "glens of gloom, resemble the dark, damp deptha ot 
primeval woods 11 (lJ:28J). The narrator's fondness for h1a 
ce11a.r is significant because it is here thqt r:.e is Ftlao 
closest to his psychic roots; so close, 1n fact, that the 
•druidical look" of the chimney~.s base affects h1a atrang.-
17: •so strongly did this conceit steal over me, so deep-
ly was I penetrated w1 th wonder at the ch1niney, t~10. t one 
day-- when I was~ 11tt~e out .Q!. .D!.:£. m1nd. I now think--
getting a spade from the garden, I set to work, d.1g.g1ng 
round the foundation, especially at the corners thereot, 
, I 
' 
obscurely prompted by dreams of str1k1ng upon so .. 2ld, 
earthen-worn memor1a1 .21: that .12z-gon, day, when, into all 
this gloom, the light of heaven entered, aa the masons la14 
the foundation stones ••• "(1J:28J)(ltalics added). The 
coincidence of the psycholog1cally 1ntuitive act, the vt-
sion of primeval nature, and the mystical sense of tr1e paat 
would immediately suggest to a Jungian the •fu1c1a1• or 
•universal Unconscious.• The narrator's e:xc.2,r,r:.tion 1s, of 
course. futile, for the experience 1n the Cellar takes 
place at such a basal level that it can only occur 1n 1n-
voluntary bursts, •when I was a little out of my m1ru1.• 
The impassive hugeness of the ch1mne~y·'s base also r.uts one 
1n mind of the Great Whale: •By the mere eye, its n:n.gT!itude 
can be but imperfectly comprehended, because only one s1de 
can be received a.t one t1me"(l3:284); only a •}1 .. 1gher ma.th .... 
matics• by which the •distances of fixed stare are co•J)uted..• (lJ:285) can measure its magnitude. 
As Stewart Woodruff has pointed out, the 1n•orutab111-
ty and immensity of the chimney tend to place a certnln 
•psyohologic~tl and political distance• between 1 t and the 18 
narrator. The wide range of allusions to the past eToke4 
in the narrator's mind by the chimney-- from tr1e •great god. 
Ap1s"(l3:295) and the •pyramid of Cheops•(lJ:280), tb.rough 
the "stones of Gilgal which Joshua set up•(13:28J), to the 
bu1k o-r •huge, corpulent old Harry VIrr•(lJ:276}-- 1de·nt1f7 
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the chimney also as an agent or historical proeeae. •an 
emblem of the empirical real1 ty of time R.nd i ta r::.ar.1. roe ta-
19 
tion as history •••• • Like a •monster telescope," 1ta Uni-
versal Unconsciousness takes in a range and total1t7 ot 
reality which the narrator can only ritualistically •d1g 
rouna..• On the whole, he accepts his time-bound., ex:sten-
tial condition and in that acceptance gains a sense at 
identity as a part of the historical proceaa. 
Still, the chimney, like Melville's ezpectat1ona. 1a 
not what it once was, having been forced to endure ;:,e!"1.od1c 
truncation at its rooftop extremity, where it comes clo-
sest to the spatial and temporal preser:t. First a •new root4' 
exposed the chimney top by some fifteen feet, t:1ereby neceee, .... 
Sita.ting a razing. Soon •another operation• is perform-
ed., the makeshift •wax nose,• taken off, and a new one, 
.. 
standing somewhat awry, fitted on. The chimney, then, 18 
not totally unaffected by what happens to the "house," for 
even the deepest inner strength cannot permanently endure 
independent of the total "frame" of mind. 
Until the present the narrator's chimney ha.a aanagect 
to weather all direct assaults from without. The er.err.y 
from within, however, 1s soon identified as the narrator'• 
wife. Her diametrical opposition to the narrator 1n mat-
ters of judgment and perception is demonstrr,ted. time and. 
again. •Her maxim is, Whatever is, 1s wrong•(lJ:288), and 
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her guiding lights are •Swedenborg1an1sm,• •the Sp1r1t 
Rapping philosophy,• and all things new and fa.s}1..i,,r1£1ble; 
~he doesn't believe 1n old age•(l):288). Her ambition 
is to rule the roost, to galn, like the w1fe 1n •The Apple-
Tree Table,• soTereignty in her husband's •hot:se": •sne 1a 
desirous that, domestically, I should ab:11cate; that re-
nouncing :further rule o •• I should ret1re 1nto some sort o,t 
monastery" ( 13: 291). The wife hates the chimney an,d Rll that 
1 t stands for, and her wish 1s plainly to enforce her c)wn 
architectural philosophy on the house by having 1 ts struo, .... 
tural •backbone,• the chimney, torn out. Her heA.dy tran .. 
-scendental1st passion for • change• and her rl enin.l r f the 
sovereignty of time associate her, 1n the scheme of the 
architectural symbolism, with the fals1ty or h1gh placeas 
•Her ambi t1on was of the mountin.g or·der. She ascended. •1th 
her schemes to the second floor, and so to the a.tt10•(13:2c,2). 
But the narrator forever seems to have the last laugh, and 
the humorous account of the confusion of guests who beooae 
lost trying to find their way throu~h the !r~,qze c)f rooms, oan 
on1y be Me1v11le' s joke on those who would ~]resume to P..RT-
1gate the complex channels of an F,&rt1at's m1nd, wh1ch oper-
ates by assoc1at1on-- "ever,y room • • • 1n 1 ta Plf an entry, 
or passage-way to other rooms and eystem.s of rooma•(13:292). 
In her end.less scheming to root out her huaba.nd' e 
chimney• the wife effects a str·ange ph1loaoph1oal all1ano•• 
I 
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enlisting the a1d or Mr. Hiram Scribe, a master 11ason with 
a sliderule mentality in the tradition of CadwallRder 
Cuticle in Whit!i Jack~t_and. the ship's surgeon in "Billy 
Budd.• Scribe's passion for meaaurlng the unmeasurable 
in the face of the narrator's previous ir~sl.ster:.ce th.at 
only a. •higher mathematics" could measure the chimney, 
renders his studied emp1r1c1sm ridiculous. As Woodru~r 
notes, the alliance of empiricism a.ri..d ideal1sm effect1 vel7 
telescopes one Jmiin •point• of the tale: •The trouble wlth 
idealists • • • is that they embark on sp1r1 t·ual trea.au,rn 21J hunts with empiriaal equipment.• Despite the narrator'• 
cogent counter-proofs, Scribe's measurements lead h1m to 
the •1nescapable• conclusion that the chimney contnina a 
•secret chamber, or rather closet. How long it has been 
there, it is••• impossible to say. What 1t contains 111 h14. 
with itself, in darkness•(lJ:JOO). The irony of the Judge.. 
ment is akin to not seeing a forest for the trees. The 
•treasure• for which the narrator's foes would demol1sh 
his chimney is the chimney 1. ts elf, a. •remarkable structur,e, • 21 as even Sar1be is forced to note. His two-dl:nensior~-al m1nd 
sees only the material disadvantages of the chimney-- the 
house, he notes, •would appear to have been bu1lt a1mpl7 
for the accommodation of your chimney"(lJ:295)-- wh1oh he 
translates into the shallow terms of finance: the loss ot 
a •considerable interest upon a oona1derable pr1nc1pal• 
,. 
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(13:296). In the end, 'for all or h1s measurements, the 
mason is unable to pinpoint the supposed •secret closet• 
and, indeed, proves to be not above a bribe in the amount 
of five hundred dollars for a •cert1flcate" stat1ng that 
no such recess exists. 
Even with the battle won, the war goes on. '!'he na.r--
rator continues to be besieged by a variety of foes bent 
on tearing down his chimney. Typified by one "tJ.rchlteo-
tura.l·reformer,• who, "because he had no gift !or !)Uttlng 
up anything was ever intent upon pulling them down• 
(13:310-311), the nameless adversaries seem possessed. ot 
a motiveless ma11gn1ty. As the tale draws to E1. clcJse, the 
extent of the narr·ator' s persecution beg1na to ;:,u t one 1n 
mind of the bewildered Joseph K. of Ihe Ix:lal and or the 
persecution he suffers at the hands of a faceless enem,y. 
But in a strong affirmation of the art1at-Defer:c:.-?.T' s c;.orn.m1 t.-. 
ment to his eccentricity, the narrator resolves to strug~l• 
on as long as necessary to preserve the integrity of his 
chimney and his •house.• His resolution h~1s the un111atak .. 
able ring of' Melville's own attitude and sltuation: 
..... 
It is now some seven years since I have stirred from home. My city friends al 1. wonder why I don't come to see tr1em r.:1s in forE:er times. They think I am getting sour an,i ur1sc:::,cl'-":1l o Some say that I have become a sort of mossy old ~i3-anthrope9 while all the time the f~i..Ct is 1 I c1.::r: simply standing guard over my moss3r old c.:-1i:1~:1ey: for it 1s resolved between me and my chimney, that I and my chimney will never surrender.(1):)11). 
' 
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As 1n •rand My Chimney,• the hearth or the narrator 
of •The Lightning-Rod Man• becomes the :focus or .c:1.n actual 
and symbo11c attack. The most experimental of Melv1lle's .... 
short pieces, •The L1ghtn1ng-B.cxi M.an• is Et higt1ly styl1zed 
danse macabre of the psyche in which archi tect1.1ral .ci.nd 
geographical relationships define the progress of the <14:llll• 
and language provides the music. Never a favor1te w1th 
ori tics because of 1 ts unbridled rhetoric .a!"_d the s :)ee~:i 
with which 1 t leaps into allegory, the tale is nevertt1eleaa 
less conventional than they seem w1111ng to grant, and ha.fl 
-as much in common with, for instance, Noh drama. a.a 1t do .. 
22 with Hawthorne's "Egotism; or, the Bosom Serpent.• 
The tale opens with the narrator •standing on m.y 
2) hearth-stone among the Acroceraunian h1lle•(10:171). '?he 
Lightning-Rod. Man establishes the symbolic d1alect1c 1n 
almost his first utterance: "You are wet,• says tr1e nar-
rator. •stand here on the hearth before the fire.• •!lot 
for worldsl" replies the stranger. From this no1nt the ... 
action of the tale involves a steady hei~htenln.g at the 
danse, in which the stranger tries to lure the narrator rro• 
his hearth, and the narrator tries to lure the stranger to-
ward it. First the stranger •warns:' •Qu1t the hearth•; 
soon he •conjures"; finally he • comm,e.nds. • To a.11 or th1a 
finagling the narrator turns a deaf ear: •1 stand very 
well here•(10:l?J). More so than the narrator ot •The 
• 
• 
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Apple-Tree Table,• even of •1 and 117 Ch1,mey,• he wake• 
clear that his sovereignty in his own •house• is at all 
times absolute; •1 am not,• he warns, •accustomed to be 
commanded in my own house•(l0:17)). By various pseudo-
scientific forms o'f argument the stranger tr1ea to oonT1noe him that the hearth is "the most d19.n5erous part of a house• (10:173). On only one occa.a1on the narrator, ln a gesture 
of hospitality, moves from his hearth at the extremity o! 
the room toward the stranger a.t the center; peroe1T1ng b1a peril, he quickly returns to his former stand. 
As Richard Chase has pointed out, the mythic roles or 
the narrator and the Lightnlng-Rod ~lan are those of ?rom.e-24 theus and Zeus, respectively. Aware of his vulnerab111ty 
to the lightning raging outside, the narrator nevertheless defies •Jupiter Tonans• and refuses to def1le h1s house w1th 
one of the salesman's lightning-rods. The Lightning-Rod 
Man is, ot course, the familiar species of Mel villerin an tag-.. 
on1st, the "confidence man•; 1n this instance. a recogr11z-
able type of the fire-and-brimstone Protestant, aa well. 
Like a staunch New England Cal v1n1st, the s.qlesmr.1.n sees h1a-
self as the forward representative of Yahweh, the Old Testa-
ment God. of thunder and vengeance, and he offers his llght-
ning-rod or fa.1th as the only solution to fear of th1s god. Like all sectarians, he also proclaims thc1 t "I1ine iB the 
only true roa.•(10:175), soorn1ng eapec1ally the Canadian• 
I 
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2S (Catholics), who •kno~ the rod at the top•(l0:174). 
The Lightning-Rod Man, perceiving !1is lnl t1al ra11u.re, 
next attempts to eap1ta11ze on the perilous 1oc11t.~ .. c>n n! 
the narrator's house. In the mounta1ns, the strE1.nger 
argues, a man is most vulnerable to 11ght·n1ng, and •moun-
taineers, • being •tall men," are most apt to be struok. 
The argument is the fa.m111ar one of both Greek t.rn.f~eriy 
and the J_udeo-Christian ethic: 11ghtn1ng strikes tr1e great: 
because the God(s) will not be rivaled: great stature A.nd. 
great vulnerability go hand in hand. Thus, thie strA.nger 
notes ominously, • •• o if the six-footer atan.d. by rur1riing 
water, the cloud will sometimes selt.«it h1• aa 1 ts cond.uo--
tor to that running water• ( 10: 178) • ~e s tu:r,:ty, cs.ken 
timbers of' the narrator's floor are, he furtr-..er ::.r:t1::-:}itea. 
also especially vulnerable, 11ke the tall oaks o! the 
mountainside. "The oak draws lightning more than other 
timber, having 1ron 1n solut1 on 1n its sa :p• ( 10: 17 5). 
But the narrator 1a an easy match for the l...i2:htning-.. 
Rod Ma.n's pseudo-science and veiled int1m1dat1on. 
double-edged confirmation that hla floor is •iieart-ot-oak•--
suggesting both strength of resolution and ,:ll~ intirr_rtte 
connection with the house-- demonstrates hia awareness of 
danger and his determination to stand firm. Altr1ough the 
elements themselves seem to lend support to the stranger•• 
ca.use-- the sky turns dark at noon, the •hocxled mountE11na 
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seemed closing and tumbling 1nto the cottage•(l0:178)-· .. 
' 
the narrator sees the stranger's m@u§ c·; E~r'.-!.;.·.cil c l~r,.rly: 
•When the thunder is roaring, you deem 'tt :::1n hour pecu-
liarly favorable for producing impressions favorable to 
your trade•(l0:175). The narrator, in sr1c)rt, is fu:l.ly 
cognizant of the psychological truism that the appeal ot 
faith is inextricably bou.nd up with the emot1on or fear. 
The Lightning-Rod Ma~,r in fact, offers, apparently. 
only the illusion of protection. Just a week before, a 
"steeple" in a nearby town was struck by 11ghtn1n.g deap1te 
1 ts having been equipped vii th the Sctlesrn~1.n' s prcxiuct. '?be 
Lightning-Rod Man argues that the accldertt ,.~a.s r::1:~:--e: y the 
result of "human error," but the narrator again recognlzea 
a familiar argument: when faith, as an instrument of pro-
tection. §e§JnS to fail, the failure 1 S la1d. E_t t t!18 door Of 
human frailty and ~a111b111ty. The only words e>f trl@ 
stranger that at all impress him are 1n the account or the 
•returning stroke• of lightning from earth to sky. The7 
•strangely inspired confidence•(l0:177) in him, he says, 
because he sees a symbol of h1s own Promethean de!lt].nce 26 1n the phenomenon. 
'!'he Lightning-Rod Man's subtlest tact1e 1s clo1el7 
connected with the architectural symbolism. Ee l(nova that 
he will not be able the gull the_ narrator with twent,y·-trtrea 
rods on the steeples and cupolas of onl,- five btl1ld1nga, 
as he did the people or ~1ggan a week before, beoauae 
·ra I, 
I I, 
I 
the narrator has already met the presor1pt1on ot a low 
house rather than a high one. He is also aware or the NU"-
rator's attachment to his hearth and ground floor: •:rour 
house is a one-storied house. with an attic and a cellnr; 
this room is between. Hence its comparat1'fe aafet:,•(10:l??)• 
With the healthy pragmatism of the Ground Floor, the nar-
rator has calmly insisted. time after time, •T"ne rensor:s, 
1f you please 
• • • tell me your reasons•; therefore, the 
Lightning-Rod Man has no choice but to try to trap the n.a:r-
rator on the r.1a.rrator• s own ground I The Ground Floor. The 
salesman's continuous coaxing ot the narrator to corr.e to 
the middle o'f' the room 1s a recognition of the narrator'• 
attachment to med.iacy. Since the narrator orerere the Tert-
.. 
ical midpoint or his house, perhaps he can be 1nduced. to 
occupy the horizontal, as well. This m.ed.1ac7 represents 
something quite different, however, from that which the 
narrator prefers. The one signifies a prag:-r.atlc rea.11•• 
tempered with wa:mnth and good humor; the other, comrJete 
27 paralysis through submission to an external power. The 
Lightning-Rod Man, as Fogle notes, "advocates complete 
self-insulation, or isolation. To be safe, one must re-
linquish all associations and all action and cower ln 28 
motionless at the center of the room; to touch no bare, 
solitude.• The narrator is being asked to stand v1rtua117 
doors, or shutters; to leave the warmth of the hearth b•• 
IJ 
. ,-
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cause heated air and soot are conductors. •The logical 
end of' the salesman•s argument would be complete intel-
29 lectual. moral. and physical paralysis.• 
In a culmination of the dans~ the narrator del1vera 
a reductio ,ru!. absurd.um in tones of' mocking 1 aua;t; ter, 00-
paring the false claims of the stranger to those of a 
medieval pardoner. who peddled his petty indulgences •hlle 
claiming divine ordinance. Then, in a ~raphrase or the 
New Testament. the narrator delivers himself of his own 
philosophy: 
The hairs of our head are nUJDbered. and the 
days of' our lives. In thunder as in sunshine, 
I stand at ease in the hands of my Gc<l. F.,1:3e 
negot1ator 0 awayl See 0 the scroll of the stora 18 rolled back
o the houQe 1c u~~1orme~- 0 ~rl 1n 
. - ' I...) ...L. ..::::i ..l l...~ --'- ~ __ ..... ._...._ ' _ t • ~ ='- ...L. . 
the blue heavens I read in the rn.1nbow. t\1,1 t 
the Deity will not, of purpose, make war on 
man's earth.(10:179) 
From the author of Mpby Dis;:k such a passage is perplexing. 
indeed, and one is tempted to scratch at the surfn.ce for 
an irony that is probably not intended. Perhaps, as Fogle 
argues, the narrator's statement 1s meant to be •a broader 
theory of predestination• which affirms t:>:at "'in thA. 111.idat 
JO 
of predestination, the spirit is free.• The source or the 
31 
paraphrase is significant, for Christ is counselling the 
disciples not to fear the wrath of God as long ae they are 
true to their mission. Eric Stockton has sugges-<:eci that 
the narrator•s philosophy is meant to affirm •christ'a 
loving. non-dogmatic Gospel,• as opposed to the •h1debo11JD4• 
• 
. :.1 
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,·2 
unbenevolent Chr1st1an1ty" of the Lightning-Bod. Kan. Bat 
just as important, the promulgation affirms the 1nd1v1dual'• 
faith in himself, in his ability to 
storm of 
life in his own •house" without external interference or 
subordination of self. 
The proponent of faith-through-fear angrily reJeota 
the •in:fidel notions" of the narrator. "The scowl grew 
blacker on his :raoe; the indigo circles enl9.rged round h1a 
eyes as the storm-rings round the midnight moon. Re sprung 
upon me; his tri-forked thing at my hec.,rt"(l0:180). Thus. 
the dour religion of fear and trembling is showr: to be the 
instrument and ally of.' Satan, after all; and al t!!ou.i;h ~he 
narrator easily defeats and casts out the intruder, he 
assures us that "the Lightning-rod man sti 11 rlwells 1n the 
land."(10:180), plying his trade, even as the 
"I's" chimney will continue to try to tear it down • 
I 
I 
' ! 
i 
-.~. 
Chapter IV: Conolu.a1on 
The basic reality-stances available to the protago-
nists of the short fiction are, as we h:J.ve c1een, 1) a be-
lief in the rel1ab111 ty of external phenomen11. and ex terr.al 
value-standards, 2) con:fidence in the human ability to 9.pply 
limitlessly the :forms o:f reason, Stnd 3) blind fa.1th, in 
spite of the evidence of sense or reason, in nn order and 
a reality beyond the scope of human intelligence. It 1s 
to be expected that none of the alternatives proves efteo-
t1ve by itself. Problems in Melville's fictional universe, 
as we have already had occasion to note, do not n.d:n1t or 
simplistic or perfect solutions. Still, if we look to the 
more successful protagonists and to their houses we find 
several factors to account for their success and to sug-
gest the nature of the precarious peace that Melville hA.d 
made with himself and with the world during the period 18S)-
·1856. 
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The first mark of an effective relation w1th h1a 
universe is. as several cr1t1cs have noted, the protago--
nist's acceptance of •1ower, but more stable levels or 1 
being• and of "certain limitations to the search for sel.f-. 
2 knowledge and for knowledge of the universe.• Tt1e nJ1r-
rators of "I and My Chimney• and •The Ligr1tn1ng-E.cx1 Man• 
share a willingness to accept the 11ml tat1on.s of tt1e1r 1n• 
perfect, time-bound situations. In an imDortant d1sau1a1-~ . 
t1on on a crucial d1st1not1on 1n men and 1n ~rchltecture. 
wr" notes: 
••• and, as with most th1n men, who are generally tall, so with such houses, what is lack1n~ 1n breadth must be mc-=tde up 1_11 }1ei;rll .. t. T~~t::; -~.~::'.:~rk .J. holds true even with rer-r,lr-, .j...o r,-.-.,,...,~~ .. -, ...... "''!' ·~ ~ ~· •. .., _, ..I.. L) ·- ..-. u l.,, · Jl"·-;_.;,. .l_ L)'' ~:) "j J ,.l__ _J.... ~,J ..... ab ad es , bu i 1 t by the mos t s t y J .. i s ~1 c) !"' :'" e :1.. ~: "1 (:~ :-~ en • And yet 9 when that stylisl1 ger1tle::-:~::.11, Lc)"'..J.1r: ; e Grand of France 11 -:~1ol1ld build -':?l ;n .. J_q.2·~~ f r- :·. ~ s 1 d f i d Iv" d d 1·~ i ..i.. 
· • · 1.-, " -, · .. t 
a Y r en la am e e 1 J q l>'"'\ I e y-, n r 11 ,:::. ' I \ I 'l-
. . . 
t . 
· • c ·"' .i. A v ,. ... ''-' - ..._ 11 • ~ · -· • . '-·~ ·- ... L '_, 
., but one story high-- in f r:.c t in ::i1. .::~ c ' 1 ~:. t·L .. :re st. yle. But then how Uncommon] 'n· a u0dl""r', 'Y' --,, l , .. ~ ,..., •· (' '"' J, -'\•10 9 ..... _. - J .... . (·::-,:3.. --- .. .!.. ... - -~'-- l-.l. _._ '-.... .:... ' /o. ___ .: ' ,y:.. \_,_., : ~ ) !-~. i~ t and broad-- horizont,3.l ac:res, not ,;r3·rt~_c.al ones a o o _.my man Can buy E:t sq_UStT8 fc;ot cf J_ctnd and plant a liberty-pole on it; but 1 t ~qc~:es a. king to set apart whole acres for a Grand Trianon.(lJ:278). 
The successful Defender chooses, 1n effect, to 1nhab1t a 
•horizontal• level of being rather than a •vertical• one. 
Banna.donna, in his aspiring pursuit of Absolutes, 1s de-
stroyed; e.11 who try out the verticality of the Tower and. 
the Garret are doomed. to frustration. at the very ... _1 pc:..9 t ...... ,_. ::. . 
The pervasive role of •mountains• in the failures of so 
many of those who 1nhab1 t a •vertical 'P plane or be1.ng, 
.. 
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renders doub17 s1gn1t1cant •t•s• observation, •such folks, 
it seems to me, need mountains for neighbors. to take thla 
emulous conceit of soaring out of them•(lJ:279). '?he 
houses of the two successf'ul Defenders are. by contrast, 
3 characterized b;y a cautious proximity to the earth. •r•a• 
house, unlike the houses of his neighbors whloh hHTf.l a 
•tifth and sixth story" clapped on an already unw1eld7 
fourth, ls •in width nearly twice its hel;~ht•(13:2no) and 
•by no means lofty•(13:279). The narrator of •-rr1e L1;;;:ht-
n1ng-Rod Man." true to the prescription o!' •r.• is suff1-
c1ently humbled by the mountains that surround h1m to de-
sire only 
•a one-storied house, with an att1c. 
n CAl-'""'::J.. ; ......... 
lar"(l0:177). Both narrators, in their commitment to 
•horizontal" architecture, are wedded also to the 1deala 
of a "horizontal" plane of being-- conservatlsa. histor1- , 
c1sm, pragmatism, etc. 
The second charaoter1st1o of a successful protagon1at 
requires a tempering of the "horizontal" virtues nat1ve to 
the Ground Floor with the warmth of the human heart em-
bodied in the hearth and with the 1ntuit1ve and 1mag1nat1Ye 
faculties of the Cellar. That Melville was strongl7 skep... 
t1cal of the overly emotional and the excessively irratio-
nal we may be sure. But, as Merton Sealts has pointe<l out. 
· Melville's fiction betrays a lifelong attachment to the 
qualities of warmth and "geniality•: •one 1n1'era, he -
• 
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a man neither 'con'f1dent• nor eTen gregar1oua, bat one who 
never ceased to value good-fellowship and. good feel1ng, 1D 
the company of a few convivial 1nt1m.qtes or else 1n :aemo-4 
ries of the past.• It 1s s1gn1f icant, I th lnk, tha. t the 
two most successful protagonists are also those who seea 
to have struck the most even balance between pragmat.1sa 
and imaginative good.-humor. 
show a decided inclination either to rational objectiv1.aa 
(e.g., Bannadonna or the narrator of •The Paradise ot 
Bachelors and the Tartarus of ~'laids"') or an excesa1ve tlllO-
t1onal1sm that clouds judgment (e.g., the nJ3.rra tc)rs of 
•Jimmy Rose" or "Cock-a.-Dood.le-J-Doo ! •) • n.a.rra tor of 
•The Lightning-Rod ~1an," on the other hand, oA.n be pra5-
mat1c enough to insist on knowlng •the reasons," ~,-et play .. 
ful enough to ha.11 his visitor's dramatic entrance wtth, 
•s1r ••• have I the honour of a visit from that 1lluatr1-
ous god, Jupiter Tonans•(l0:172)? By the same token, •r,• 
a self-admitted •1azy, happy-go-lucky, 
loafing old Lea.r•(13:291), can present cogent counter-
proofs to the master mason's contention that I1B.themat1oa 
proves the existence of a "secret closet.• In th1 s reape,ot 
Be1v111e 1s perhaps not so far from the mEi1nstreE1m iJf 
Romantic thought, which saw 1n the highest acts of per-
ception a synthesis of' opposing qual1t1es: gen1ua and 
taient, fancy and imagination, object1 ve and subJect1war,, 
10) 
etc. 
• 
P1nally and perhaps most important, the protagonist 
who proves effective in his struggle recognizes that re.al-
1ty is largely an internal state, and that, therefore, 
relativism ls the great lesson of life. Of the unaeen 
manifestations ot •nescartian vortices• little C'ln be known. 
and that little is unpleasant enough; •The Hairs of our 
heads are numbered, and the days of our lives,• as the na.r-
rator of •The Lightning-Rcx:l Man• says, 2nd 
1s an end 
on it. A man must create his own interior world w1th1n the 
latitude of freedom-- his "house•-- allotted h1=. It 1a 
this plot that must be defended, in Bowen's phrase, through 
•armed neutrality•: "The attitude so named may be ••• de-
scribed as one of resistance without defiance and acceptance 
without surrender, of an indifference that 1s not apath7 
5 
and an affirmation free of illusion.• The short f1ot1on 
presents a prescription for ordinary men, not for heroes, 
and it shows that the persistence of self 18 the final, 
perhaps the onl7 1 triumph to be had. 
---~~-----~---------------
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40 
Bowen, P• ). 
' 
',. 
.... . 
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41 
Several important pieces o! •1.and. fiction•- notably, •B.artleb:,AI and "The Encantadas•- have been 01r-i tted from this sti..1d11. The 
"" 
reason for this is not necessaril:;l tb ...E1. t the conclu~i -~··ns rc:i.cr,~~~_,,i i.n this paper are not applicable to t.hese ta.les a:-::: skot.chc1;S: -··, - "~..,.. y ....,,. "- ~ ,__,.". ·..,_i; .... t that the ldnd of architectural syrrtbolisrn dealt ~H--i t:-1 in -t:1i:= :: :.:1jJy is a comparatively small part of the farm.er ~-iece '12:-~ ::r:~)'" c·: ::_j_ ~1..1nly relevant to the lattere nThe Encantadasn is, i-11 i'act, or1l:: ~)G.rtl.y a "landti'J piece 9 and the most interesting sycbolis::r. iiTvol ~---1:r...;~ 5 t:!4-. t-ification is related to the non-architectural elements 811ch as U. Rock Redondo. 
Cbepter II 
1 
•Burns,• Critical and Mis eel J a.neous Es!!l! (Landoni CbeJa&ll and HaJJ, Ld., 1893), II, 30. 
2 
Slater, P• 268. 
3 
Fogle, for instance, believes that •the story •••na what 1t aaya but betrays something else ••• it reveals in its dis5on.ance~ the note of underlying despair" (po 35) e I fr,J.~:~-r de, no~: '~-:ol:.ov(, ~-~ t the story can be had both -r,.rays, nor d,o I see that t:::e F>':1 +.,e!:·t r, -:~5-pa..; ~to in it .; S 1· n the le ::-1 S + n une1· erlv-i n :'"., r,; Ti'o,... q not- 'r"'; n r ( -: __ -·,,,... "''· '!'"" --~. ·,.. · r-·! ,'."> d~ --...i -..1.. -1. • c..... V .,) ~ ..,,...,. -~ e ..... .., iCii.. .a ia. ·,.,.. ... "" ~ .. ~- -.i,, \ ~ _,. •, ... -· ~- J. l.'' :·,._ _._ ·-··--\WI. ..._ ',JllllJ. t· I think:) vie\!l of the tale as serious a.n::i s 11u1na tr-:e:ic l:n it. s ,::-:~-~ ~ 
-
trayal of the narrator, see Sidney l{oss, \!t 'Cock-a-0oo<~_le-_,oc)l ' a.rd Some Legends i.n l{clville Scholarsl1ip, n American Li tc·ra·t·.tre, X.L (1 }68)• 192 21 0 1 f 1 d if" n._ ' \ tl " • • r, ; ' ' ", ' .·, ' - o ·1oss cone. u es, · 1l1r.1.ere .bB.r eoy- is ae11..::1 te(1 o.:/ .1.~1-.: (., :1r·trj withdraws even into death, tha :narrator of 'Cock-a.-DoO<"ile-~Jool ' cease to defy and even deny death while exulting in 11.fe,• (p. 210). 
4 
For the thesis that "Cock-a-Doodle-Dool• arrl }~rrym.wilc are •a satire on the buoyant transcendental principles vhic}1 }ielville he.a.rd echoing and reechoing in the New England Hills ••• an .. ::, t"~o:-o ~;..;1.rtic-1 ly f A ,. ... k th ...., ., ' ' . ' u ar 9 a passage ro.i.11 . r~ee · on ,. e Loncora aoc 1-~errlL~'lc ~uvors - -
---
by Henry David Thoreau,u see Egbert So Oliver, ~ °Cock-E1-Loo·Jlo-Dool 1 and. Transcendental Hocus-Pocus." 1~0'W' Enj:,land Quarter·l .. :r, 1::_:(I (lS~). 204f.f e 1·1oss (p. 196ff.) rebuts that Thoreau's ~w-or~: .,.~a::_: too o'D-scure to merit satire, and. that ~·:elville's attitude toward tralW-cend.enta.lism is too complex to be explained by simple satire • 
• 
t~ - - .-
~=-· -
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s 
See Wi]11am Bysshe Stein, "?-~lv:'.llle's Cock and th• Bell of Paul.," Emerson Society Quarterly, XXVII (1962), 6ff. Stein i.n-geniously tr1· es to sho,..r that onlo.r l rer'l"'\~1._}S l.~ ..:, c; ! ""tT"' , ..... T' -~ .,..,II :1 -·.c(~ ~- ·,- •t .., V'l4 _ ...._ .} - ..._ -. _... J. ,L..J. '"- \. __ ..._ l.,·'·\ "f _..i,.. "--' 1-...,1 _,_,.,,_..j_ • "'"' .i. ._. • 'w·""""~ ..--,-the na.rrator merely v-re· ars t}1e "rna .. ~)-~ ,~ of s-.· fool.... "T n '1 ·.·.~ ......... ; ~-- ·,.,,n, _ ...... K·· _ ~ ~ _ ~--., --~~ '(,.,., .. 1·1 t"' ...... . -> t ~..,..-~.,.-tJ quick-~ri tted fool by playing the role of o-v-er:,f:"41.n Y'C'"':ieo:::.5 .1 l~ o! us from our affectations and pomposi t~ es, fo~ 1~0 ~~E_; ~i.:nv_·i_t::::_·:::o• (ppe 6-7)0 Stein°s reacli.ng is larg0l:{ exe,;etical, ~~c.:-,,;evf.'.,:- 11 a?xi eventually founders on its o-wn cor1pler...itj~. ·7!1orrJ i~ s.L--:;)l:r .. litU• internal evidence of "holy pret.ense• on the nar:-ator's 1::-art. 
6 
Stein does demonstrate at some length (see esp. p. 9) that tbe ta.le reverberates with oblique references to S-a.int Paul. 
7 
Fogle (p. 37) also suggests comparison with t..lie effect ot at-a1na4 g1ass in the Roman churches of Hawthorne's The Marble Faun. 
8 
This is, I assume, what Fogle refers to vhan he SFaaka of •t. symbolic and sacramental nature of the gitt•(p. 40). 
9 
The pervasive sexual symbolism 1n the ta.le, vhich I have exolud .. eel for the most part from my discussion because it is r:ot ciirectly l t t th f f th . ,., . ..,\.. . . ),,_ -~ . , ~ ... re evan O 9 OCUS O lS p.:..1.per, 1•-lUS :::.._::--~.: L, tlO'.:-(F'. uy .ti. ~1. ~-Dy, 
•Herman Melville 9 s ,';-'artarus or bi.ids' ,n ~:'.od~rD,_~'l~~'~::~. ~~~~~·~~. I (1940), 95-1000 Tne tale, no conclud.e0, al, i,__,._, .. ,u~.- .. 'i-' .J ·-f''I ''~ ~on-trasts men exempt fr ,...,.,., t'ne bi"olorti·cr'jl 1--,,r,-:pn,::- o 4" 0 "n;lr1-···,''"<> ... ·r, -,- ~~r.~n . . V ,U .l. Q <::I. U <..A..l.. '-" ~ .._ .,.,o l. ·~ . ~ ..... ..... . - ... -~ -... ~ .. , "u !"I s. .. ,;;.;.,/iU . . t V1·ct4Yl'ls of the gestation procec.:s" (p ... 100)... :, -r·,, 1 1 n,-_ i,,,,·,.0 1 '_ .. -.... · 1· ·1 .~, ...... _._ ..l,..p1..U. ._, - V - ~ ~ l _L ~-',_l_ -i.... -.• _.. ,-. '- ~ ··- · ; ~.,(_., 4 l_- ,.-. '•·-' , .__._ #-plied by Chase' Pp .,. 159-16J.... "j:j1 01."' a "rP':lrll. n,- o{' +"r}/G• 1- ".', "'j f"cl ';· ,.: M Cl •:-·· F-,~,~ '!;ii' 1CiM" ..L,• ......_ ..._,,. ,__ ._.,._ ..._.;.. -· V .;.... .___. --~-- ..... ....._,, -. __ -c • .... , - ~-- ·... ~ - • _ _,.. -_.· ..., f ~--
w of the shirkers of the responsibilities of li.fE-:1 , ~,~ol·v·il~l·_· ':~ '·; ... ,'iC~:-elors 9 ° who fail to commit then:selves to li..fe .ir1ci ti:\1s 0,_ci~:'-1 .. ~!.:.~~-:)~ c10 evil" (po 43), see Ray Bo Brrn~me, nn.;o ·vie--..;s of Cor:.t:i t::or1t: 11 :~1e Paradise of Bachelors 0 and 'The Tart.arus of ~·'.:aic .. s•,N ir: St~:i:.es in 
-
the }finor and Later \iorks of 1,Ielville (lia.rt.ford: T·rnn.scerx:!ent.al Books, 197 o"f." 4 3-46. 
-
10 
Hoffman, P• 424. 
11 
W. R. Thompson, • 'The Paradi!!e o! Bachelors and the Tart.a.MUI ot Maids': A Reinterpretation," American '<118.!:terly, II (1957), )8. Thompson's study emphasizes Lrie Old ",{orld-1ie'fJ 'rlorldt tien.r ~r~~litrrl-Lond.on dialectic in the tale. The (Jld -viorld, he concludes, rnh..1.a looked too long in the face of evi.l, an-d at last grcY~n unnerved" (p. 36); the New World, •though 1nno·cent o! Western civillz.at.1.on 
ll 
I 
' 
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and its accompanying dross, is stiff, 1wq: •r•on•l• and 11111111111l1Mbl .. (p. Y/). 
12 
For a good related discussion of the s·ymbolism of the horn, ... Thompson, P• 39. The goats' heads ernphasize the phallic 5"j-r.bol1!Rl; th.at the horn is also ca.lied a "Jericho horn" indicate5 that it 1.a also a symbol of power and leadership. 
13 
Chase (p. 162) suggests the kinship of the factory rl th J'.o,by Dick and the automaton of "The Bell-Tow-er.• All aro t-ypes c!" th• •Behemoth," the •beast and machine we have met b-efore in Jlelv1lle.• 
14 
John Seelye, Melville: The Ironic Dia.gram (Evanston: Horthvut..rn University Press, 1970), p. 100. "··· tl1e reaction of the 5t,e<isr-....an is bafflemento o o o I,i ke the 1-1ell-meanirLs '.Al1l ' o: :.t,l0 1n\,·i)"'='r _::.t~ ':,~irtl..-by ' t the seeds,,., 0 n°s 'Oh· 9 1· s a mere c:-o~'iYY-i r:1 ...... _nu' 1"",r1_' n·.:- .,..,.,..i..·,-~ ~,-.. M ...... J,_lJ.,CI. I; .J ~·  ~-, t .._, .--. ~--•.It 'i '"'"" ', ....... u ,_,_._ --.-._..;, -~.) • ..... ,.____.,. ..... --
,_ disagree totally -with Seelye. The exclanwtjon, I t.hi.nk, is s1gni.!--icant and well prepared for. 
15 
E.g., Darwi.n T. Turner, ,.A View of Melville's P:taz~a,• CU J01U"-nal1 VII (1963), 57. Turner's view is thst :<olT.r-ille i~1 s:rr.~~ot1.e toward the :narrator, and that the rv1-rr2t,or Os at.sor~t,iJr~ y~ • .-: t.t·~ ~rev--
-
'"' 
lock parallels 1'1elville 11 s m-;n interest in "lc):1~t:r ti1ot:.,_~~~t.or-1 ~::u contention is sirnply 1•-rrongo The donnee of tt.6 '.:,~:.ort .fict,··\ o~-.. tlS a whole is that wlofty_ thouaht" of' the so:-t th.::~t :,::e r ... arra t.,:>r P"-: "fl ~"o• ._,. '-- • ~~-, ! r:.. ' in is frui Uess and illusory o 'The choico o:' th.r::: r:o::r-t.h. ;· i -~o o:~ "." ... :1tt house ..;s not ... I t.hi· nk .. meant to ~oe. "'1'1e--ro1· Co" ·T •. "1··rl ,:-,, -~- ', 'c.··c,e ,-, ~,,.-.":"-_, Mt ..l. V u - ..... .-. •- \"->c ,~...._'I:.: ...... ·· .•.. '"' ... ;.. .. -... -· ~-' ·-' .. .,',_. R...,.~ the Sa.me V1• c::rr-_J a S Turner " ti A I S O l\re lVl' 11 A """':, + n n. "'r' '.' 0', '"'Y" +l <;' ~- ',' r, r, Y '·1 .:' "~ '~ "r'"·•. , ~v o -~ -. . ".....: .J.. c,.,. v ... J..-. ._,,,., ...... ~ _....,,___ c.......~ .... ---- --- ........ "· .._; ,_ .... '\..." to the elements 0 as someho-vr rnore real and flL~a.:r:or~t.al, ~;\J·:~·., t~::: :·:o prefers the dangerous ocean to the safe, dull l,a_ri:d ~ e Q n (po ··f~.) Q It is a serious mistake to equate 1'Ielville "'with r1.is 21.r1.~ra tor~:, rln:. a. fatal one to confuse the domestic short fiction 1-t-i th the se& noTela. 
16 
For parallel discussion, see Fogle, p •. tr,. 
17 
On the tale's artistic theme, see He1mbTttcht Br,ei.nig, •Tb• Da-struction of Fairyland: }Ielville's 'Piazza' 1-n the Trndition of the American Imagination," English Literacy tiistory, i~u.·J (1S.;~,c·), ?:4-28~ B .1t - 4 t th " -" · 1 _," , · .{;' .c-
....... • , • 
...J• re,J....L.LLg races e · J. a1.r71 ana r1ot1.1. ~ roT:. l_:r~::1::r:, ~t:ro1: .. F:t1 Th.orea.u 0 Ha:wthorne 11 and otherso He considers R1~e I~ia~Z,.D. 0 :·~f,:"~~·:.=..lo'a parody Of the thematic tradi. t-ion- \<re,l.,:r-i l le-· 'r1•~ '1.,..,)'"'11 1 .... n 
__ ; _(_., 'j c--\-,,itc!l""' .L - .J......,. li ------ ' ...... \._.; "-·=- .:--..,;~, ................. ,. 
__ .. _ ~,,~ ... --- -·--- .. -~ .... -._,~...;) the notion of .A.:merica as a v0 f airyla:rt.dt} ;,(t1e~e tho ~rrr~: '::J• r c :-"ll~~ -~- r'1 :. :er a symbolic neutral area in order to dr&i~ tize t...~e problem~ ,11~ b.ii, time. •The Piazza," according to Breinig, is re.ally b.a.sed. on a.n 
111 
anti-aesthetic. •Melville is one the destruction of fairyland ia a (p. 28:,). 
18 
of the .first t.o de.mon.otrate tb1t basis for the develorment of art• .. 
See the fine article by K.1aus Poenicke. •A. Viev fr011 the Piaa .... za: Herman ?-1elville and the Legacy of the 2uro?ean Sub) 1me, • Cc1t• parative Literature Studies, IV (1967)P 267-2·81. Poerlicko'~; L~e,~i• is that the journey into tl1e Greylock l·~our1tain atte:--·.pts to io·~·,1Ju: the popu]ar eighteenth century notion of na. ture 's "subli:;-i tJ,... nnd especially the acclamation of 91 the sublime• as • J.meric& •s most dia .. t1nctive birthright" (p •. 274) •. 
19 
Fog1e (p. 89) sees in l·1ar1anna a conscious recoll•lction o! Tei,-. nyson•s lf.La.ria.nna a.nd of Shakespeare's 1':SrianJlll (pres11:zr.a'Dlj"" of }Se.&JnXre For Measure); Turner (p. 59) suggests a parallel in ¥..iranda ot The Tem}?!::st. 
20 
I would dispute Turner's contention that at •the end ••• th• narraJ=.or, having· matured from ro:rr.a.nce to reali t:y·, ,riewfl ltf;J cle,a..r-ly and 1dthout bitterness"(p. 60). Rather, I would say rlt.h Sl.atA:r that "there is something distinctly unsatisfactory a.bout the reso-lution"(p. 278). 
21 
For speculation on the symbolism of the peaco,cks arrl the roa••• see Ralph 1'1. Tutt, "Jimmy Rose- 1-felville 's Displace-d 1io'Dlo, • FllM'r-son Society Quarterly, XXXIII (1963) P JO; :-~1.rvin i•-,i::1ner, " .. ~o11lille 'a 'J:1.Innw Rose O ~ Truly Risen?" Studies in Short F'iction, 1-~r ( 1 9c:6) ~ 6!!. ---- - --- ----Says Tutt 9 "e e c the peacock describes the ·\r.s.ni t:;r, ,'llor:er .. o:-~; ::, ~ D,.::-21:-: mutability of mortal mane 'i.{e JJJ.ay interpret t:1e ro~;e :-,_~ .].r~ c,,:·.:..i.lem. of aristocracy; we may say tl1.at it re~reser1ts Ji_~yis i~1!":occ,t1:e; at the same time we rr~y say it represents his V'i t.ali tr ( p. :)J) 9 Fi:;her dwells especially on the Christian tradition of rose-s?:,olism ~rxi its applicabil j ty to the resurrection-motif in the ta.le. 
22 
Fogle. P• 61. 
23 
Several critics recognize this crucial fact. Tutt notes th.at •the moral resolution of the story is elusi~Te, ar1d we finc1 01..1.r~el-ves, tm1ard the encl,, questioning the attitude of :,he :::\r;:'rt .. ~o~ ~n search of final meaningH(p. 29). Fisher sees the narrator as ·001.ng •as important to the meaning of the story as the lavyer-rwa.rra t.ar 1a 1n 'Bartleby••(p. J). 
24 
Fisher, P• ?. 
.cl-
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25 
Critics are far from una.nimous on the matt.er of how J:11 1,1 1•, 
:finally, to be viewed. Bowen calls hj m a. •victor over !'ortu.'l9• 
(p. 236)0 Tutt also seems to subscribe to tho rurrnto:r- 1 ::: ;:-nr:ipo<:-
tive and sees the tale as a rebuke for ...:1r~-_y's :;o~iet.:/, ·: ·,,t ::ct for Jimmy
. · o For a s omC!i'.rhat d.i· ffer e-n .. t ·\ri er·..,-.. :: () r, . "." 'l - fa~,= · .. ,.; -: ., .......... ,, 'r'1,.,.., 
Q \. - F - '..I L- ••. : ,,..,, 1 ·1 C, --~ . i\, • ~. ' 'l " • V ' 
•Mel~,.4, ,e es O Jj 1nmy Rose' n -~·le c te, .. n ;1"', 1.1~. n "') -,..-, ..; +Ll' n c- :·. ,A~..,-~ er,. ·x ·rT ( 1 .. -/ ,., )\ 
, V ~ _ ,,___ ' ~ ~ " uc=w •- - ~ •. _ • ~ ~ "' P ._ , ~ \ • ,· .,. t " , 276
-280.., Gargano rec ogru· Z e C th q t t' Q ~ C"'. l Q'r ·i ..._.-.--:--, i -~ -;""',,.. ~ ,-~ "' cJ :; ,;. .. ~- ....., -\, ~"-
0
'!:l .. -
..., U l,,LCJ.. V , ., - .~..L_ J U ---~-~-", y - ._ ,_, ~ .· ... ~ ,., _. • ·- U ..... ~ t 1\.'- 1 . 1 ] t . t l . t h . ' ,.., , . ' . , 
o i·le VJ_ e a sen JJnen a i y w icn s 01 ten.s t.D.r:· · .. ou, · ::1:,, ::: ,; , nc 2 c:ct-
.,, 
plexi ty of his story' ( p. 279); he over es t:L--::a i:,, :; , :: c.; uv er, ·: '." ~ :::u t.-
ting edgeW in the narrator' S C 08l:Jenl2.ry • .:.''.is ;},c,r ( G • t1 ) :: N> ~; c~ ii..J.llY 
as both Dsymptom and victim" of a decadent soci,cl_ -r11~ue. I ·,.,c1_lci 
place myself on the extreme end of the cri tic:11 conti::.cn.:::: -.,-:_ · ... :: :31-..i. ~-•r. 
who says, lfWe see Jimmy as a shrunken, pi -t:.iful, yet ro ;-;-,:2. :: 1-.-i~ cro.&-
ture ••• unable to adjust himself to change or to accept the rav-
ages of time"(p. 275). 
Chapter 111 
1 
See Marvin Fisher, •Melville's 'Bell-Tower': J. Double T'hru.11t.• 
American Qu.a.rterJ..,y, XVIII (1 %6), 200-207. Fis:1er 1"1.akes a. roa:Jonabl• 
case for "not only a rejection of technoloi~ical pro,-re~cs hit also 
a fearful response to that other contemporary phenomenon- tha in-
stitution o.f Negro slaverr9 (p. 201) in •The Bell-Tower.• 
2 
On the anti-mechanistic theme, see Charles J.. Fenton, ••nie Bell-
Tower•: ¥J.elville and Technology," American Literature, :arrr (1 951 ) , 
219-232.. Fenton•s article presents a sound, but li::it&:i, i,1t..er-
pretation of the tale. emphasizing that ":i:l.a:r.1"'..a.C:onr.a 's ~:es t-:-,1':c t: on 
was caused by his inability to sublimate the r::echa.niciu.n ln ::im •. 
Reason, pragmatic materialism, the laws of n:.echanics could not .IIU8-
tain bim"(p. 230) •. 
3 
See the book of Esther, chapter 5ft; Fisher, in his disCUJSs1an 
o:f Haman-Talus (p. 204), fails for eome reason to 1:Ake not. ot t.b.1 biblical Haman. 
4 
Fogle, p. 64. Fogle fails to take into account, hc•••er, tlwit 
the felony is "remitted by the judge, absolution given h:Sa b;r tbll 
priest ••• •(t0:255-2.56). 
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s 
•The mere presence of the qua]1fying adjective, let a.lone th• vastly greater emphasis upon 'mechanician,' is sufficient evidence that his prjmary concern ~ras with Banna.donna as Renai~eanc• .!5Cien-tist and technologian"(Fenton, p. 220). 
6 
Fogle, P• 66. 
7 
Of special prominence is the pa.ra.lleling throughout the t.a.l• ot Bannadonna.'s story with that of the prophetess, Debor-ah,(rJurl;-'"e3, chapter 4) in the Old Test.an1ent. l)eborah ~1rop}1esio~: +:!a~ t~·:n _:ar•a.n-ite captain, Sisera. s, wouJ_d_ be sold n into t:ne f':,i:-:-: of' ;1 ~, 0iC:--~sir ... N Sub-sequently 9 he 1-1as indeed murdered in tr1e tent of r .. 1.s ~·:en2 ~ .. .tJ .: 1• ~. 2::-, Heber 0 by Jael, Heber es ~rife, 't<Tho Ht.001( r111 h,~i_t~::a~ ~.ri ::or ~.,·~:1,~~, a.rrl went softly unto him 9 and sn1ote the J"l...,3. il in"T: c ~:i ~:- :-. e:,.:~l u .s. n =: r. •T:'1• Bel1-T0v1er" lielville evokes an irr:..13.:-:e of the cr-,{ur:t ·u ... r ::--u:·o~': .. :~n . .,.: -:::.o '--' "' 
. 
a Pa.; 'V\t; Y'\ O' by H Del Fonca .... " Un n l) C' f"' ta 1 I O O 'r 1 ,- 1 .:, ';..~ C• rl f•. ~ +· r·, .,.. •.. · ·~· .~ r 
...J.-1..l ........,.""'b 
v-
.&...J;.Ca.. ._) c.,..1. -·, 
__l_ • ! l... - ._ ~-------- "' .... ,...., ...... ..._.:·(,,::... 
-~ ._._j "'""' .. ~> t ·,;,"- U-.J... Deboraho The automaton tak:es the role of Jael, ar ..c~ ti-.e :-:.a.i.~is:,rat.4 '• in:iuiry, "Where •s Jael, pray?" sets the st.age for the rou.ndin,g out of the parallel. 
8 
See Frank Davidson, •Melville. Thoreau, arx:l 'The Apple-Tree Table'.• 
.American Literature, ll.V (19.54), 48?. "The attic, L?1 'Which. tl:e cy-te • tabl nd th 1 .r li .-. . . 
. . 
S r1ous e a ~ \ -1 ~ Cf na. - a Were 1 o~un., l S -.. ')-·J A ~--... ,...,_ ~- ~ .r, 0- ""r"I •. A r-.. -· ..., ~ ·-,...... f1 . - Q l ...a. b .. ~ ,. .. _._ ? 0 , .. ...., • J.l.. ,/ '-·· -..... , , ,, .j , ·~ ~..... -~ t l .. felville 11 s head or mind.... It ~·ras a haur~te-(i r::ir1c~&t1 :;t1.-: l.:<.:cr.. ~~·:ter-, prets the tale biographically: "For 'Tl1e Apple-:'·:-co ·:.J.'clo' r-rJco~~i!t its author's thoughts on religion at a critical ti.n10 in uis l:ifo• (p. 479). 
9 
Fogle. P• 80 •. 
10 
For a lengthy rehearsal of the Apocalyptic :1raagery in the tale• •inclusive of the Second .Advent and Resurrection• - see }a.le oh o. Magaw, "Apocalyptic IID8gery in }Ielville 'a 'The Apple-Tree Table',• Midwest Quarterly, VIII (1967). 357-369. 
11 
Davidson, P• 486. 
12 
•His symbolic, apocalyptic exploration of the mysteries or death and :5mmortality is presented from the point of ·view of a. rela.tiv"i.st. not a doctrinaire oo•"(1'Iagaw, pe11 369). See n.lso Foblo, ?• 2'4. •Th• story is rather an examination of the pursuit of spiritu.&l lcn,ovledge than a statement of absolute conclusions •••• • 
114 
13 
Slater, PP• 276-277. 
14 
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1n the ta.le is at the center of the rooni. a.nd, for the reasone I 
am enunciating, this is entirely proper. Th.at the creature non:.a.l.ly 
thought of as coming from below should be the proponent :if archit.c-
tural, intellectual, aJXl spiritual med.iacy I take to 00 so:::,c1:.:.i11.t; or 
an intended irony. 
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See 
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Stockton, p. '327. 
Chapter IV 
1 
2 
Slater," p-; 279 • 
• J 
Litman argues that in the short fiction a •model 1"armhO'W!e type 
emerges whose inhabitant is the moral counterpart to t.'1e ideal 11t.ruc-
ture o We might list the characteristics oi the f11?:"1c:!:ou:c· •1 .·cs :'ol: ova 1 
It should be a ·wide house rather than a ta l} one; : ts c ,y: l \ :1.; ,. '·. ·J.::.d 
be low; it should have a central chirr.ney an:i a ::; 0.1. c :_ ou:: ~·:>u: : ·. :·e; t t 
should have a piazza closely relating it to r.z. t~->J; .'.-: <.,:·12r' ·. ,, ·..;oll b:'ll,·] t and 01".' wood rather +han stone. :') nd -i t r ~.~ (I' l; .~ >·-,,~!; ., ... r~, ,-~ , .. ··1.,.... ·- .·" ·, · ·, .. T 
IL • I.., - , Cl,..;. - ,.,. - ~' • ,. ,., U.~ ··-·· ,.., ·-· , __ ,., .,~ .. ,_ .. .r·· J ••• , .~. ,,•· furm
. shed" (p .... 6°':<1 ) ... Li· tman ~..,,'"Iker some. .. .. -or..i..}-.-_--.·1~ 1,::. -· 11·1 ,, ... + ,. ·1 ", ~- (· 'r"' · ..,..._ 
... _,/J.. ... . l.~..:.ci. .:.) .... ,'1 ... l,,. ... i'f ' _,._. 'i_) ••. •~.- ....... i J •. ) ..... • • , •.. l .. . -. ,.._ ticle especl
• ally '\'..,...J.th ro crard. to 7/ 8 l "Pl lle t S .'1 r"' l' ,-., ..,.,,~~, . , l' 6 . -··: ·~·.·,.. r· -;~ ,--., ·,~ ~i ..-.. lll!k.,1•11c_., s, v4 -L '-' b J... ...... ,t _ . ,_ ._ ._, v ~ ... ~,-- •. ~ n -~- .. -. ~ ,.~ ~ .... _...__ ,..,~ 
tural ideals of the period-spacious grounds. low p:::-o'.'ilo, o*:c. -
but on the matter of the "ideal housett Ll t."'..:,n dis to::- t::; 1. ::.5 :::,v,-,,. 5 t.lt-
plifies., On my own view of piazzas and archi tectUJ:"nl s. ' iond.E.1., :;oe Cha t II Th . i 1 ...... 4-" "" • ~ . - •. . p er · o ere is no spec a reason .:. or L!l1ru-c1.n,..~ L-!1/:;_ t, t:-:o ::oune 
o:f the narrator of "The lightning-Rod M:tn" is esyecially "'cor:fort.a.bl,y 
:furnished•(in any case. who bui1ds a house designed to be WlCcafort&blef)J 
., 
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his house does not have a •central chimney" of the sort that •1•.-
has. As for the "farmhouse typa," there a:re cor:1)1icsting factors 
0
~ .,._,.hich Litman takes no a CC oi, ~t. Fo.,.. .:, :n <'::" + ,c; Y"' C q, +·,..,A Y"1 n .,_'I-"' -,I- I""':-.~ 0 r 
.1. W'f • ~ .!_ ..._ ...._ .. ,_) '-'"·-~ ' • <:;;;I lJ ..,..,. .. ...) • ...a,. ... 4 d, CJ ,_. ~ ,._., \ 
"Cock-a....Imdle-Doot 11 and "The Piazza." live in ;)rn :::or~. o:· :·:c:i_so ·J.o-
scribed by Li+-...,n and yet thev f 00 l "1 ch I T.:"' 1 001- '.•-o .. r(")r-.,-i .. _~-. r1 ·1, -..... \ 4 :·i• ~ •· .. .n.:5 w.u.a , . ., -~ -- ... .:.i • .l ..... • ... ..__, ,f ....., .. _ -· _. ~ ~ -· _ _ . 4 ~ ...... •.J 
:for solutions to their problems. On tho ~-~:,ole, t:,e r.a ''"~or-; :·ot.ag-
oni.st I s attachment to certain parts of his hous o is a':. i u ~•::; t 1u.1 iat-
portant a factor as the type of house in .. fllhich 110 li·r..res. 
4 
Merton M. Sealts, Jr., •Melville's 'Genia]ity• ,• .:-:ssays in J.1:'Jerlc.a.n 
and English Literature Presented. to Bruce Robert Mcfil.der;z:-Jr. {J.t.b-• 
Ohio University Press, 1967), 22. 
5 
Bowen. p. 2.35 • 
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